


Build quality In with 
Kraft R.C accessories.

Kraft’s reputation is not limited to its 
superior radio control equipment as we 
also have an excellent selection of 
modeling accessories available. Our 
accessories are designed especially 
for modelers by modelers using only 
the highest quality materials for 
durability and dependability. These 
high quality accessories will suit the 
needs of the most discriminating 
enthusiast and the most demanding 
model.

Items every modeler needs . . . .
Available in 
regular and 
slimline ■·
design,
these blow molded, ■* 
thick walled
seamless polyethelene tanks, with 
an easily removed pick up tube, are 
the finest. They are suitable for both 
glow and ignition engine fuels.

vibration levels to a minimum by using 
our high strength glass filled nylon, 
or rugged cast aluminum engine 
mounts. They are available in various 
sizes to fit most engines.

Puncture proof 
neoprene tires in 
streamline or scale 
profile are true 
running and easily 
assembled. The hidden-axle wheels 
feature interchangeable bushings for 
3/32", 5/32", and 1/8" axle sizes.

Tools especially for modelers . . . .
The modeler's wrench 
with four socket sizes 

has a built-in retaining 
clip in the glow plug 

socket to hold the plug during installation 
or removal. Extra glow plugs can be 
stored in the four tapped holes around 
the center of the wrench.

Specially designed 
light-weight glass filled 
nylon modelers 
clamps are easily 
adjusted for required 

tension, and feature moveable jaws for 
more delicate work.

You have put a lot of work into your 
model hobby, and we at Kraft want you 
to get a lot out of it. Whether you are 
building your first or latest model, it 
deserves the best right from the 
beginning; use Kraft accessories.

Many other accessory items are also 
available and fully described and 
illustrated in our F R E E  catalog. Visit 
your Kraft hobby dealer now to see 
these attractively packaged accessories.

R ,  450 W. California Ave.
■ — -  . P.O. Box 1268, Vista, CA 92083 

(714) 724-7146. TWX 910 322 1471

Keep your model 
engine aligned and 
firmly in place, at the 
same time keeping

World’s Finest 
Radio Control Equipment 

and Accessories



K&B VEC0.19R/C
Equipped with 
"Squish-band" 
head. . .  for 
cooler ^
running and 
increased
speed. g t

K&B VEC0.19
A powerhouse .19 
for C/line 
stunt and 
scale. få

^  K&B Engines offer m o re !. . .
v  R im ld f lR  ^  More Quality— K&B is the sym-

. ■  bol of quality in the model
L 6Í10IÍ18S Λ  enginefield·3  More Experience— for 34 years

K&B lias led the field in
oping and producing the best 

in model airplane engines . . .  and marine engines, too! 
Whichever engine you choose you'll find it is tops in per
formance, durability and dependability— qualities that are 
built into every K&B engine. Each is precisely engineered 
to deliver maximum h p. under the most rigid demands. K&B 6.5cc (.40)

Racing Engine
For R/C Pylon Racing or U/Control. 

A real powerhouse.
K&B 3.5cc (.21) Front Rotor 

F/F or U/C
»» A record breaking Free 

r / >  Flight andWiT U/Control
J f P p  _ engine,

K&B 3.5cc (.21) R/C Engine
A real work horse ,  
for its size. Success- 
ful as both airplane j
and car engine. ^

K&B 7.5CC (.45) 
Ducted Fan Engine

"right out iT  
of the box". 

Complete with 
Perry Pump and Carburetor

K&B -40R/C with 
Perry Pump and 

Perry Carburetor
Gives an additional 
1000 r.p.m.

K&B .40 R/C
A front rotor 
engine for 
Pattern, Scale 
and Quickie 
500 Pylon 
Racing.

K&B 6.5cc (.40) Front Rotor
For F F or Pylon Racing. A real powerhouse.

K&B 6.5cc (.40) 
R/C Front Rotor

Unbelievable 
horsepower. For 
R/C Scale and 
R/C Pattern.

K&B .61 R/C 
with Muffler
A top performing Pattern 
Engine. It competes 
with the best.

K&B .61 R/C with 
Perry Pump/Regulator

Features the most advanced 
step in model engine fuel 
systems. . .  fuel is fed 
into system.

Patronize your 
Local Hobby Shop 

for the
Complete K&B Line

K&B Marine engines have proven to be the 
most powerful "out-of-the-box," record 
breaking engines available. Outboard or 
Inboard each is a champion in its class.K&B3.5CC (.21) 

R/C Inboard 
Engine
For Hydro,
Monos and —  
Deep V’s. 3

K&B3.5CC (.21) 
Outboard Engine
The firs t of its 
k ind . . .  setting 
the pace for others 
to follow.K&B 7.5cc (.45) R/C 

Inboard Marine 
Racing Engine
Superb Power. Dependable 
all-purpose engine.
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ARF's & K IT S P L A Y T R O N
U S A

from  the b e st  
in Japan!

EXCITING NEW KITS AND 80% COMPLETED A.R.F. 
R/C MODELS . . . FROM THE BEST IN JAPAN!!

G A ZEEL, TW ISTER, CANDY, and YAMATO are 80% com
pleted, factory-built models in traditional balsa and plywood 
materials, as shown in photo at right. SKY MATE and ZLIN 
are complete kits, with all parts precision-cut to exact size.
INTRODUCTORY PRICES. GOOD UNTIL JU L Y  31, 1980

Add $2 .00 to each kit for postage and handling.
Arizona residents add 4% Sales Tax.
C O LO R C A T A LO G  O F  A L L  IT E M S : S I . 00  

344 London Bridge Plaza, Suite D 
Lake Havasu City, AZ 86403[ p l a y t r o n ]

CANDY-40 $99.95 YAMATO $59.95





The Numbei One Choice of Sports Modelers.
Competitively pmaed products with superior quality and workmanship.

ji
i  t -<1 ™ k ;

All units include servos, 
receiver, battery case 
(G2C-2S) or rechargeable 
batteries (D4C-4S) and 
necessary hardware.

«»»b ass S

•°«

D4C 4S

CLIP COUPON AND MAIL TO:

CIRCUS HOBBIES INC.,
P.O. BOX 5215. RENO. NEVADA 89513

We’re interested in you!
What are you interested in?

□  Airplanes
□  Boats
□  Cars
□  Helicopters
□  Other_____

□  For Sport
□  Entering Contests
□  Both
□  Other___________

Address

State

oirrrirr

["HOTiom

!ií^nŤ0ři



THE #1 SELL

Outstanding quality... 
Precision workmanship 
Competitive price.

1 MA -



:r  in  ja pa n .

ALL UNITS INCLUDE SERVOS. NICAD BATTERIES.
DUAL CHARGER. SERVO TRAYS AND OTHER NECESSARY 
HARDWARE.

and there’s more
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CONTROL-LINE HEADQUARTERS

ENGINE: .29-.40 
WING SPAN: 50"

KIT CL-21

$34.95

MUSTANG STUNTER
Designed by MIKE GRETZ

BEECHCRAFT

$6.95

ENGINE: .049 
WING SPAN: 18"

BANSHEE
Designed by MIKE STOTT 

ENGINE: .29-.40
WING SPAN: 49" $20.95

STAGGERWING
Designed by MIKE STOTT

ENGINE: .10-.15 
WING SPAN: 28"

TWISTER G
, Designed by MIKE GRETZ

i  ENGINE: .29-.40
\  WING SPAN: 48-

ENGINE: .049 
WING SPAN: 22-1/2·SHOESTRING

Designed by MIKE STOTT

AKROBAT
Designed by MIKE STOTT

AKROMASTER
ENGINE: .15-.19 
WING SPAN: 34"

DEWEYBIRD
Designed by DAVE SHIPTON

ENGINE: .29-.40 
WING SPAN: 51"

Designed by MIKE GRETZ ENGINE: .10-.15 
t j » . ,  WING SPAN: 24"

JU r* $12.50

BUSTER
Designed by MIKE STOTT

$36.50
SUPER CHIPMUNK

Designed by MIKE STOTT

SKYRAY$5.95 Designed by MIKE GRETZ

ENGINE: .049
WING SPAN: 23-3/4" KIT CL-!

ENGINE: .29-.40 
WING SPAN: 53-1/2’

See your dealer first! To order direct, add $1 pstg. under $10. Catalog 41 -$2.00 PPD. No C.O.D.

SIG MANUFACTURING CO. . . Montezuma, Iowa 50171
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THOSE COLLECTOR PLANS
How sweet it is . . . when you present 

something a little different to your 
readers and the response shows that you 
did something right! We’re referring to 
our publishing of plans from what might 
be called classic scale kits of the Golden 
Era of modeling, the late '30s. Along with 
publishing the plans, we are also making 
full-size copies of the plans available to 
our readers. And as a final touch, full- 
size copies of the printwood are in
cluded, so that modelers may reproduce 
these fine old kits.

There is a catch, however. We must 
depend on our readers as the source for 
this series. The Miniature Aircraft Corp. 
Curtiss F-11-C4 "Goshawk," published 
in the August '79 issue happened to be 
part of our own collection. As a result of 
our initial plea, John Banwell, Fort 
Dodge, Iowa, loaned us his kit, also by 
Miniature Aircraft Corp., for the Grum
man F3F-1, which appeared in the June 
’80 issue.

First thing we do is repair the original 
plans. From many years of folding and 
unfolding, the crease lines gradually 
come apart. These are carefully taped on 
the back side, along with any tears. Next, 
an auto-positive is made directly from 
the original. Then, using theoriginal asa 
guide, all lines and lettering in the torn 
areas are repaired and filled in on the 
auto-positive. This is now ready to make 
final black-line prints for our customers.

All of the printwood is laid out with 
edges butted, in groups according to 
thickness. Each group is taped together 
and shot separately (if 1/8 and 1/16 
sheets are photographed together, one 
group will be out of focus!), and then 
joined to make one print of all sheet- 
wood. This print is included with each 
full-size plan order, even though it does 
not appear in the magazine with the

Progress report on our '31 A lfa replicar. Fiberglass body is in position to check for proper fit. 
The original Volkswagen wheels are still on, but the 1932 Ford 18" wheels have been silver 
spray-painted, new 550 x 18 tires added, and are ready to mount w ith special adaptors.. Gear 
shift and pedal assembly still have to be moved back about 3 feet, steering column extended 
the same amount. Progress is very slow. Detroit we ain 't!

plan. Finally, the complete kit, as re
ceived, is returned to the loaner within a 
few weeks, carefully wrapped, and 
shipped U.P.S.

If you have a classic kit from the 
Golden Era and would like to share it 
with fellow model builders, let us know 
what you have. Miniature Aircraft Corp. 
had many other beautiful kits in its line, 
as well as Tomasco, Wanner, Ideal, etc.

Cleveland kits cannot be used in this 
manner, as the company is still in busi
ness. Incidentally, you’ll find the prices 
for our Collector Plans and patterns to 
be comparatively reasonable. 
WESTBURG’S BACK 

Those of our readers who are fans of 
Peter Westburg and his superb scale- 
view drawings will be pleased to know 
that he’s back in action. Pete included 
the following author’s note with his 
material on the Grumman F2F-1, which 
starts in this issue:

"I want to thank all of my many friends 
who took the trouble to write or call 
about my eye problems. I have had 
cataract surgery and lens implants in 
both eyes, and now have 20/20 vision 
beyond my fingertips. I use half-glasses 
for close work and am back to my old 
rate of drafting. I expect to do many 
more Golden Age airplanes for R/C 
Model Builder."

Pete has told us about some of the 
rojects that are coming, for all of which 
e has managed to acquire factory 

drawings. Just as a teaser, we’ll tell you 
that one of them is another military 
biplane from theGolden '30’sof aviation.

As you may already know, Pete retains 
rights on all the scale drawings pub
lished in R/C Model Builder or else
where. To obtain full-size prints of any

of his drawings, consult his ad which 
appears on alternate months in this 
publication. For scale information and 
documentation, you can't beat ’em! 
WHEREFORE ART THOU, CC?

In this day and age, any designer, 
builder, and experimenter of full-size or 
model aircraft, boats, and even cars, 
who is worth his or her salt, can discuss at 
great length the whys and wherefores of 
Center of Gravity . . .  CG. Its magical 
effect, whether understood or not, is 
certainly with us at all times, and in most 
cases, we take it for granted.

Ken Sýkora, however, a member of 
the Czech Team of Southern California, 
decided not to take CG for granted and 
conducted a thorough research into its 
origin and development. The summary 
of his investigation was put down over a 
year ago, and we have patiently kept it 
on hand, waiting for sufficient space to 
pass it on to our readers . . .  Mr. Sýkora.

IS CC NECESSARY?
The most confusing aspect of model

ing is, o f course , the old Center of 
Gravity (or, CC, to insiders) question. 
Since its mysteries reach back into old 
time modeling, tracing its history may 
help put it in proper perspective.

CG was initially documented by that 
famous Renaissance house painter, soap 
sculptor, and part-time banjo tuner, 
Leonardo de Pinchy. During his experi
ments to perfect the hubus lexon (HL) 
glider using starched vultures, in the 
summer of 1542, his test model spun in 
and was smashed. He was furious and 
excla im ed , "C en to u ru s  G ra v itu s!”  
(which was scholarly cussing in those 
days) and entered this comment in his 
notes. Continued on page 112
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« ·  · « r t f  see,, by Atis
(Letters to the Editor)

If anyone reading this column knows a 
Ronald E. Kirchner, please call his attention 
to the fact that Walt Schroder needs his 
address. Walt wishes to answer Ron's letter 
of April 25,1979, which was forwarded from 
Model Airplane News without envelope or 
address.
Dear Bill,

I have been reading and enjoying Model 
Builder tor some years now, buying it al 
specialized book shops as il was not available 
locally. As soon as I look out a subscription you 
changed your distribution and it's on the news
stands here before I gel il in the mail. . .  you 
can't win!

Please don i change the concept of the 
magazine. I am a scratch builder trom way back 
(the only kit built model in my workshop is a Red 
Zephyr I built when I was 13 and that was in 
1941!!!!). What I like in a magazine are good 
3-views for scale (trom peanuts lo R/C) and 
good photographs ot all types ot original 
models lhal can inspire you to try something 
different.

I can appreciate the line line you must walk 
between economics and ideals, but please 
don't go the way ot other mags by catering to 
the builder who thinks 1/16th balsa is too 
delicate to handle and only knows how lo shape 
a 60-powered "solid" model out of planks and 
blocks with a razor plane. Keep up the good 
work of making it a model builder's magazine.

Hoping no one lights the fuse in the Middle 
East and we can all continue to carry on the 
important things like modeling.

Kind regards. 
Bob Parker 

Albury, Australia 
P.S. Apart from the usual radical minority, we 
are with you all the way in your country’s efforts 
to tree the hostages.

Thank you, Bob, for your kind comments 
about the magazine, and your support with 
regard to our international problems. When 
it comes to individual or national strife, it is 
then that you find out who your friends 
really are.
Dear Sirs,

It seems to me that the following story should
be published in your magazine. My.........radio
went down with my boat in a small lake. After 
approximately 3 months, the boat was retrieved. 
The servos, alter being dried and cleaned, slili 
worked. However, the receiver did not. I sent
the receiver to ........., at their main factory
service for evaluation and repair. I was told the 
receiver was beyond repair and that I should 
buy a new one ($55). I asked what was wrong 
with the receiver and was told, "Every single 
part in it is burned out." and that no technician 
at the factory could repair it.

Alter several months of no radio, someone 
told me to call Authorized Radio Control Service 
ot Orange County (California). I went down 
there and asked for Don. Don opened up the 
receiver and looked al it, and then took it back 
to the bench. He came back and asked if I could 
wait about 15 minutes for him to repair it! I said, 
“You're kidding me. How much will il cost to fix 
it?" He said that labor and parts would be 
$11.15.

Alter approximately 15 minutes, he brought

the radio to me in perfect working condition, 
and il has worked ever since. I have also taken
m y .......radio to him, and his first question is
always, "Do you have time to wait for it?"

I feel that this type of individual should 
receive some kind of award, because he is the 
modeler's true Iriend, and absolutely honest 
and lair.

Bob Manoli 
Huntington Beach. California

We’re sure that publishing your letter is 
the best kind of reward anyone could 
present Don and his company. Hmmm.. .  
Guess we'll have to take him that old Micro- 
Avionics rig and see if he can get it going 
again.. .

Dear Editor:
I am writing to see il you can help me find a 

person who is familiar with the construction ol 
delta wing model aircraft. I have designed a 
rather remarkable paper glider but I have not 
had the opportunity to pursue the idea beyond 
that stage.

The glider is capable of: 1) Straight glides: 
2) Phugoid ocillations (porpoising): 3) Normal 
stall and recovery: 4) Normal spin and recovery: 
5) Flat spin and recovery: 6) Inverted spin and 
recovery: 7) Lomcevak and recovery; 8) Inside 
loops in any plane; 9) Lefl and right 360° turns 
which return to the operator; 10) A Chandelle 
which returns to the operator; 11) A snap roll

and recovery; and 12) A mid-air collision and 
recovery.

The glider is one molded piece, i.e. there are 
no movable parts or control surfaces, no trim 
adjustments and no attachments.

The operator can make the glider perform the 
maneuvers by using the proper force and 
technique at release.

I would be most appreciative if you could give 
me the names of some persons who could help 
me find out whether or not my design could be 
made into an R/ C model.

Anthony Martin 
3290 Montclair Ct. 

Anchorage, Alaska 99503
We're publishing Anthony's complete 

address, as we’re sure someone will want to 
contact him.. .  ·

Dear Bill,
Would il be possible for MB to publish the 

addresses ol its contributing editors in every 
issue, or perhaps, every other issue? I am sure 
that their addresses have appeared sporadi
cally, but it seems that whenever I want to write 
to one of the CEs, his address is not in that issue 
and can’t be found in recent issues of MB.

Some other comments:
I am glad to see that MB has not jumped on 

the "Miniature aircraft" bandwagon. Even 
though miniature aircraft may be grammatically 
more accurate than model in many cases, I 
think it's an unnecessary distinction Changing 
the name of our hobby/sport won't change the 
general public's opinion of modeling.

I was somewhat disappointed to see the 
addition ol R/C to the title of MB. Many other of 
my fellow FFers were also similarly struck. 
Surely MB has enough of a reputation among 
modelers that a name change was not really 

Continued on page 112

'Originally, I ihou3h-t I'd b u ild  

som ething fo r  C -G as....... "
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OVER THE COUNTER

• R/Cers who would like to leave their 
mark in theskyshouldcheckoutDuBro's 
new Super Smoker Valve, intended 
primarily for smoke systems but also 
applicable for Pylon and R/C Old Timer 
in-flight fuel shutoffs. The valve mea
sures about one inch square and can be 
mounted in any position. Of course, 
you'll need an extra servo to work the 
valve.

DuBro stresses the point that this is a 
no-leak valve, and once you pop it apart 
it’s easy to see how they can make that 
claim. It's really pretty ingenious. Each 
line from the engine passes through the 
valve body in one piece; thus, unless 
there is a hole in the tube itself, there is 
no way it can leak. The cutoff action is 
done by a two-lobe cam on the end of 
the shaft that the pushrod arm is fast
ened to. When the servo turns the shaft, 
the cam lobes squeeze the tubing shut, 
creating a positive flow cutoff. The valve 
shuts off both the crankcase pressure 
from the engine and the smoke fluid 
flow to the muffler.

The valve is supplied complete with 34 
inches of medium size neoprene fuel 
tubing, two bolt-on pressure fittings, 
two mounting screws, and complete 
instructions. Price is $7.95.

Another bit of news is that all of 
DuBro’s smooth, slick, and treaded tires 
are now being supplied with hubs 
molded from metallic silver plastic, said 
to be more realistic looking than the old 
chrome plated hubs. The new wheels 
also have eight spokes, whereas the old 
ones had six. Sizes range from 1-3/4 
inches to 3-1/2 inches, with prices of 
from $2.40 to $3.80 per pair accordingly.

From DuBro Products, 480 Bonner 
Rd., Wauconda, IL 60084.

* * ·
Midwest Products has a new model 

that we assume is part of Midwest’s "Live 
Wire” program headed up by Hal deBolt 
. . .  the airplane has an unmistakable 
deBolt look about it. The ship is the 
“ Pattern Master,” a very straightforward 
and therefore uncomplicated design 
billed as a pattern trainer for .40 size 
engines and four-channel R/C systems. 
It’s bigger than most models in its engine 
size range (60-inch span, 720 sq. in.) for 
moderate flying speeds and docile yet 
positive control response. The kit fea
tures machined and die-cut parts, 
canopy, aluminum engine mount, steer
able nose gear, Cam-Loc wing fastener, 
complete hardware, full-size plans, and

The "Pattern Master" aerobatic trainer from Midwest Products.

Line drawing of DuBro’s Super Smoker Valve.

Prop pitch checking tool being produced by Steve Muck.

ffl<Jp££\grij£ M rW fD iir^Sä
R/C B O A TS
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A  Giant Scale Bucker Jungmeister built from plans sold by Wendell Hostetler.

mended radio (if applicable).
No price was quoted for the new 

Pattern Master kit; the catalog is avail
able now for 50«. Midwest Products, 400
S. Indiana St., Hobart, IN 46342.

• * ·
Have any of you boaters ever dug into 

your prop collection on a Sunday morn
ing, selected one and thought it didn’t 
have enough pitch? Then found another 
and thought it had too much? Now you 
can take the guesswork out of selecting a 
prop, and you can do it right at the lake 
site, too. Steve Muck’s R/C Boats is 
selling a small prop pitch checking tool 
that can tell you the exact pitch of each 
blade, whether one blade is bent behind 
or ahead of the other(s), and if the 
diameters of all the blades are the same. 
Sounds like a must for any boater who is 
after maximum performance.

The prop pitch tool includes a pitch 
gauge and the tool itself; a key chain 
keeps them from becoming separated in 
your tool box. Also included is an 
instruction manual with photos to 
demonstrate exactly how to use the tool.

No word on the price, but you can 
find out from Steve Muck’s R/C Boats, 
6003 Daven Oaks Dr., Dallas, TX 75248. 

# ·  ·
For those who like small F/F rubber 

models, Sig has a nice, inexpensive 
winder available that sports a 5:1 ratio 
. . .  great for Peanuts, small sport and 
scale models, etc. Judging from the 
calligraphic symbols on the case, we’d 
say it’s an Oriental import. Retail price is 
just $3.95.

Sig also sends word that its Supercoat 
butyrate dope is now available in 16- 
ounce spray cans. All 25 Supercoat 
colors (including clear) are featured. 
Going price is $2.89 per can.

You can find out more from Sig Mfg. 
Co., Montezuma, IA 50171.

• *  *

That Hughes H-1 Racer in the photo 
looks pretty neat, huh? Would you 
believe it’s made completely of PAPER? 
Well, it's actually card stock, but it’s still a 
striking example of what can be done

Attractive Hughes H-1 Racer by Meta Model.

Sig's inexpensive 5:1 rubber model winder.

instruction manual.
Also new from Midwest is their 1980 

Model Airplane Kit Catalog, which lists 
all of Midwest’s kits, Axiflo ducted fan 
systems, and balsa and finishing acces
sories. Complete kit features and specs 
are given for each model, including size, 
engine requirements, and recom

Now available in spray cans, Sig Supercoat
dope.

Novel frequency identification balls, new from 
Kimbrough Products.

SUPERCOAT
f ie / ia y

b u t y r a t e  d o pe
»O D U  AIRCRAFt OOf« 

UBHTRB)
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Two new .40-size R/C  kits from  Northeast Aerodynamics, the "Sport-A ir .4 0 "  (left) and "Tra in -A ir .4 0 " .

with this largely unexplored medium of 
model construction. The H-1 is a 1/24- 
scale static display model, the first in a 
seriesofsuch model kitsbeingproduced 
by Doug Emmons, of Meta Model. 
Second in the series is the one-of-a-kind 
Cunningham-Hall GA-36, a mid-30’s 
two-seater designed as a military trainer 
and civ ilian  sport p lane. An XB-70 
Valkyrie and P-66 Vanguard are in the 
planning stages and should be ready 
soon.

These kits are very professionally 
done and are supplied in booklet form, 
with the parts patterns printed in full 
color on the pages. Instructions are 
extremely thorough and take you step- 
by-step through each sequence of 
cutting, folding, and gluing. These are 
surprisingly complex projects with many 
parts and will probably take you a few 
nights to assemble, unless you have had 
some prior experience with this kind of 
construction.

The Hughes Racer looks to be the 
more complicated of the two models 
currently available but is also the best 
one for the beginner, as it contains 
illustrated instructions and some prac
tice parts. The Hughes also includes 
parts for both the long and short wings. 
Retail prices are $3.80 for the H-1 and 
$3.50 for the GA-36, or you can "»et both 
for $7.

Order from Meta Model, P.O. Box 
221. Batavia, NY 14020.

• *  ·

Wendell Hostetler is offering plans for 
yet another Giant Scale bipe, this one 
the popular and agile Bucker Jung- 
meister. No particular scale was quoted 
in the press release, but the span is 77 
inches, area is 1770 sq. inches, and the 
flying weight is from 22 to 26 lbs. The 
model is intended especially forengines 
of two to four hp and is stressed accord
ingly. Constuction is mainly balsa, bass
wood, and plywood.

The plans consist of two 42x82-inch 
sheets and include an 18-page instruc
tion manual that features sketches and 
photos and a pile of hints and info 
applicable to any large model. Going 
price on the plans is $21.50 (O hio 
residents tack on that 4-1/2% sales tax).

A cowl, cabane, landing gear, and 
various other parts are in the planning 
stages and should be available in the 
near future. In the meantime, interested 
plans buyers can contact Wendell Hos
tetler’s Super Scale Plans, 1041 Heather- 
wood Lane, Orrville, OH 44667.

* * *
One of the many new items that made 

their debut at the recent MACS Show in 
Southern California was the frequency 
identification ball being made by Kim
brough Products. These 1-3/4 inch balls 
are intended to take the place of the 
colored ribbons on your transmitter 
antenna and are available in six solid 
colors for 27 mhz, seven half-white half- 

Continued on page 109

Fa irly  large Beech Bonanza A-36 for .91's, built from  plans being offered by Bud Caddell and 
Pat Hollock.
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P .O .B o x  2699 17119 S . Harvard
Laguna H ilti, C A  92653 Gardana, CA 90247

Send in your questions, relative to glow or ignition engines, and these 
experts will give you the correct answers.

KLAUSE
• Several recent incidents brought to 
mind the plight of neophyte modelers in 
today’s engine market. The first incident 
happened in a large, well-supplied 
hobby shop. In one of the display cases, 
there were at least thirty or more differ
ent engines. Incredible! What a selec
tion a particular customer faced. Ob
viously, he was about to purchase his 
first brand-new engine. I eased a little 
closer. He had one tired, used engine 
which a friend had given him, but now 
he was ready to go first class. In all 
earnestness, he asked the advice of the 
salesman. Unfortunately, it was also 
obvious that the salesman had little 
more experience than the customer. 
The situation had plenty of potential for 
disappointment, disaster, or call it what 
you may.

Just as I was about to offer some 
assistance, another eavesdropper gave a 
few suggestions. He gave him good 
advice, and followed it up with his 
phone number and an offer of help in 
getting him started in our hobby.

The second incident occurred a 
couple of weeks later in another much 
smaller hobby shop. A new customer 
wanted a particular engine. The owner 
didn’t have one and was giving the big 
pitch for an engine he did have. Unfor
tunately, it was a poor second choice. I 
was glad to see that the customer didn’t 
take the gaff.

Earlier this afternoon, while idly 
leafing through a current model maga
zine, I paused and counted the number 
of different engines offered for sale in 
one large discount house advertise
ment: 67!!! The new modeler almost 
doesn’t have a chance. He's literally 
inundated with good and bad choices, 
he's often reluctant to seek competent 
assistance, or else there isn’t any help 
readily available. Furthermore, there’s a 
dearth of good engine reference mate
rial for the beginner modeler. There are 
engine columns and reviews in many 
issues of many magazines, but there is 
no comprehensive single volume or 
publication on engines.

Are things all that bad? It depends 
upon your point of view. A recent survey 
indicated that three percent of the AMA 
membership has been active in our 
hobby less than one year. Some may say, 
“ Why get uptight about a measly three 
percent?” I disagree. Simple logic tells

me that our future modeling experts 
must come from an accumulation of 
each year's three percent. Another 
point of view holds that all engines are 
good; some are just a little bit better 
than others. Again, I disagree. As my 
good friend Henry Nelson would say, 
"Junk at any price is still junk.”

Enough editorializing. How about 
some recommendations for the new
comer? I’ll assume three aspiring hobby
ists. All have no experience, and each 
one likes a different general category. .  . 
radio control, control line, and free 
flight. What’s a good first engine? One 
that's easy to start, break-in and operate? 
For R/C, I’d suggest a .35 or .40 ringed 
engine with a baffled piston. This dis
placement range has enough power for 
stable trainers, a ringed engine is easy to 
break-in, and one with a baffled piston is 
docile enough for a " f irs t”  engine. 
Offhand, three reliable engines in this 
category come to mind: the K&B .40 
R/C, Super Tigre G21/40 R/ C, and the 
O.S. Max .40 R/C. Any one of them 
would be a good choice.

For control line, I’d like to recom
mend a .35 ringed and baffled piston 
engine for the same previously men
tioned reasons. Sorry, but there aren’t 
any good ones currently in production 
. . . not with rings. There are several 
good ,35’s available, but they all have 
slug pistons, and that means quite a bit 
more break-in. Consequently, I suggest 
using the standard (no R/C carb) version 
of the S.T. C21/40 or O.S. .40. The little 
extra displacement will not matter 
because baffled piston engines are 
generally not in the high performance 
category . . . the last thing a beginner 
needs. Besides being good first control 
line engines, they are also excellent 
choices for later use in precision aero
batics.

If small-size free flight entices you, 
then your first engine is a simple choice: 
the Cox Tee Dee .049. It's the best 
engine for 1/2A category competition 
flying, and that’s a good starting place in 
free flight. The engine is capable of very 
high performance, yet it is simple to 
break-in and operate. For your early 
flights, you can tone down the perfor
mance by merely adding several extra 
copper gaskets under the glow head and 
using a mild fuel.

Are the foregoing engines the only

good ones for beginners? Certainly not, 
but they’re as easy to handle as any I 
know. If you want any additional in
formation along these lines, just write 
and send a largestamped,self-addressed 
envelope, or call me at (714) 830-5162.·

BERNHARDT
• A few weeks ago I had a booth in the 
Model and Craft Show in Long Beach, 
California. This is a yearly function in this 
area and devoted to almost every imagi
nable kind of craft-type hobby. My 
booth was devoted entirely to model 
engines converted to ignition operation, 
along with all related equipment. The 
spectator response toward this different 
approach to flying was greater than 
expected and most gratifying. Many 
were introduced for the first time to the 
type of flying that was done by their 
fathers, and the amount of questions 
they asked left this old bag with a slightly 
hoarse voice by the time the show 
closed. Big Daddy John Pond had a 
booth next to mine where he displayed 
samples of his Old Timer plans, and 
between the two of us, quite a few 
modelers will be joining the growing 
ranks of ignition Old Timers.

Greatest spectator interest centered 
around the four-cycle engine on igni
tion, and the two most asked questions 
were the power output relationship 
between glow and gasoline, and the 
possibility of radio interference from 
ignition. Because of the extreme amount 
of interest in these two subjects, I would 
like to briefly review them now.

Most people look at me incredulously 
when I tell them that pound for pound, 
gasoline packs more energy than dyna
mite. It’s true! Gasoline contains prob
ably the greatest amount of energy per 
pound of any commercially available 
fuel known today, including glow fuel 
with as much nitro as you wish to put in. 
Hard to believe? The secret in obtaining 
maximum power with gasoline or glow 
fuel is to correctly proportion the fuel 
with the proper amount of air to transfer 
the maximum energy to the piston per 
revolution. This is accomplished by 
adjusting the needle valve on the car
buretor. Gasoline will require a con
siderably leaner needle valve setting for 
a given propeller rpm than you would 
use for glow fuel. If you were to run a 
test to compare the performance be
tween gasoline and alcohol, you would 
find that gasoline would run your en
gine at least twice as long, ounce for 
ounce, at a given propeller speed. I have 
witnessed a .61 two-cycle engine, 
equipped with an ignition system and 
swinging a 14x4 prop at 8700 rpm at full 
throttle, run for 8-1/4 minutes on two 
ounces of gasoline and oil mixture. This 
same engine running on mild glow fuel 
would run no more than 3-1/2 minutes 
on the same amount of fuel. If the nitro 
content is increased, the rpm is increased 
and the running time is decreased. 
Alcohol (glow fuel) requires a good deal 
less air for a correct combustion mixture

Continued on page 101
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Preview of coming attraction. Th is is the Flamingo, German aerobatic machine, scaled to .40- 
size R/C  model by Roland Baltes. W e'll be presenting a construction article soon.

The Flamingo passing by. A ircraft was made 
famous by German ace, Ernst Udet.

WORLD By BILL NORTHROP

• As mentioned in a previous issue, the 
1981 Pasadena IMS Trade Show will 
again feature indoor R/C. However, 
there will be no endurance record trials! 
At the 1980show,Tony Naccarato proved 
to us that endurance is no longer a 
practical show-time event.

His lithium battery powered electric 
model stayed up for an hour-and-a-half. 
Although we truly wanted to see him 
establish a time that would be hard to 
beat, crowd movement had to be re
stricted, and it was a long time to go 
without air conditioning and exhaust 
fans, which were turned off during the 
flight because of the dangerous air 
currents created.

The 1981 indoor event will be Electric 
R/C Scale. Again dictated by the fact that 
the models will be flown over the heads 
of spectators and exhibitors, the aircraft 
requirements will be sim ilar to the

previous endurance events. Models 
must weigh not more than 24 ounces 
and wing loading must not exceed 3 
ounces per square foot. As the emphasis 
is no longer on duration, battery packs 
can be much lighter, allowing more of 
the total weight to go into scale detail 
and appearance. We envision large 
models of pre-World War I vintage, 
possibly with belt-driven props.

More specifically, the rules will be 
based on the AMA rules for Free Flight 
Rubber Scale. Total scale points will be a 
maximum of 100. Flight points will be a 
maximum of 90, acquired as follows: 50 
points maximum for flight duration at 7 
point for each 2 seconds of flight, 10 
points maximum for flight perfection, 10 
points maximum for scale flight speed, 
and 20 points maximum for landing 
perfection.

Obviously, maximum duration points

are earned by staying in the air for 1 
minute, 40 seconds. Flight path shall be 
the figure-8 as required for endurance 
flights in previous years. Hand launching 
will be mandatory, unless takeoff is 
individually approved by officia ls, 
though no extra points will be earned 
for takeoff.

Judging of flight perfection, scale 
speed, and landing perfection will occur 
throughout each flight, regardless of the 
duration. The number of attempts and 
official flights will have to be deter
mined at a later date, but a flight will 
become official when the model is 
airborne for ten (10) seconds.

Team entries will be allowed, but a 
flier may only fly for one builder.

As in past years, all models and fliers 
must qualify on Thursday evening, 
January 8, just prior to the trade show 
weekend. This qualifying is absolutely 
mandatory. Any model or pilot not 
qualified on Thursday night will not be 
allowed to make any flights, official or 
otherwise, during the show. Static judg
ing, quite naturally, will have to take 
place after the Thursday night flight 
qualifying. All entries will be on display 
in a special booth, except when being 
flown.

Complete sets of rules, with entry 
form, will be ready for mailing by the 
first of August, when official announce
ment of the contest will be published. In 
the meantime, start researching those 
plan files for something slow and light!

By the way, tentative plans include 
indoor electric powered blimp compe
tition, but again, emphasis will be on 
handling and m aneuverab ility , not 
speed or endurance.
A MOTH BY ANY OTHER NAM E.. .

Although we "designed”  the Gipsy 
Moth model which is the subject of the 
following short article, it’s not so much 
an "ego kick” that prompts us to publishDennis De Wet, Cape Town, South A frica , and his pretty red and silver G ipsy Moth, built from 

MB plans. Complete story in text. Note famed, flat-topped Table Mountain in background.
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Cub models built from M .E .N . (Model Engineering of Norwalk) Piper J-3 Cub kits, by Joe Borzelleri (N 16496) and Jim  Kitchen (N14B96I hmmm. 
of Yuba C ity , California. Jim 's model was the subject of a March '80 RCM B "Products in USe" article.

it, but rather, we are proud that the 
model has brought so much pleasure to 
at least one person. After all, the Gipsy 
was a real airplane, designed and built 
many years ago by DeHavilland. We 
merely translated its beauty and charm, 
which already existed, into a condensed 
size.

The article is by Bob Munn, of Orem, 
Utah, and really describes the experi
ences of his friend, Dennis De Wet, from 
South Africa.

"I hope you might find the enclosed 
short article interesting enough to print. 
The philosophy regarding quarter scale 
. . .  large, light, realistic . . .  which you 
have mentioned certainly prevails with 
me and many of my friends. Dennis De 
Wet, a truly delightful modeler from 
Cape Town, has waxed so very eloquent 
in his descriptions of building your 
Gipsy Moth that I thought it would be of 
interest not only to you but perhaps to 
other like-minded people. With Dennis’ 
permission, I have summarized from his 
letters and other items he has noted in 
their local ‘Flysheet’ to make up the 
enclosed."

THE LIGHT-HEARTED GIPSY 
by Dennis De Wet, 
as told to Robert Munn

Bill Northrop's magnificent quarter 
scale Gipsy Moth (MB June 1977) has 
inspired many a modeler. Here is the 
story of one master sport craftsman who 
made his dream come true in a way 
which we think typifies the real spirit of 
the "Big is Beautiful" movement.

"Now it is strange how a mere name 
can sometimes capture your imagina
tion and often mesmerize one into 
believing the object itself to be some
thing beautiful, whereas it is in fact 
perhaps a bit ungainly. And so, quite 
some years ago, it was with me and the 
lovely 'Gipsy Moth’ . .  . what a beauti
fully romantic sound that name had for 
me and how I dreamed of building the 
model one day. A while back, browsing 
through some magazines, I came across 
some plans and building instructions for 
a Moth in the Model Builder magazine. 
With rather casual interest I leafed  
through the pages until I reached a

Another Old Tim er Buhl "B u ll Pup", built from MB plans, this one by Don and B ill Asbury, 
Waynesville, Ohio. Powered by O.S. 4-cycle.

The "F ly in g  Overcast"! A 12-foot Super Tigre-powered Dragonfly (from MB plans) built by 
Buster Heath, Oregonia, Ohio. Bobby Keller, son of W-K Hobbies' B ill Keller provides anchor.
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Le Gray, designer of the electric-powered, 1/4-scale Wimpy that was 
featured in our March '80 issue, gives an idea of its size.

Curtis Christen, shown here w ith  W im py, takes credit fo r building 
the model featured in the article.

Gary Rheault of Aeromarine raises his right hand and swears that tw in in-line Quadra w ill run 
like a very big watch! More photos from the 1980 Toledo Trade Show.

photo of the complete m odel. . .  it hit 
me right between the eyes . . .  nothing 
less than a quarter scale DH Gipsy. . .the  
whole 90 inches of her, beautiful, entic
ing and seductive . . .  I'd had it! I could 
picture her sedately taxiing down the 
pits and out onto the runway, swinging 
into the breeze. She moves forward 
slowly with blue exhaust smoke trailing 
and then, trundling along at a leisurely 
pace, she lifts majestically into the air 
and makes for the open sky. I was 
already getting goose pimples!!’’

So wrote my good friend, Dennis De 
Wet, a member of the Cape Radio Flyers 
and model builder of some forty years 
experience, during the summer of 7979. 
Dennis is known widely in the South 
African modeling community as a steady, 
affable type, always ready to help, always 
interested in a new sport scale project. 
He is a man who never lets details, be 
they of scale, or of wind, rain or other 
d ifficu lties, stand in the way o f his 
tremendous enjoyment of miniature 
aircraft. Having flown a Hawker Tomtit 
and a Fokker D-VII in stand-off and fun 
fly events in the Cape Town area for 
several years, Dennis moved into quar
ter scale with an Aeronca C-3 and a Piper 
Cub, the exploits of which would fill a 
book. But now the Moth had finally 
bitten him and wouldn’t let go. He chose 
as prototype for his project the DH 60 C

The Expert Mk II and Deluxe Competition systems, displayed by World Engines at the Toledo 
Show. Deluxe sticks are open-gimbal, ball bearing. Many extra switches and buttons featured.

aircraft, registered in England in 7 928 as 
C-AAAH, colored red with silver wings 
and tail surfaces. This aircraft flew from 
London to Kenya in 25 days, with the 
pilot getting sun stroke on the way. After 
logging 35,000 miles as an air taxi, it was 
sold in 1930 to Amy Johnson, who 
repainted the fuselage green, christened

Barb Shettler, the much better looking half 
of the Quadra marketing firm  from Canada.
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Top mail-order dealer. Tower Hobbies, had huge sign blimp over booth, where these lovely gals 
dispensed catalogs. (I to r ) : Tina Anderson, Sarah Hollis, Te ri Silver, Judy W olski, and Pat 
Junkins. The R/C  blimp is manufactured by Peck-Polymers, was tethered during show.

it "Jason”  and flew it from Croydon, 
England, to Darwin, Australia, 9,900 
miles, in 79 days. Enroute she had to 
patch a hole in the wing with adhesive 
tape, among other adventures, and 
carried a spare prop lashed to one of the 
wing struts. The aircraft was later bought 
for the Science Museum in London  
where it can still be seen.

O f the construction o f his Gipsy, 
Dennis later wrote, "At the time, I can 
recollect looking at that pile of raw

material on my bench wondering whe
ther this dream of mine would become a 
reality . . . the project seemed to bristle 
with challenges and difficulties I had 
never before attempted . . .  I had the 
feeling that I may have bitten off too 
much. (After completing the fuselage) 
. . .  the very bulk of the aircraft was the 
thing that im pressed me most, and 
perhaps also its absolute sim plicity  
compared with modern day aircraft. .  .

Continued on page 86

Gary Keyes, in his M RP (Model Racing Prod
ucts) booth at Toledo.

Huge quarter-scale Stinson SR-9 framework hovers over the Barron 
Scale Classics booth at Toledo. A Finished Stinson also on display.

Walt Moucha's 1/2-scale F ly  Baby doesn't exactly dwarf Pat F linn 's 
"A stro  Maggi" w ith its 15-foot wingspan. Pat's from  Dearborn, Mi.

Brenda and Chris W ilson, C & C Hobbies, displayed the Piney A ir 
frames at Toledo. A ll-p in e , pre-fab construction.

Olympia Beer Unlim ited Hydro, by B ill Pistello . V illa  Park, Illino is . 
Power is an OPS.
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By PAVEL BOSAK . . .  A slow, docile flier is this saiiplane/motorglider 
from Czechoslovakia, named after a figure from an old European child
ren's story. Makes an excellent choice for a beginner's first airplane.

• I am a keen model builder and I take 
part in M 3 pattern plane competition. 
At the beginning I was really enthusiastic 
about everything but soon I got tired of 
routine training, which seemed to be 
endless. I depended on concrete land
ing sites which are too far from my 
home. In summer I had to do a decision 
between bathing in a river or being 
baked by the sun on the hot concrete 
landing site. That is why I felt a need to 
build a model according to these

criterias:
1) handlaunch
2) easy transport; small room needed
3) slow flight and landing speed
4) easy starting up engine
5) a chance of making flight longer by 

thermal soaring
6) a stable model, easy to control 
According to these points Fujavak was

built. It can be taken to pieces to a nice- 
looking package. Because a diesel en
gine is used, only a small bottle of fuel is

necessary for flying. Plastic propeller is 
almost undestroyable. Model flies 
quietly, slowly, and is easily controlled. 
It is also easy to change it into a soaring 
glider.

My first version was controlled by its 
rudder only. With full fuel tank it went 
up to 1000 feet and from there it glided 
about 10 minutes. I flew it near a bathing 
pool and it was a big success. It was 
controlled by anybody with hands, from 
older gentlemen to women and girls. It 
was really fine but I was not fully satis
fied. I wanted to fly before the eyes of an 
audience. That is why I built in a bigger 
fuel tank and to the engine I mounted an 
R/C carburetor. Then the flying was 
fantastic and the model w ith little  
throttle flew just about 15 feet above the 
ground which was admired by children 
and dogs especially. The last version of 
Fujavak has also elevator control. Thus 
equipped, Fujavak can also loop, and 
landing is also nicer. But for Sunday 
flying this arrangement is not necessary. 
I personally prefer two-channel R/C 
gear with rudder and throttle control. I 
also built a removable undercarriage for 
nice takeoffs. To the model belongs also 
the second half of nose, which, after the 
engine has been removed and the 
whole model rebalanced, is screwed to 
the fuselage and thus we get a nice 
training glider, easy to take off by tow- 
hooks and landing ski. I realized in 
Fujavak everything I wanted, and it was 
also built in a few versions by members 
of our club.

BUILDING
Personally I begin with wings. Cut 

balsa and plywood ribs, both 1/8 inch. 
Their shape and number are on the 
plan. For coupling both halves of wing 
we use 3/16 steel wire, ten inches long. 
On it we shall wind tubes of tissue glued 
with varnish. Beware of sticking tubes on 
wires! Tubes must easily slide on wire 
with minimum clearance. With the help 
of the tubes we shall join three plywood 
ribs and, according to plan, we shall 
build the wing frame. Use the rest of ribs

Our Czechoslovakian designer poses w ith  his Fujavak, converted 
to the glider mode. Well-suited to both hi-start and slope soaring.

Pavel shows how the landing gear plugs into the fuselage;friction 
keeps it in p lace Easily removed if necessary.
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Powered version uses a Russian M VVS .09 diesel, gives long, satis- Fujavak's glider-like proportions are obvious in this photo. Slow,
tying flights w ith  a 4-oz tank. Note plywood nose skid. low-level fly-bys are easy w ith this bird.

and 1/8 X 3/16 spruce spars. At the same 
time cement trailing edge, which must 
be formed into the shape of a wedge.

The place where the ribs meet the 
trailing edge is stiffened with balsa 
triangles. Then we shall make leading 
edge cover, first the bottom and then 
top. The space between ribs is stiffened 
with balsa shear webs and thus we shall 
get a box beam leading edge. For both 
wing tips we shall use balsa blocks. For 
covering use silk, tissue, Monokote, etc. 
Tissue is the best, I think, because it 
makes the whole wing stronger. Paint 
the wing in a frame so that it will not 
twist.
STABILIZER

Its building is the same as that of the 
wings. All ribs are the same. They are 
from 1/16 balsa. Spars are also balsa, 3/16 
X 1/8. Elevator tips are from 3/4 x 3/4 
balsa block. The space between middle 
ribs is filled with 1/16 balsa. It is covered 
with tissue. Beware of twisting during 
painting.
FUSELAGE

The basic parts of the fuselage are two 
3/16 balsa fuselage sides stiffened by 
1/32 plywood. Now cut fuselage formers 
and engine mount. Their material and 
shape are on the plan. The engine 
mount is epoxied from seven pieces of 
1/32 plywood. Do not forget to lay the 
plywood pieces cross grain. When dry, 
file into the proper shape according to 
the plan. The inner hole must be cut for

the engine used. The important thing 
is the 4° down thrust. Then drill the 
holes for the engine bolts, and on the 
backside epoxy the nuts. Now cement 
the engine mount to former FI.

When dry, construct the whole fuse
lage and epoxy it. Once again, recheck 
engine down thrust. Now get a fuel tank 
ready. Use .015 metal sheet. Draw a tank 
plan on it, cut it and solder. Then solder 
the inside tubes. It is also possible to use 
a plastic tank. The size will depend on 
the engine used and how long flights 
you are planning. I use an MVVS 1.5 cc 
diesel, and with the described fuel tank 
with four oz. capacity, flights are about 
ten miuntes long.

Now make a fin. The core of it is a 3/16 
balsa frame and a main spar, F5. Fin is 
covered on both sides with 1/16 balsa. It 
is also laid cross grain. Sand the fin and 
cement it to its place in fuselage. Now 
cover the bottom of fuselage with 3/16 
balsa. Fix inside fuselage pushrod for 
rudder and throttle. Now cover the top 
of fuselage. Use 3/16 balsa for covering 
fuselage part from wing to rudder, and 
for part from cockpit to former F2 use 
3/16 balsa planking. The nose is balsa 
block. The cockpit floor is 1/16 balsa and 
is pressed from 1/32 butyrate. (It can 
also be bent along the fuselage.) It is also 
possible to put a pilot’s head into the 
cockpit. Now sand the whole fuselage 
and epoxy landing skid made of 1/8 
plywood. Inside the fuselage epoxy

floor F7, which has a hole for cementing 
landing skid. According to plan, drill the 
holes for bamboo pegs. Fix and epoxy 
1/32 plywood discs on them. These discs 
also stiffen the side. Epoxy paper tubes 
for undercarriage on former F3. The 
inner diameter must be chosen accord
ing to the wire used. Now bind the 
wings to fuselage and check their inci
dence. Facing the engine, both wing 
tips must be at the same height and the 
rudder must be perpendicular.

Sand the whole fuselage and cover 
with tissue. Rudder is cut from 3/8balsa, 
sanded, covered with tissue and bonded 
by nylon hinges. Solder the under
carriage according to plan from 3/32 
steel wire. The wheels are two-inch 
Du-Bro. The second nose half is again 
cut from balsa block.
R/C GEAR

Fujavak was controlled by everything 
which we know in R/C control, from 
single-channel bang-bang to three- 
channel propo set. Choose your set 
according to how many elements you 
want to control. The most ideal flying is 
with two-channel control over rudder 
and engine. One hand is enough to do 
everything and in the other you can hold 
a cigarette.
FLYING

Before flying, check all angles and 
point of balance. Now try gliding from 
hand. If it does not fly straight put some 

Continued on page 94

A ll set to go gliding! Conversion from  powered to glider modes takes only a couple of minutes. Pavel prefers flying the model w ith two 
channels (rudder/throttlel, but the plans show an optional full-flying tail arrangement for those who prefer this type of set-up.
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INSTRUCTOR
Conducted by 

DAVE BROWN
8534 Huddleston D r.
C incinnati, OH 45236

• Sorry about last month, folks, but the 
Toledo show and the preparation of new 
products and a display for it wiped out 
all of my time, so the column never got 
written. Fortunately, the mail wasn’t 
very heavy at this time, so I haven’t 
gotten too far behind.

I did pick up one gem during this 
period which I must pass on to you. In 
the past I have quoted Murphy's Laws 
and similar foolishness without ever 
having known the author or who it was 
written specifically for. For the first time, 
I must quote a "law” which was written 
by a friend and named for another 
friend whose actions warranted such 
honor. Flatmaker’s Law was written by 
Roy Pinner and says, "If you want to go 
up, pull back on the stick. If you want to 
go down, pull back farther.”  Charlie 
FJatmaker deserves such accolade due 
to his prior dedication to all of Murphy’s 
Laws, an example of which was his 
experience at last year's Mint Julep. On 
his first landing attempt he had to 
throttle up and go around due to the fact 
that his landing gear didn’t come down 
completely. Once he finally got the 
landing gear down he ran off the side of 
the runway into the mud, and when his 
next flight came up his engine wouldn’t 
start. Now, for many competitors at 
various contests this wouldn’t be worthy 
of writing about, but in this case it is 
noteworthy due to the fact that all of the 
above happened in the full-scale Navaho 
he flew down to Kentucky loaded with 
our contestants from Michigan and 
Canada. It is actions such as this which

make Charlie deserving of this honor, 
placing him right beside Murphy.

In response to this honor, Charlie has 
written a "law” especially for Pinner 
which makes reference to tangerine 
trees and their effect on low pull-outs, 
but that is another story. Let’s go on to 
the more sensible letters I got this 
month.
Dear Dave:

I've been into R/C for about a year. 
I ’m 13 years old. I know Don Lowe pretty 
good. I fly where he flies. He taught me 
how to fly.

I have a Kadet, Tweedy Bird, and a 
Smith Miniplane. My Dad builds them. 
Would you recommend that I go from 
the Kadet (about 20 or so flights) to the 
Tweedy Bird or the Smith Miniplane?

My Dad builds all of my planes except 
(or a little bit. I want to know if I have to 
build the plane to enter it in competi
tion. Is it natural for a 13-year-old not to 
like to build. If so, why?

My Dad says he likes to build them 
and I like to fly them. I ask him what’s the 
problem f I ’ve never crashed. Sincerely, 
John Keiser.

With an instructor like Don Lowe, you 
have put me on the spot for answers, but 
I'll try. Neither the Tweedy Bird nor the 
Smith Miniplane is an ideal second step 
airplane, in my opinion, but I think the 
Tweedy Bird would be the better choice 
of the two due to its trike gear and single 
wing (less prone to damage). In my 
opinion, the Ugly Stick or Kaos are ideal 
second step airplanes, with the Sig 
Kougar as another alternative. It is not 
uncommon to find a 13-year-old who 
doesn’t like to build, but it is usually 
attributed to a lack of knowledge and/or 
confidence in his ability to do it success
fully. Watch your Dad build the air
planes, ask questions patiently, and read 
the instructions that come with each kit, 
and soon you will want to try one on 
your own. As for building your own 
airplanes for competition purposes, it is 
only necessary for FAI competition or 
any scale event.

Your last line says you’ve never 
crashed. I wish I could say that!
Dear Dave:

A few years back, some of the pattern 
planes used airfoils that were symmetri
cal at the root and semi-symmetrical at 
the tips. Two examples were the Tiger 
Tail and the Sweet Tater. Nowadays all 
appear to use symmetrical foils through
out.

Are there advantages to the symmetri
cal/semi-symmetrical com bination? 
What differences in handling charac
teristics would there be in the two 
wings? I have never seen a discussion on 
this design feature. Is it worth any space?

In determining the correct CC loca
tion, do you consider the plane's per
formance when stalling to enter spins, 
assuming that you have adequate eleva
tor throw? It would appear that a nose 
heavy plane would require excessive 
up elevator to maintain the stall in a spin. 
Also, do you consider right-side-up  
versus inverted flight characteristics in

placing the CG? It would appear that a 
nose heavy plane, when trimmed for 
level flight right-side-up, would require 
extra down elevator when inverted. I 
realize that motor thrust and angle of 
incidence affect this transition drasti
cally, but I ’m assuming these adjust
ments are all right. Sincerely, Jerry F. 
Wall.

The semi-symmetrical tip sections on 
those airplanes you mentioned give the 
effect of washout in the wing without 
any change in incidence angle. This is 
particularly effective at low speeds (high 
angles of attack) and of negligible effect 
at high speeds. It was a great theory back 
when the only slow maneuvers were 
done upright (landing, spins, snaps), but 
now that inverted slow flight is com
monly required, it is of less use. Today, 
symmetrical sections all the way out to 
the tip are most common, with a slightly 
different airfoil at the tip to induce the 
root to stall first whether upright or 
inverted.

Balance, incidence, thrust offset, and 
control surface throw are all interrelated 
and sometimes difficult to differentiate 
between. I always start out with the 
balance, incidence, and thrust lines 
specified on the plans. I adjust almost 
everything from there, based on feel. 
For example, I have a certain preference 
for the amount of up elevator needed to 
maintain a normal glideslope on a 
landing approach as well as the amount 
of additional up elevator required to 
fla ir. Once the elevator throw feels 
about right in the air (loops, turns, etc.), I 
try some landing approaches and ob
serve the amount of u p elevator required 
to maintain the glideslope. If it tends to 
need a lot of elevator immediately after 
you chop the power but tends to balloon 
or requires no increase in up elevator as 
it slows down, then it probably has too 
much down thrust. If it tends to need 
more and more elevator as it slows 
down, to the point that the airplane 
becomes difficult to slow down without 
pulling a bunch of up elevator, it is too 
nose heavy. Also, if it tends to be hard to 
flair, it is probably slightly nose heavy. A 
tail heavy condition is indicated by very 
touchy elevator control when gliding 
and a lack of directional stability. When 
in doubt, leave it slightly nose heavy for 
safety’s sake.
Hi, Dave:

Would like to ask what with and how 
do you finish your Tipo to keep the 
weight under 8-1/2 pounds? I’m using 
finishing resin followed with Ditzler 
automobile primer, then four to six 
coats of color with three to four coats of 
clear. The result is a mirror finish, but I'm 
wondering about the weight factor. 
Thanks, Paul Maharis.

You didn’t say what the four to six 
coats of color and three to four coats of 
clear were. I'd assume you are using 
lacquer: if this is the case your technique 
is reasonable and I'd guess that your 
problem is with too much resin, primer, 
and paint on the airplane. You need to 

Continued on page 81
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By DICK HANSON . . .  Part 5: Rectangular Approach, Landing and Spot.
Although the maneuvers discussed 

this month may not be with us much 
longer, especially in the upper AM A skill 
classes and FAI, it is still important to 
know how to do them properly, if only 
to simulate disciplined full-scale flight 
procedures. It should also be noted that 
the approach and landing maneuvers 
are among the easiest, relative to tech
nical skill and coordination, yet they are 
very often flubbed by even the best 
pilots. Usually this results from a psycho
logical let-down after the more difficult 
maneuvers are completed and the pilot 
relaxes a little too soon, before the flight 
is over. However, points are points, and 
there's no use taking 5's and 6’s, when 8’s 
and 9's and maybe an occasional 10, are 
within the reach of even average 
fliers, wen
RECTANGULAR APPROACH 
LANDING AND SPOT

The rectangular approach as de
scribed in the rulebook is very con
fusing. It calls for maintaining altitude 
until the final approach leg starts, but it 
does not mention any downgrade for 
loss of elevation, only a downgrade for 
“ gallops in elevation.”  I am certain our 
contest board has an answer for this.

Assuming that you should maintain 
altitude, let’s analyze the approach. The 
first thing that becomes apparent is that 
you must plan to enter the maneuver at 
an altitude that permits a predictable 
approach and descent to landing. This is 
something that you must decide with 
your own plane, as they are all different.

We recommend that you practice 
flying your model at slow speeds (keep 
some altitude for safety sake!) and 
become thoroughly familiar with how 
much contro l d e flection , rudder, 
aileron, and elevator, is safe. Once you

have decided on a comfortable slow 
speed, practice the crosswind to final 
turn at this speed and note what altitude 
and distance combination allows a 
contro lled , low throttle (not idle!) 
descent. This takes a lot of practice, but 
do not simply try to chop throttle and 
dive in for a spot landing. It doesn’t 
work.

Let's go through the entire sequence. 
You have just finished your downwind 
maneuver and must now set up for the 
upwind start of the rectangular ap- 

roach. Reduce speed as you set up your 
eading, at the correct altitude, directly 

down the center of the runway. Ap
proximately one second before reach
ing the judges (we assume the judges to 
be directly in line with the center of the 
landing circle), call the maneuver. Con
tinue on until you have reached the 
imaginary edge of the normal judging 
frame (this is approximately 45° each 
way from center of the judges). Turn 90° 
outbound for a few seconds until you 
are approximately 300-400 feet out. Hold 
your altitude.

Turn 90° downwind until you are at a 
point parallel with the position you have 
learned is best for your descent path. 
Hold your altitude.

Turn 90° inbound to your final turn 
position which is directly in line with the 
runway. Hold your altitude.

Turn 90° for your final approach leg 
and proceed to descend as you prac
ticed earlier. You absolutely must prac
tice the descent or you won’t get this 
maneuver to look right. As you descend 
to approximately six feet of altitude, 
make your final throttle and trim correc
tions for a nice flared landing. If you 
have a sticky throttle linkage, good luck. 

We try to have the plane sinking a little

too fast just before the six-foot altitude is 
reached so that we can hold in a fair 
amount of throttle during our last 
exciting moments. The idea here is to 
control the final sink into the center of 
the circle. As you approach the circle, 
keep adding elevator and reducing 
power to land early. Conversely, reduce 
elevator and add power to stretch the 
distance. This must be done carefully or 
you can end up in a sudden stall and a 
disgraceful pancake landing. (Actually 
it’s quite good for the judges’ morale, as 
their job is tedious and a little humor is 
appreciated.) Once you have touched 
down, let it coast straight ahead for 50 
feet or until it stops, whichever occurs 
first. Announce “ flight complete" and 
get your plane off the runway.

Now let’s go back and analyze things a 
little further.

1) Does your model dive each time 
you do the 90° turn? If so, check your 
C.G ., it’s probably nose heavy.

2) If there is a wind blowing, are you 
having trouble keeping the wings level 
and holding the intended path along 
the rectangle? Don’t worry about hold
ing them level. There is no downgrade 
for banking the wings on the maneuver.

3) Does a crosswind foul you up on 
the final approach? If your answer is yes, 
you’re normal. The rules call for level 
wings during the landing, which starts at 
two meters (approx, six feet). It will take 
lots of rudder practice before you learn 
to crab the planeand hold a straight line. 
Some planes just won’t do it. It is also a 
very easy situation to turn into a lovely 
snap roll.

4) Does the model always bounce? If 
it’s a taildragger (no tricycle gear), try 
landing on the tailwheel first. It works.

Continued on page 82
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Ready for takeoff at the 1952 Nats. Some of today's transmitters aren't much larger than the 
control box in A lex's hands. Lot more realistic aircraft than modern pattern birds.

an R/C model.
"The first Cub was built in the spring 

of 1950. It was built from the plans to a 
Capitol free flight kit of the Piper Cub. 
The model was very close to true scale, 
the only change being the usual increase 
in tail surface area. It hada 7-1/2 ft. span, 
15 in. chord and Clark Y airfoil. The 
original flying weight was 4-1/2 lbs., but 
the control equipment brought the total 
weight up to about 7 lbs. The landing 
gear was lengthened in an attempt to 
improve ground runs in high grass, but 
that was the only change made. At first 
this ship didn’t seem any more success
ful than the Stinson. The ground looping 
tendencies were so pronounced, even 
on a grass-free runway, that it was very 
difficult to get the plane in the air. Once 
the plane was in thePair it was very floaty 
and rather hard to get down again.

"The ground looping problem was 
tackled first. The solution turned out to 
be repositioning of the landing gear 
closer to the CC. The gear was moved 
back, in small steps, as faras was possible 
without rebuilding the plane. Each 
change improved the ground perfor
mance and the process was continued in 
the construction of later models. On the 
latest model the wheel axles are about 1 
in. ahead of the CC. This gives straight 
ground runs on both takeoff and land
ing with no nose-over tendencies on 
reasonably smooth fields.

"Once the takeoff problem was licked, 
the flying characteristics of the plane 
received some attention. To reduce the 
floating tendency, the wing was reduced 
to 12.5 in. chord and 7 ft. 4 in. span. The 
stabilizer was decreased at the same 
time. In all of his planes Alex has stuck 
pretty close to the 40, 20,10 formula; tail 
moment, 40 percent of the wing span; 
stabilizer area, 20 percent of the wing 
area; and fin area, 10percent of the wing 
area. The changes made greatly im
proved the performance of the plane. 
The weight was up to 7-1/2 lbs., giving a 
wing loading of a little less than 1 lb. per 
sq. ft. By our present standards the 
loading was a little on the light side, but 
the plane was the best and most consis
tent flier in the area.

"Alex flew this first Cub almost every

Sunday for about a year. He never did 
much in the way of stunt maneuvers 
with it. Instead, he spent the time 
learning to handle the plane and the 
controls. It was a very steady, realistic 
flier and he got to the point where he 
could put it right where he wanted it 
every time. . .

"The second Cub, built in the (all of 
1951, was the first to have a five-channel 
contro l system giving independent 
right, left, up, down and engine control. 
The construction was altered to bring 
the landing gear back, following the 
trend established with the first Cub. To 
reduce frontal area, the wing was low
ered by reducing the cabin height. Wing 
and stab on this ship were in line and 
about 1-1/2 in. above the thrustline. The 
takeoff characteristics of the plane were 
good, but in the air it was a disappoint
ment. The ship would drop the inside 
wing sharply in a turn, and once into a 
turn, opposite rudder had to be used to 
get it out. Even with the added elevator 
control it was a poor stunter. Loops were 
big, with a tendency to fall off to the side 
and turns had to be slow and wide to

prevent spiral dives.
"In the spring of 1952 the third, and 

what turned out to be the last. Cub 
design was built. The wing was raised 
again to a point about halfway between 
the extremes of the first two Cubs. At the 
same time the stab was lowered a little 
and this combination cured the spiraling 
tendency. Nose and tail moment arms 
were shortened a little to tighten up the 
maneuvers and the landing gear was 
moved back to its final position. The 
wing was patterned after Walt Good’s 
Rudderbug wing with washed-out tips 
and an NACA 6412 airfoil. Total dihedral 
angle in the wing was 12°. Total weight 
was 9 lbs.; wing loading, 19oz. persq. ft.

" This plane was com pleted a few  
months before the 1952 Nats and right 
from the first it showed real promise, the 
result of Alex's 2-1/2 years of work and 
experience. Takeoffs are easy and quick, 
the tail lifts in about 10 ft. and a touch of 
‘up’ puts the plane right in the air. Size 
and weight have permitted this plane to 
fly normally and safely in winds that have 
brought many contests to a dead stop.

Continued on page 83

Spitfire .60  on ignition powered Schneider's Cubs. Note 3-tube re
ceiver in cabin. Tubes rubber-banded to prevent vibration failures.

A lex and Dean Kenney at ‘ 55 Nats. A lex was firs t. Dean 3rd, and 
B ill Deans was 2nd. Th is was first year separating single from  m ulti.
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Photos taken at the 1980 Toledo Show reveal just a handful of the many beautiful scale models on display...and also give an idea of the number 
of spectators present! Categories were featured for Precision Scale, M ilitary Sport Scale, and Non-Military Sport Scale.

SCALE ’80
As July 20-26 rapidly approaches, 

many persons are making plans to 
attend Scale ’80 in Ottawa, Canada. The 
indications are that the Ottawa Remote 
Control Club and the MAAC have things 
well in hand to make this a most memor
able international championship. In 
addition to Scale '80, you’ll find Sail ’80 
will also be held during this time period 
for model yachts.

The scene for the airplane competi
tion will be Rockcliffe Airport, located 
10 km east of the city center. The site is 
the home of the Canadian National 
Aeronautics’ collection of full-size 
aircraft. There is unlimited space for 
camping, parking, and spectator view
ing.

While this column will appear after 
the June 1 deadline for reservations at

Carleton University or for meals and 
camping at the site, there are abundant 
facilities available. Commercial camp
sites can be found as close as 2 km from 
the site. The names and phone numbers 
follow:

Ottawa-Nepean Trailer Park:
(613) 828-6632

Rideau Heights Campgound:
(613) 825-1217

Poplar Grove Campground:
(613) 821-2973

Pinegrove Court: (613) 825-2371 
I do not have a motel listing, however, 
such information can probably be ob
tained from either:

Canada’s Capital Visitors and Conven
tion Bureau, 222 Queen St., Ottawa, 
Canada K1P 5V9, or: Scale ’80, P.O. Box 
9284, Alta Vista Postal Station, Ottawa, 
Canada K1G 3T9.

The schedule includes the following:
Fri. 18 and Sat. 19: Practice flying (Ha! 

Scale fliers practice?).
Sat. 19: Registration and beginning of 

static judging.
Tues. 22 through Fri. 25: Flying.
Sat. 26: Rain day or air show.

The banquet will be held Saturday night. 
The Sport Scale (F4) and Precision (F4C) 
will be intermixed in the flying during 
the week.

With the proximity of the site to the 
Eastern portion of the U.S. especially, it 
is anticipated that a large number of 
spectators will be on hand. International 
competition is a stimulating experience 
for all concerned, so plan to be on hand 
when it comes to a beautiful city, Ottawa. 
PROBLEM TIME

The letter from Pavel Rajchart in the 
CSSR received so much attention a few 
months ago that I will try another 
interesting one on you. This one, from 
Tadeusz Szalinski of Lane Tech Prep 
School in Chicago, is looking for a most 
specific piece of information. While it 
was originally addressed to me as Presi
dent of NASA, I felt we might expand the 
coverage beyond those members.
Dear Mr. Underwood,

NASA's newsletter was given to me by 
a friend and I thought it could be of help 
to us with our project. Could I appeal to 
your membership through your news
letter for help?

Our problem is to document by serial 
number a Boeing B-17 bomber that was 
present at the Chicago Municipal Air
port on Sunday, October 17,1943, for a 
dedication ceremony held that day as 
part of an air show held to sell War 
Bonds. This aircraft was named " Lane 
Tech of Chicago”  and was one of four 
other bombers dedicated on that day.

During the past four years I have tried 
to identify this plane's serial so that I 
could use Air Force files to investigate its 
life. School sources, library references, 
and airport authorities all have proved 
negative. The Sunny Air Corps Hangar 
on the field was run by Fairfield Service 
Command at the time and probably lists 
" Lane Tech of Chicago”  serial in their 
daily log; however, they have vanished 
along with the " Lane Tech of Chicago." 
There are no known photos or persons

Not a Toledo prize-winner, but still a very nicely done ship is Ken Ames' Sport Scale DC-3, 
possibly from a Royal k it. Power appears to be two K& B .40's.
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M. A. Zimmerman's G ipsy Moth placed a creditable 3rd in Non-Military Sport Scale at Toledo, 
but in our opinion it should have been 1st. In addition to the flawless finish and superb detail
ing is the fact that it sports a working  replica of a Mk. 1 C irrus engine! Featuring four cylinders 
and overhead valves, the engine displaces 1.11 cu. in ., weighs 30 oz., and tu rn sa  12-1/2x8 at 
8800 rpm. Yes, it has flow n.

who could attest to the serial number. 
We did manage to eliminate about 
11,000 serials of the 12,000 produced, but 
aren’t even sure of the model number 
. . .  it was a late F or early G, had a chin 
turret with cheek blisters, olive drab 
paint, and a "new" (not seen before) 
national insignia. She also was factory 
fresh . . .  no dirt, dings or scratches on 
her.

Can anyone out there identify her or 
offer a clue as to where to look for her 
serial number? If not, can anyone tell me 
where I can find delivery dates for the 
1870 possible serial numbers that I have 
left?

Thanks much for your consideration 
of our problem. Hoping to hear good 
news.

Is there someone out there who can 
aid the research of this problem? Con
tact: Tadeusz Szalinski, Lane Tech, 2501 
W. Addison St., Chicago, IL 60618. 
SCALE DRAWINGS

A new catalog available from MAP 
(Model Allied Publications, Ltd.) pre
sents a very wide range of aircraft 
drawings. They span early aviation types 
to 1913, WW-I, Golden Age, Schneider 
Trophy racers, WW-II, Light and Busi
ness, Modern Airliners, and Jet Age. 
There are varying scales available such as 
1/32, 1/48, 1/72, etc. Some have extra 
detail of internal construction, cockpit, 
etc. In other cases you may find color 
details or historical information.

In the United States, four contacts are 
listed: Bob Holman Plans, P.O. Box 741, 
San Bernardino, CA 92401; Repla-Tech 
International, 48500 McKenzie High
way, Vida, OR 97488; International Scale 
Plan Service, 4 Cleveland Terrace, Ho
bart, IN 46342; Hobby Hideaway, R.R. 2, 
Box 19, Delavon,IL 61734. Home address: 
Model and Allied Publications, Ltd., 
P.O. Box 35, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, 
HP1 1EE, England.
CONTEST SAVVY

With the 1980 contest season in full 
bloom, some consideration of the types 
of approaches to contest activity may be 
in order. It often seems true that indi
viduals new to the scale scene have little 
experience with contest techniques.

This is perhaps due to the fact that they 
may have not been contest oriented in 
any phase of modeling prior to that time. 
A Pattern flier often has spent consider
able time practicing and has developed 
more of a flight line routine. The new 
competitor in scale has been building 
more often than not and doesn’t have 
the competition background.
PRIOR TO THE CONTEST

The preparation of a checklist is most 
helpful. There are a number of standard 
items to consider, such as props, glow 
plugs, etc., but be certain to take into 
account special needs as well. Often, 
little parts that are most likely not to be 
in another contestant’s field box need to 
be considered. These items could in
clude things such as touch-up paints, 
landing gear parts, bomb drop items, 
extra wheels, linkages for things like 
gear doors, fuel fillers, special battery 
leads, etc.

In addition, be certain to include your 
scale prop and spinner and static pre
sentation. (If it is precision scale, don’t 
forget the scale ruler.)

The magnitude of the number of 
items you take can be limitless, but some 
repair type things can be helpful. I 
usually include a Dremel with a cut-off 
wheel and miscellaneous tips, a Micro- 
Flame tool with silver solder, a small 
battery soldering iron, glues, etc. The 
tool box has a bunch of items such as 
pins, masking tape, engine and retract

arts, clevis, wire, multi-meter, nuts,
olts, and all that jazz. And oh yes, have 

you remembered the transmitter?
One pre-contest preparation item 

that is most important is to see that your 
model is flown and properly set up. It 
has been all too frequent, even with 
Sport Scale modelers, that the first flight 
of the model comes in a contest situa
tion. This is not only unfortunate for the 
competitor’s peace of mind, but a 
dangerous practice as well. This year you 
should find that you are required to sign 
a safety declaration at an AMA sanc
tioned contest. Basically, it is a release 
which stipulates that you have flown the 
model in the type of maneuvers you 
intend to perform in the competition. 
While there is little possibility of check
ing the accuracy of how each contestant 
meets these requirements, it seems 
logical that you should think twice 
before falsely signing these documents. 
A last check should reveal that you have 
your AMA membership card and FCC 
license.
AT THE CONTEST

Arrive with as much time to spare as 
possible. To have to rush to prepare your 
model to meet judging schedules can be 
filled with frustrations. If you have that 
extra time, you can check out retract 
operation, flaps, whatever. A most 
critical point is to determine whether 
everything is hooked up properly. It can 
be a real shock to have them give you 
the go ahead on the flight line and you 
discover that working your ailerons 
retracts your gear or drops the bomb!

Continued on page 84
Colorful Grumman F9F-8 Cougar by Max Ettinger, from a Jet Hangar Hobbies k it. Max 
worked like crazy on this one, got it finished just in time for Toledo.
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By DAVE THORNBURG . . .  Sailplane wings don't necessarily have to be built-up affairs. Here's how to 
make a thin, efficient soaring airfoil simply by joining two sheets of wood at approximately a 7° angle.

• Buried deep in Sig’s long balsa list are 
two strange cuts of wood called SIG 
TAPERED-CUT SHEETS. Both are 1/4 
inch thick by 36 inches long. One is four 
inches wide, the other three inches. 
They sell for about the same price as 
regular 1/4-inch sheet balsa, but they 
are not at all like regular sheet balsa. Oh, 
no. They are very special cuts indeed, 
and every glider flier ought to be aware 
of them.

What makes them unique is their 
cross-section: they taper from 1/4 inch 
thick on one edge to only 1/16 inch on 
the other (see drawing). Sig probably 
thinks everyone buys them to carve 
hand-launch glider wings. Oho! Have I 
got news for them! God intends Sig 
Tapered Balsa for one purpose only: the 
building of simple, strong, one-night 
wings for six-foot R/C sailplanes!

I first stumbled onto these tapered 
sheets back in 1965, when I was begin
ning to move away from R/C power 
flying and into soaring. Sailplanes, I was 
told, needed long wings. But think of all 
those ribs! There must be an easier way!

At that time Gerry Ritz and other free 
flighters were using an airfoil section 
created by a Czech chap named Jedel- 
sky. The foil consisted of a thick, soft 
leading edge sheet joined to a very thin 
(usually 1/16 inch) trailing edge at a high 
undercamber angle (see drawing). For 
strength, they glued sheet ribs to the 
bottom and let them hang right out in 
the breeze!

This might be fine for free flight 
gliders, but it looked awfully draggy for 
heavier, faster R/C soarers. Sez I, why 
not eliminate the ribs by using a much 
thicker trailing edge? And Lo! There was 
Sig Tapered Balsa to fill the bill.

My first design based on this type of 
wing was the Zephyr (April 1967 Ameri
can Modeler). The wing was six feet in 
span with a seven-inch chord. It had 
only 1/4-inch thick balsa in the leading 
edge, and the undercamber was almost 
as deep as a free flight’s. But it flew fine 
for an ultra-simple single-channel de
sign. As you might suspect, there have 
been a few improvements since then. A 
lot of the undercamber has disappeared, 
the leading edge has thickened to 3/8 of 
an inch, and the extreme taper of the 
Zephyr wing has been abandoned in 
favor of a constant-chord planform.

The result is a six-foot wing that can be 
built, ready for covering, in just a couple 
of hours. It’s tough enough for hi-start 
launching, easy to repair, and fairly 
resistant to warps. And if you don’t have 
the bucks (or time) for Monokote, you 
can even fly it raw. Or slap on a light and 
careful coat of Japanese tissue and dope.

Such a wing makes a great quick-and- 
dirty replacement for a lot of the 70-80

inch kits on the market: Ace High, Soar 
Birdy, Super Questor, Square Soar, 
W anderer, Drifter II , Anser, Pierce 
Arrow, Top Cat, etc. It lets you fly again 
on Sunday even though you trashed out 
your kit wing on Satuday afternoon.

Let’s take a typical example of wing 
replacement on a stock kit, say the 
Wanderer 72. You were thermalling 
your meticulously-built Wanderer high 
above the rooftops and sordid reality of 
the city, when a kid with a styrofoam 
R/C butterfuly turned on and spun you 
right into the phone lines! The fuselage 
survived, but the wing popped off and 
landed in Jake Tinback’s yard, and his 
bulldog ate it.

In a fit of pique you ripped the 
butterfly apart, fed the kid to the bull
dog, and uprooted two phone poles

with your bare hands, but when the dust 
settled you were still without a wing. 
What to do?

You stop by the hobby shop and 
select two sheets of extra-soft 1/4 x 4 
tapered-cut balsa, two sheets of 
medium-soft 3/8 x 3 sheet stock, a 
package of Sig light Celastic, and some 
blades for your razor plane.

Back home, you plane a slight angle 
on the thick edge of the tapered sheets, 
join them with masking tape and white 
glue to the 3/8 sheet with about a 
quarter-inch of undercamber, and 
presto: two 7 x 36-inch wing panels! 
When the glue is reasonably firm, you 
shape them to the airfoil section shown 
in the drawings and epoxy them to
gether with the appropriate dihedral. 
Then slap a layer of Celastic (or fiber-
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glass cloth) on the center for reinforce
ment, and the wing is ready to cover. . .  
or to fly! Couldn’t be simpler, eh?

Of course, you have to remember that 
when you strap this new, all-balsa wing 
to your Wanderer fuselage, you haven’t 
got a Wanderer anymore. You've cre
ated an original design, and it’s going to 
perform differently from a stock kit. The 
new wing is an inch narrower than the 
original, so your wing area will be 
down by around 70 square inches. This 
raises your wing loading slightly.

This new wing will weigh two to three 
times as much as the original, depend
ing on how carefully you've selected the 
wood, and this too will raise your wing 
loading. More important, the new wing 
will be heavier at the tips, and this will 
tend to dampen the plane’s rudder 
response, making the new ship seem a 
bit sluggish in turns. You can correct 
some of this sluggishness by simply 
increasing the dihedral a bit.

And what about dihedral? Most of the 
kits on the market today use polyhedral, 
or "double dihedral," rather than the 
simple V-dihedral used on full-scale sail
planes. Though a nuisance to build, 
polyhedral provides quicker rudder 
response and better stability in tight 
thermal turns than V-dihedral. Most 
modelers consider it worth the extra 
trouble to build.

If you put polyhedral into these all
sheet wings, you’ll find that you don’t 
need to reinforce the poly breaks with 
Celastic or fiberglass. Only the center 
break needs this extra strength. Just be 
sure to use a good, dependable epoxy 
glue on all three joints. And when you 
cut the polyhedral joints, be certain that 
they are parallel to the dihedral joint in 
the center! If they aren’t you’ ll be 
building either washin or washout into 
the wingtips . . . and that’s just like 
building-in warps!

And what about washout? Is it neces
sary in this type of wing? Here's my 
experience: If you build light, keep your 
wing loading at 7.5 ounces a square foot 
or less, and avoid obvious warps, you 
can leave the wingtips perfectly square 
and still not have tip-stall problems. But

A 1966 photo of Rob Sm ith holding one of 
Dave Thornburg's "Zephyr”  designs, a six - 
footer flown rudder-only.

if your ship is heavy or badly built, you 
may have to build-in some washout. 
There are a couple of ways to do this.

One way is to warp it in, using heat (if 
the wing has been Monokoted) or thin 
dope (if the wing has been tissued). 
What you want to achieve is a gradual 
twist in the last six inches of the wingtip, 
so that the trailing edge at the very tip is 
about 1/4 inch higher than normal. In 
other words, you should be able to lay 
the wing panel on some perfectly flat 
surface, such as a good building board, 
and observe a 1/4-inch gap under the 
trailing edge at the wingtip, while the 
rest of the trailing edge and all of the 
leading edge remains flush with the flat 
surface.

A second way of achieving washout is 
to pick some wingtip shape that cuts 
away more trailing edge material than

lead ing  edge m ate ria l. The old- 
fashioned elliptical wingtip shown on 
some of the planes in the photos does 
this perfectly. Another, and more cur
rently popular shape, is the “ tapered- 
t railing-edge, square-leading-edge” 
(Wanderer, Anser, Top Cat). By leaving 
the leading edge intact, and cutting 
away a wedge of the trailing edge, you 
effectively wash out the wing. (Don’t ask 
me to explain the physics of it; the 
undercamber causes it.)

Just keep in mind the purpose of 
washout: to make the wingtip fly at a 
lower angle of attack (i.e., more nose- 
down) than the rest of the wing. When 
this happens, the tip will be the last part 
of the wing to stall, and the plane will be 
much more stable. Sometimes tip plates 
will prevent tip stalls on a square wing, 
especially if they're rolled up or down 
into the so-called "vortex tip" shape.

How critical is the airfoil shape on this 
wing? Not very. The shape shown at the 
bottom of the drawing is a typical 
sailplane airfoil: the undercamber is 
around 5/16 of an inch, measured at the 
joint, and the leading edge is fairly blunt 
(compare with Zephyr drawing). Under- 
camber and leading edge radius are the 
two significant variables. You can play 
around with them and find out a lot 
about how airfoils work.

For example, you can lowerthe under
camber to just under 1/4-inch and your 
wing will fly faster: or raise it to just 
under 1/2 inch and it will be SLOW- 
SLOW-SLOW. but strong! Depends on 
what kind of performance you’re after. 
The rule of thumb is: high camber 
means high lift and high drag and high 
strength, low camber means just the 
opposite.

And how about leading edge radius? 
It affects both speed and stall charac
teristics. A sharp leading edge will stall 
sooner and more violently than a blunt 
one. (This is another way to achieve tip 
stability: sand the final six to ten inches 
of the I.e. to a more blunt shape than the 
rest, and this will keep the tip from 
stalling before the rest of the wing does.)

Continued on page 94

Using the template to set the undercamber. A fter cutting the angle The Southwestern Sailplanes "D ood ler" used the simple all-balsa
correctly, the front and rear halves are taped together and the joint wing described here. Over 2000 k its were sold before going out
filled w ith  glue. of production in 1976.
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The contestants and their "beauties" at the recent "Build-and-FI^ ’ contest at Torrey Pines. 
Entrants had three hours to dream up and build a model from  scrap balsa. No two alike!

R / c  SOARING

•  There are pylon races and there are 
pylon races . .  . and we’ve recently had 
both extremes at Torrey Pines. First, 
there was the Torrey Pines Gulls Pylon 
Racing Championships, a serious event 
co-sponsored by that club and this 
magazine. Invitations went out to one 
and all and, unfortunately for the host 
club, expert pilots came from all around. 
As a matter of fact, all the trophies are 
now in the Bay area just south of San 
Francisco.

Such aircraft generally weigh in at 
about five pounds (with the option of 
ballasting up to eleven pounds). These 
"mean machines" are the essence of 
efficiency. After the signal to launch, 
each pilot has 60 seconds to fling his 
plane off the cliff and climb on the lift. 
The planes then dive toward the start/ 
finish line as the countdown proceeds to 
zero. The task is to fly five fast laps and 
finish above the cliff height.

Unfortunately, the weather didn't 
cooperate. Instead of tearing through 
the sky, most of the planes simply 
staggered around in the marginal lift. It 
was a challenge just to stay aloft. In fact, 
some of the flights ended on the sandy 
beach 350 feet below the starting point.

I ’m not much for contests, but I 
entered a Hobie Hawk especially modi
fied for high speed performance by

Corey Heilman's ship is aptly named, we 
th ink. Another conventional layout.

by Dr. LA R R Y  FOGEL

Scotty Jenkins. I knew I ’d have an 
advantage if the lift was light and be 
trounced if the wind picked up. Well, 
my strategy worked . . .  for a while. I was 
doing right well until the middle of the 
afternoon, when the wind died com
pletely. The CD declared "time out" for 
lack of wind. I was convinced that that 
was it for the day . . .  and went home. 
Those with stouter heart stayed around 
and, sure enough, the wind picked up 
again and the contest went on without 
me. Evidently, patience is a virtue.

After the last heat of the last round was 
flown, the score indicated a tie for first 
place between Gary Ittner and Brian 
Irvine, with Rich Spicer next in line for 
honors. Rich had cleverly lowered his 
landing flaps to gain additional lift from 
the light air. There was a flyoff and Gary 
took first place. All in all, it was an 
excellent contest. Hopefully, next year's 
contest will be held under gale con
ditions.

The very next pylon race at the cliff 
was a "Build and Fly Your Own Design" 
type. Mark’s Models contributed a pile

PH O TO S B Y  A U T H O R

Build-and-Fly w inner was th is fa ir ly  conven
tional design by Steve Neu.

of scrap balsa, pieces 1/2 by 3 by 36 
inches or more. Each contestant grabbed 
chunks of wood, and without the aid of 
power tools, set to the task of putting 
together an R/C sailplane for the pylon 
event to be held three hours later. The 
resulting designs were quite a sight. 
Dave Watson put together a twin-tail 
beauty. As expected, Dave Freund built 
a flying wing. Corey Heilman con
structed his "Bomb." There were other 
planes equally biodegradable. Design
ing such a plane is a real challenge!

By one o'clock, there was wind, and 
the pylon race began. Some of the 
planes flew "right off the board" . . .  
even if there was no board. Others

Ah, now it's getting interesting! F ly ing wing advocate Dave Freund 
came up w ith  this tailless configuration. Crude, but it flew .

Another successful tailless was this no-sweep plank type by Steve 
Manganelli. Must have used an electronic m ixer fo r the elevons.
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Rich Spicer w ith  Brian Irvine's more serious approach to slope racing. 
Weighs 5 lbs. empty, can be ballasted up to 11 lbs.

Another super-fast racer is the "Grand Boss" designed and built by 
Jerry Arana. Equipped w ith  flaps fo r light-air flying.

Brian Irvine's ship in a tight pylon turn. 
Note the extremely small stab.

required c-o-n-s-i-d-e-r-a-b-l-e adjust
ment. Steve Neu won the event.

An aerial combat destruction derby 
was scheduled as the last event of the 
day, but the wind died just in time. Both 
these pylon races are annual events. We 
all look forward to next year.

Bob Dodgson is already famous for his 
Todi, Maestro, and other designs. He’s 
now come up w ith the "C am ano”  
(emphasis on the second syllable), a new 
sailplane intended for FAI competition. 
According to Bob, "The challenge is to 
design a ship that’s strong, maneuver- 
able, capable of high launches (even 
from hand tow), and most important of 
all, is fast enough to run the FAI speed 
course in about nine seconds. This same

design must also be light enough to 
outfly the floater-type g liders that 
capture the usual U.S. duration con
tests."

His solution is a clean, slender, strong 
seamless fiberglass fuselage, open on 
the top for installation of the radio gear 
and pushrods, then locked into the 
finished rigid form by adding the top 
deck of 1/8-inch plywood. A three- 
section progressive spar system provides 
strength in the lightweight built-up 
Eppler 193 wings that are top sheeted for 
accuracy of the airfoil. The wingspan is 
111.5 inches, aspect ratio is 13 to 1, wing 
area is 936 square inches. Simple, de
pendable linkages are designed to 
prevent high speed flutter. The flaps are 
separately powered by a special low- 
drag linkage. The full-flying stab is 
mounted high so as to be out of the wing 
wash. The upper surfaces of the wings 
are blended into the fuselage to form a 
natural fillet. Total flying weight is 50 
ounces, and it can be ballasted with up 
to three additional pounds. A four- 
channel radio is required for the flaps, 
ailerons (coupled to rudder), elevator, 
and spoilers. This new kit lists at $149.95 
and is available from Dodgson Designs, 
2905 S.W. Camano Dr., Camano Island, 
WA 98292. If you want more informa
tion, write Bob or call him at (206) 
387-7412.

Peter Edridge of Marin County, Cali-

Arana's Grand Boss is a very capable machine, 
w ins or places in most contests he enters.

fornia, is addicted to designing sail
planes. The "D ragonfly ,”  a recent 
V-tail lightweight creation, serves as a 
prototype for his strictly functional slope 
racer, the F-1. The Dragonfly uses a pod- 
and-boom fuselage and foam wings. The 
boom consists of two vertically placed 
arrow shafts, the idea being strength at 
the lightest possible weight. This plane 
was designed strictly for super fun!

The F-1, on the other hand, is a more 
serious venture. The 120° (included 
angle) V-tail is intended to minimize 
drag. All of the radio gear is embedded 
in the wing to allow minimum frontal 
area of the fuselage (a fiberglass fishing 
pole). The 104-inch span wing is Peter’s 
own design: semi-symmetrical and 
slightly concave on the upper surface

A  lightweight slope soarer (and possible F3 B  competition glider) is 
the "D ragon fly" by Peter Edridge Mighty skinny tail boom, eh?

A variation of Peter's Dragonfly is his F-1, an all-out slope racer. 
Fuselage is a fiberglass fishing pole, forcing all of the radio gear 
into the wing. A  different approach to racing.
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Dodgson Designs is now kitting the "Cam ano," expressly intended for F3 B  competition. 
Claimed to be extrem ely fast, it features a glass fuselage and fully-sheeted wings.

toward the trailing edge. It is of constant 
10-1/2 inch chord and carries 1/2 by 30- 
inch ailerons. The winglets effectively 
increase the span without reducing the 
maneuverability.

Jaroslav Lnenicha's T-tail original goes up the 
line. Note the beautiful wide-open spaces, 
typical of sites in Czechoslovakia.

Peter really understands fiberglass 
construction. He described the different 
orientation of the individual layers, stag
gered to distribute the stresses. The 
fuselage can handle up to five pounds of 
ballast, so extra wing strength is required 
for high speed performance. Inciden
tally, he expects to drop the ballast (with 
parachute) in order to slow down for 
landing. Peter also mentioned the possi
bility of adding flaps. The ailerons are 
cut out of the wing and arrow shafts are 
used to make the perfect hinge fit.

Bill Drumm has been flying the F-1 
"Magic Broomstick” to help explore its 
capabilities. Flight tests already show 
that a shorter fuselage provides ade
quate stability and improves the turning 
performance. I’d like to try my hand at 
this one. By the way, the advantage of 
one servo for each aileron was demon
strated when one quit in flight. Instead 
of crashing, the F-1 simply indicated the 
failure by the slower roll rate.

In terms of strictly aerobatic flight, let 
me introduce the “ Dominator," de
signed by Jerry Scott of Los Angeles. 
Here is a slope trainer that can also be 
fully aerobatic. The 62-inch span covers 
540 square inches with sweepback. The 
ailerons are coupled to the stabilizer to 
tighten up those turns, loops . . .  what
ever. The all-up weight is 28 to 32 
ounces, that is, it flies at about eight 
ounces per square foot. That’s fast 
enough, but not so fast that it can’t be 
handled if you’re just getting into slope 
aerobatics. You add up to two pounds of 
ballast if you really want to bore holes in

Another T-tail sailplane from  Czechoslovakia is th is three-meter (118-inch) original built and 
flown by Mr. Prokeš.

Another new k it on the market, Jerry  Scott's 
"D om inato r," a slope trainer/aerobatic glider. 
Text te lls how to get one.

the sky.
The wings are cap-stripped foam 

covered with Monokote. The fuselage is 
built up, and there’s sufficient room for 
the DuBro mixer. If you like, you can fly 
this bird on ailerons/elevator without 
the mixer. If you want to get really fancy, 
you can add a third servo for separate 
flap control.

I first saw this bird flying under the 
capable hands of Dave Robertson of 
Orange Coast Hobbies, 14536 Brook- 
hurst St., Westminster, CA 92683. It was 
his first flight at the controls of the 
Dominator, yet he demonstrated all the 
conventional maneuvers . . .  including 
four-point rolls. Dave tells me that he 
carries the Dominator kit priced at 
$39.95. I expect it to be a best seller.

Jaroslav Lnenicha continues to keep 
me posted on R/C soaring in Czechoslo
vakia. His friend, Mr. Prokeš, is now 
flying a three-meter span T-tailed sail
plane weighing 1.7 kilograms. The airfoil 
is an NACA 4472, chosen after they 
confirmed its value through wind tunnel 
testing. Mr. Koudelka prefers the Eppler 
387 section. His 2.7-meter span craft 
weighs about 1.8 kilograms and operates 
on ailerons, elevator, and rudder.

Jaroslav has been flying his own 2.5- 
meter span glider weighing 1.2 kilo
grams, also benefiting from the T-tail 
configuration. I expect to hear more 
about contest activity in that part of the 
world and will, of course, share this with 
you.

See you next month. ·

More of a slope type model is th is 98-inch, 
3-channel soarer by Mr. Koudelka.
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Photo No. 1. R .B . McKenna w ith his venerable Super Buccaneer Photo No. 2. Impeccable construction is typical of all of Bob Oslan's
at Ta ft. Model is several years old now, still flies and still wins. modete. His Megow Ranger really scoots with O.S. .25 conversion.

p m  SP By JOHN POND

•  It’s that time again! It’s that time of the 
year when this columnist loves to extol 
the virtues of his favorite event; the 
Texaco Event.

For the fourteenth consecutive year, 
the SCAMPS again staged its world 
renowned Texaco Event for free flight 
models. At the same time, SAM 21 again 
put on the R/C version of the Texaco 
Event for the seventh straight year. 
These meets are starting to get some 
whiskers on them!

Outside of the fact one meet is de
voted to free flight and the other to R/C 
assist, the main difference is the out
standing reproduction of the Texaco 
Trophy (perpetual) offered by the 
SCAMPS. This is a highly prized trophy 
that really brings out the competition.

This year, because of the gasoline 
costs, accommodations, and meals rising 
to record heights, both contests were 
expanded to a two-day contest with 
numerous other events being added. 
This evidently is the answer to the gas

crisis, as many modelers indicated they 
would not go to just a one-day contest. 
Their reasoning is that if you spend that 
much money, you might as well make 
the flying worthwhile.

This year is to be noted as the start of 
the 1/2A Texaco Event, both free flight 
and radio control. This event, first 
proposed by SAM 49, has caught on like 
wildfire in California. As a matter of fact, 
the event will replace the practically 
defunct .020 R/C Event at the Midwest 
SAM Champs. Hopefully this event will 
not suffer the fate of the .020 R/C Event.

Weatherwise you couldn't have asked 
for a better weekend, with both Satur
day and Sunday featuring sparkling 
weather with very little drift. This was 
Taft at its best! Unfortunately more than 
a few modelers didn’t bother to come 
up from the Los Angeles area, with the 
net result that the free flight areas 
looked a little sparse for contestants 
once the models started drifting off the 
field . Ironically , the meet had been 
extended to provide added events for 
other clubs but to no avail, as attendance 
from these clubs was poor. This was also

noticeable in the R/C end of things, but 
the large contingent from the north 
more than filled out the competition 
sheets. The majority of the placings 
augmented this fact.

Picture No. 1 shows R.B. McKenna of 
Los Angeles with a Super Buccaneer he 
has been flying for years. Thanks to the 
sturdy construction put into this model 
by Berkeley Models (Bill Effinger), these 
types last for many years, surviving many 
hard landings and obstacle crashes. R.B. 
won last year, but had to be satisfied with 
third place in the Texaco Event.

Picture No. 2 shows Bob Oslan with 
one of his impeccable models that need 
no introduction. Bob Oslan was Contest 
Director for the free flight side of things, 
so was unfortunately unable to fly his 
excellent performing Megow Ranger.

As a sidelight, many contestants have 
inquired why this columnist, when 
acting as Contest Director does not fly. 
This is simply because he feels you can 
only do one thing at a time and do it 
well. Actually, in some side research, the 
columnist ran onto a mint set of printed 
AMA regulations for model flying in the

Photo No. 3. Looking down the Taft flight line at recent F /F  and 
R/C  Texaco meet. Monti Farrell w ith Lanzo in foreground.

Photo No. 4. Jack Alten did a fine restoration and R/C  conversion 
of John Pond's old F /F  Scram. Now uses Saito 4-cycle power.
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Photo No. 5. SAM 21's R ich Ku ltti has bean cleaning up regularly 
w ith this hot fly ing Buzzard Bombshell. K& B 4 .9  makes it go.

Photo No. 6. One of SAM  30's hottest fliers is Jim  K yn cy , shown 
here w ith his scaled up (to 93 inches) Gas Bird.

1940-41 era. In these rules, it definitely 
spells out what the writer has contended 
all these years; the Contest Director 
shall not fly in the meet he runs! No 
question about this regulation, it does 
keep nervous modelers from voicing 
unjustified complaints if the C.D. hap
pens to do well at a meet.

Picture No. 3 shows the long flight line 
at Taft. Unfortunately, the free flight 
section shows up very poorly as most 
modelers were using their automobiles 
to retrieve their models. Noted in the 
foreground is Monti Ferrell. Monti is 
employed by the Cal Poly University at 
San Luis Obispo as an aeronautical 
assistant to Professor Nicholaides, the 
head of the Aeronautical section.

Monti has one of those jobs we all 
dream about; buildingandflying models 
for a profession. With a very heavy RPV 
(Remote Piloted Vehicle) program be
ing conducted at the college, Monti is 
regarded as the premier test pilot and is 
in charge of all building, repairing, 
flying, and development of these radio 
directed airplanes. (We used to call 
them drones.)

Besides all that hustle and bustle in the 
RPV program, Monti finds time to build 
and fly his own models, organize a club, 
and run the Annual Pond Commemora
tive, a two day "biggie” held at San Luis 
Obispo every October.

This might be a good time to stop and 
note the winners of the free flight
activities:
"DAWN PATROL" TEXACO
1. Cliff Silva (Roll/Baby Cyke) 39:00
2. Walt Parker (Ehling/Brown) 31:45
3. R.B. McKenna

(Buccaneer/Ohlsson 60) 19:30
1/2A TEXACO
1. Sal Taibi (Powerhouse) 40:55
2. Bob Dittmer (Miss Philly) 33:31
3. Jim Persson (Mercury) 26:52
BROWN JR. ONLY
1. Walt Parker (Ehling) 40:28
2. Jim Ogg (Powerhouse) 31:31
3. Sal Taibi (Scram) 27:01
BEAUTY EVENT FOR 8ROWN JR.
1. Sal Taibi (Scram)
30 SEC. ANTIQUE
1. Sal Taibi (Anderson/Forster 99) 10:01
2. F.L. Swaney (Powerhouse/Orwick 64) 9:39

3. Abe Gallas
(Kloud King/Madewell 49) 7:59

A/B PYLON
1. Bruce Chandler

(Thermal Thumber/BK 15) 8:22
2. Cliff Silva (Gas Bird/Forster 29) 7:33
3. Jim Adams (Zipper/Forster 29) 7:25

CLASS C PYLON
1. Sal Taibi (Swoose/Forster 301) 12:04
2. Leon Nadolski (Sailplane/Orwick 64) 6:21
3. F.L. Swaney (Sailplane/Orwick 64) 4:46

Picture No. 4 shows Jack A lten ’s
magnificent job of restoring Pond’s old 
free flight Scram. Originally powered by

Photo No. 7. Pond's at it again! Th is tim e it's a scaled-up Playboy Jr . w ith K8 iB  3 .5 . Scaling 
the small one up has certain advantages over scaling the big one down...see text.
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Photo No. 9. It's 1938 and John Drobshoff 
of the S .F . Vultures is all set to launch his 
Roy Wriston Diamond.

a Super Cyclone, Jack elected to use one 
of the Hobby Shack SAITO 30 Four Cycle 
engines for longer fuel endurance.

Jack found to his dismay that the 
engine did not use all the fuel, in many 
cases utilizing only about half of the 
allotted fuel. Jack is now of the opinion, 
when using larger propellers on the 
Saito and throttling back to conserve 
fuel, the large venturi plus the close 
proximity of the fuel to the intake valve 
has a tendency to "quench" the glow 
plug. This interesting theory remains to 
be proven. We will have more on this 
later.

Photo No. 5 catches Richard Kultti 
cranking up his hot Buzzard Bombshell. 
Rich, a newcomer to the old timer game, 
has had excellent luck in winning or 
placing in all contests he has entered. 
Rich generously concedes that Charlie 
Critch has been most instrumental in 
helping him over the rough spots in the 
learning process.

Picture No. 6 is of Jim Kyncy who 
comes all the way from Oroville, a good 
six or seven hour drive to Taft. Jim has 
turned out to be a real dedicated mod
eler, as attested to by his recent string of 
wins. The Gas Bird (Diamond Zipper)

Photo No. 10. One of the two 1980 replicas of the 1940 Fireball control liner, built by Frank 
Macy. Fuselage is carved and hollowed, finished in automotive acrylic  lacquer.

Photo No. 11. The SAM 7 gang looks over George Armstead's Beaumont Soaring Champ 
glider. From  le ft: Armstead, K ip  Christensen, Stan Colson, Kevin Barrett, and John Ennis.

Photo No. 8. Jack Alten about to launch Ted 
Kafer's 1/2A Challenger. Big props and low 
nitro give 6 to 7 m inute engine runs.

shown here is a scaled-up version of the 
original Dennymite-powered model by 
Carl Goldberg. Scaling has apparently 
not affected any of the good flying 
qualities the original design had. Credit 
should be given to Don Bekins for first 
scaling the model to Texaco size and 
then proving the design could be effec
tive in the Texaco Event.

Picture No. 7. Although Pond, the 
C.D. for the R/C O.T. Events did not fly, 
he brought down a scaled version of the 
Playboy Jr., as shown. The model was 
flown after the competition had closed 
at 3 p.m. and appears to have better 
flying qualities than the Playboy Sr.

This idea of scaling up a Playboy Jr. was 
first proposed and tested by Barnet 
Kernoff, who runs Tyro Models, of Palo 
Alto, California. His .020 model was so 
immensely successful that he proposed 
an A-B version of this model, as certain 
advantages were to be gained by use of 
the Playboy Jr. design.

To begin with, each Playboy is a

Photo No. 12. Rex Bain of New Zealand 
shows how his 3-channel R/C Zipper flies.
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Photo No. 13. South A frica ’s Jack Abbott w ith R/C Sailplane. Photo No. 14. Charlie C rhch cranks up the O .S. .60  4-cycle in the
Covering caused fuselage to tw ist, flies well anyway. 9-foot Clipper built by B ill Bowen (standing). A  real floater!

different breed of cat. As the Playboys 
descend in size, the tail moment gets 
longer and the elevator area gets larger. 
This particular 66-inch wingspan model 
has the same tail area as the 80-inch 
Playboy Sr.! As one can see, if he 
appreciates the effect of lifting tails on 
the glide, here is a new way to go with 
the excellent Playboy designs. Right 
now, Kernoff is developing a Class C 
version of the Playboy Jr. If the demand 
warrants it, he may produce kits!

Before wrapping up this Texaco re
port, it might be well to report the black 
cloud that has been striking Ted Kafer,

ex-SAM 21 Prexy, for the past three 
contests.

Picture No. 8 shows an excellently 
built advanced Challenger for the 1/2A 
Texaco Event which Ted produced. 
Preliminary test flights indicated he had 
a winner. However, fate stepped in and 
dealt him a cruel blow as his model got 
in the way of John Drobshoff’s big nine- 
foot Champion and was promptly 
chewed up, spit out, and the Champion 
continued on to an excellent flight 
completely undamaged. The ironical 
part of it all was that the Challenger was a 
design by John Drobshoff.

Picture No. 9 shows what the "Mad 
Russian” (John Drobshoff) looked like 
when he was young. It was taken in 1938 
at the San Francisco Phelan St. Water 
Reservoir site, which was later built. This 
was one of the few sites left in the city 
where models could be flown.

John Drobshoff, who resides at 1675 
46th Ave., San Francisco, is still quite 
active in modeling after all these years. 
He was one of the nine charter members 
of the S.F. Vultures which was founded 
in John Pond’s basement room in 1935.

Well, we have procrastinated enough,
Continued on page 97

OLD TIM ER Model of the Month 
Designed by: Carl Hermes 

Drawn by: Al Patterson 

Text by: Phil Bernhardt
• Don’t be surprised if you’ve never 
heard of the "Hayseed” before. Even 
though it was never published in a 
magazine or kitted, the SAM committee 
in charge of authenticating old designs 
hasjust recently put its stampof approval 
on the Hayseed as an authentic, bona 
fide Old Timer, making it completely 
legal for SAM O.T. events. The model is a 
very clean design that sports, of all 
things, an auto-rudder operated by the 
Austin ignition timer. . .  a very advanced 
feature for its time. The version of the 
Hayseed presented here was aimed at 
the Ohlsson .23, but those lucky enough 
to own both an O&R .19 and .23 today 
could fly classes A and B with the same 
ship, just by switching engines at the 
field.

We were fortunate to have the de
signer, Carl Hermes, on hand to give us a 
few words about his model. Here's what 
he has to say:

"Hayseed" was the name given to a 
series of gas jobs that were designed 
while I was growing up in Fairfield, 
Connecticut. They were all of the same 
basic design and came in various sizes. 
The biggest Hayseed used the Ohlsson 
.60 Custom or the Super Cyclone, since

Continued on page 102

HAVSEEDSM

A youthful Carl Hermes w ith his Hayseed B. somewhere in Connecticut in 1941. Powerplant 
was an Ohlsson .23. Original color scheme was red, white, and blue; details on plan.
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What a model this airplane would make! Shown here is 5-F-1, the squadron leader's F2F-1 , based on the USS Wasp. Tail color was b lack; band, 
wing chevron, and cowl were red. Photo courtesy of Ron Clendennen.

F2F-1GRUMMAN
©  ©  PART ONE ©  ©

• One of Grover Loening's engineers 
was a brilliant young man namedLeRoy 
Grumman. He had a flair for things 
mechanical, and from his fertile mind 
came the folding landing gear of the 
Loening amphibians. This energetic 
young man went into business for 
himself, servicing and repairing Loening 
aircraft. He soon won a Navy contract to 
design and build floats for Vought 
Corsairs. One of his designs was a float 
with wheels that retracted entirely 
instead of merely folding up out of the 
way for landings on water.

The quality of design and workman
ship earned the Grumman Aircraft 
Engineering Corp. at Farmingdale, Long 
Island, a contract to build a two-seat 
fighter for the Navy. At the time (April 2, 
1931), Navy philosophy tended toward 
two-seater fighter/bomber aircraft, and 
the new fighter was designated FF-1. 
Nicknamed Fifi, it was 20 mph faster than 
the Curtiss Helldiver with the same 
engine. The reason? The retractable 
gear. (Editor’s note: A Grumman FF-1 is 
on display at the U.S. Navy Museum, 
Pensacola, Florida.) Navy policy changed 
and went from two-seater fighters to 
single-seaters. Again, Grumman won a 
contract, this time for the XF2F-1.

It isn’t hard to recognize Grumman 
biplanes; they all had large stomachs. 
The big belly was a perfect example of 
the design compromises engineers must 
often make. The only satisfactory tire 
available was the 30X5 high pressure. 
Fitting it and the four-bar retracting 
mechanism into the fuselage dictated 
the maximum fuselage cross section. 
Starting with this shape, Grumman

engineers faired a body around the two- 
row, 14-cylinder, 650-hp Twin Wasp and 
tapered the fuselage aft to the tail cone. 
One advantage of the deep fuselage was 
the discarding of standard Navy flotation 
bags. Enough volume was in the fuselage 
to create two watertight compartments 
to float the airplane in a landing at sea. 
Vent lines were provided so that the 
compartments would not burst from 
trapped sea level pressure air while 
flying up to the airplane’s maximum 
ceiling of 28,300 feet.

One of the beautiful features of the 
Grummans was the minimum use of

By PETER WESTBURG

compound curved skins on the mono- 
coque fuselage. The only formed skins 
were the engine cowl, the cowling 
behind it, the wheel cups, and the tail 
cone. All other skins were wrapped 
around pairs of frames and shingled aft. 
Some drawings of the airplane show a 
smooth fuselage profile; in reality, they 
were short, straight lines that appear to 
give a smooth curve. The most notice
able break in the contour was in the 
middle of the turtleback, where one 
long micarta skin over the homing loop 
antenna was used and a long skin aft of 
it. Continued

Flight 1 of V F-5B  shows the differences in individual markings. It also shows that the wing 
fairings were not always painted the same. Ron Clendennen photo.
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View of 2-F-5 cruising at 140 mph over mountains near San Diego, 
an enlisted man at the controls. Photo courtesy of Fred D ickey, Jr.

Landing light on the left side pointed down and left. O il cooler 
had a cable operated shutter. National Archives photo.

Three F2F-1 's out of North Island, San Diego, California. Wingtips 
are only inches apart! Photo courtesy o f Johnny Burnett.

Landing gear was operated by sprocket chains from  a shaft going 
back to a crank at pilot's right knee. Large 30x5 wheels were 
responsible for F2F-1 's potbellied appearance.

Tail hook was retractable into the fuselage. Hard rubber bumper 
took rebound. National Archives photo.
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Phil Mahoney built th is neat Jetco Navigator. He loves it, but has 
some recommendations for making it better s till; see text.

One of Tyrone Parker's slick all-balsa 1/2A  control liners. Lots of 
engine offset lets him fly  on 32-foot thread lines.

The 1 / 2 -A  s c m
By LA R R Y  RENGER

• Let there be LIGHT! Lightness is the 
key to performance in 1/2A modeling. I 
often come across people who complain 
about lack of performance, short engine 
life, poor model durability, squirrelly 
handling, or lack of maneuverability. 
Usually the first thing to look for in all 
these problems is excess weight in the 
model. Although I dearly love small 
models, it must be admitted that they are 
much more sensitive to excess weight 
than are the larger sizes.

Let’s first look at some of the reasons 
that the “ heavies” will bite you, then we 
can look at how to trim away those 
excess grams. Lack of performance is the 
easiest to see. Pure and simple, the 
power required to fly an airplane rises 
as the 1-1/2 power of weight. That is in 
straight and level flight; an added factor 
comes in when you are climbing. So if 
your model weighs 10% too much, it 
needs to fly about 5% faster, but that

Wild, man! It's a new one by Ken Willard
with Cannon rig and T .D . .049 .

takes 15% more power to accomplish! 
Now, what would you expect that extra 
power output requirement to do to your 
engine? You will need to run it closer to 
peak output at all times, which means 
every once in a while you will maybe go 
just a bit too lean. Lean runs mean very 
short engine life. Trying for peak power 
all the time is also unsatisfying, since the 
model probably performs poorly when 
you fail to make the perfect adjustment.

Model durability problems come 
from two sources. First is the obvious 
one that the energy in a moving object is 
related to the square of its velocity. A 
10% overweight model has not only the 
10% extra mass, but a 10% extra impact 
force due to the extra velocity, and they 
are multiplied to result in a 21% total 
increase in the impact of any crash.

The second durability factor is struc
tural. You are pouring more power 
through the airframe and stressing it by 
whatever the G’s you pull times the 
excess weight, and typically, a heavy 
structure can actually have higher stress 
concentrations than one which has been 
lightened to relieve stress concentra
tions.

Squirrelly handling in the form of tip 
stalls, mushing, peculiar trim changes, 
etc. can all come as a result of over
loading the wing. The laws of aero
dynamics are, unfortunately, immutable, 
and they didn’t write any waivers for the 
novice builder. If your airfoil or control 
surfaces are required to produce more 
than their maximum capability, they go 
on strike. Even the tail surfaces can go 
funny, and then you are in big trouble! 
Even the glide will be affected by the 
gain in weight. L/D changes drastically 
with changes in lift coefficient, and as 
you might suspect, it doesn’t improve as

Tyrone Parker's combat-like 1/2A  stunt job. 
Nice workm anship is typical of a ll of his ships.

the model gets heavier.
What can you do about excess weight 

in a model? Well, if it is already com
pleted, there isn't much you can do 
other than perhaps substituting a lighter 
radio (on an R/C ship). When you are 
starting with a new model, however, and 
think light all the way through, there is 
quite a lot that can be done. First trick in 
lightening anything (car, bicycle, suitcase, 

Continued on page 94

Cannon Super-Micro set leaves plenty of room 
to spare in Woody Woodward's Jetco Cessna.
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Stock Tunnel winners at D istrict 19 race in Needles, California : I to r. Modified Tunnel w inners at Needles race: I to r, Dick Norsikian,
Frank Hu, 2nd; Norm Teague, 1st; Miss Needles, Sandy Learm ont; 4th ; John Brodbeck, S r., 2nd; Miss Needles, Sandy Learm ont;
Jack Garcia, 4th ; and Joe Monohan, 3rd. Richard Hazlewood, 1st; and Norm Teague, 3rd.

R/C POWER BOATS
By JE R R Y  DUNLAP

HAPPINESS IS HAVING A READER 
RESPOND TO A REQUEST

A few issues back I asked for photos 
from readers who were building the 
Excaliber II outboard tunnel that ap
peared in the December '79 issue. 
Although the response was somewhat 
less than overwhelming, one letter is 
better than nothing at all. Erroll Drink- 
water, of Portland, Connecticut, sent 
along a photo of his boat under con
struction and the following letter.
Dear Jerry,

As the saying goes " You asked for it.”  
The picture shows the boat minus the 
decking. It is my second boat. The first 
was a Dumas fiberglass Hot Shot. Note 
the electrical clips (Mueller No. 25) that I 
used to hold the sponsons to the center 
section. These come in many sizes and 
are sure handy.

I know that in any given design, there 
are faster boats. My question is what 
makes some faster than others (Excali- 
bers). You must have fo llow ed this 
design and should know better than 
anyone what does or does not make 
them go. I found the plans easy to follow 
and the boat easy to build. Thanks for a 
fine design.

Erroll, I’m pleased that the Excaliber II 
is proving to be an easy bpat to build 
from the plans. The question you pose 
about why one boat of a given design is 
faster than another of that same design is 
something many people ask. I’ll attempt 
to give some possible reasons.

1) Not all boats of the same design are 
created equal. I would guess that I have 
seen around two dozen Excaliber hulls 
run in the last three years. Some ran very 
well, and the race results bear that out. 
Some ran just awful. One reason is that 
they were not created (built) on an equal 
basis with the others. The good running 
boats all have one thing in common: 
they were built accurately. I don't think I

could have made some of those boats 
work properly because they were twisted 
and out of alignment.

2) Proper trimming of the hull, espe
cially a tunnel, is very important. This 
factor was especially evident in the 
fiberglass versions of the Excaliber II. 
These boats were all the same, but some 
ran better because they were better 
trimmed. The fellows with the good 
running boats spend lots of time work
ing with different props, varying the 
depth of the prop, adjusting the engine 
angle on the transom, placing weight in 
and on the hull, and experimenting with 
turn fins and turn fin locations. It takes a 
great amount of time and testing to get 
the maximum performance out of any 
hull.

3) Even though the engines in the

NAMBA OPC Tunnel Class are required 
to be stock, not every engine runs the 
same. The successful model outboard 
tunnel racers that I know have at least 
two and often more spare engines. They 
work to get one that just seems to run 
the best. There is a knack to setting the 
needle valve to get maximum perfor
mance and not going past the point 
where the engine runs too lean and 
quits.

Well, those are a few of the major 
contributing factors to explain why two 
of the same type of boat will run differ
ently. I didn’t mention anything about 
driving skill but that certainly needs to 
be taken into consideration. Even the 
best running boats will not be successful 
in competition if the operator doesn’t 
possess some skills.

Outboard Deep-Vee winners at Needles: I to r, Richard Fish , 4th ; Jack Garcia, 3rd ; Norm 
Teague (Norm really gets around, huh?), 2nd; and Craig Glasgow, 1st.
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Stock Outboard Tunnel Enduro winners at Legg Lake, So. Cal.:
I to r. Norm Teague. 3rd; T im  Hess, 2nd; Richard Hazlewood, 1st.

Modified Outboard Tunnel Enduro winners at Legg Lake: I to r, 
J . Rudasill, 3rd; George Campbell, 2nd; Jack Garcia, 1st.

Modified Outboard Deep-Vee Enduro winners at Legg Lake : I to r. 
Norm Teague, 3rd; George Campbell, 2nd; Jack Garcia, 1st.

Sport 40 w inners at Legg Lake: I to r, Dennis K eck , 4 th ; Don 
Maher, 3rd; John Delong, 2nd; R ich  Fish , 1st.

Lou Foschi, of La Verne, California, 
sent in the following letter containing a 
bunch of situations that a new model 
boater encounters.
Dear Jerry,

Just a few lines to tell you that I enjoy 
reading your column in R/C Model 
Builder magazine. I have followed your 
column since you wrote for the "other" 
magazine, and I'm glad to see you make 
the change. I have been into R/C planes 
since 7960, but only as an on-again, off-

again "Sunday Flier." Your column and 
going to see a model boat race one 
w eekend has prom pted me to give 
model power boating a try. I am in the 
process of building my first model boat 
kit now, one of Steve Muck’s "Mini 
Dolphins."

As a new model boater, I have some 
questions that may possibly be of inter
est to other neophyte model boaters as 
well, such as, what modifications do you 
make to a clunk type fuel tank so it will

function backwards, as opposed to the 
usual installation in a plane? Does a boat 
have to be balanced like a plane? How 
do you compensate for the engine and 
prop torque, or is this a factor in a boat ? 
Does the water intake line have to run 
up the right side of the hull, or does this 
matter? How do you properly break in a 
water-cooled engine? I am sure your

Hooray for the ladies! Debbie Arnold ran this 
boat in Stock Outboard Tunnel at Legg Lake, 
was one of three women who competed.
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Gale Whitestine's Miss C ircus C ircus won the 4th annual Apple Notre Dame by Les Ruggles has shown good speed in early races.
Blossom Cup held in Wenatchee, Washington, on April 27, 1980. Uses Picco engine.

expertise will be of great help to me.
Now, if I can, I would like to put in my 

two cents regarding a column you wrote 
in the fuly 1979 issue of RCMB on the 
subject of IMPBA vs. NAMBA. First of all, 
I agree with you, and do not understand 
why there are still two major organiza
tions instead of one with sub-interest 
groups like in the model plane field. 
Anyway, I sent away for IMPBA’s in
formation regarding membership. As a 
result, I noted that IMPBA is rather 
vague on their insurance coverage, and 
out o f approxim ately 75 sanctioned  
meets, the closest to me will be in Texas. 
However, they list directors as far west as 
California and Hawaii. On the other 
hand, NAMBA seem ed to be fairly 
explicate on their insurance coverage, 
and listed at least eight sanctioned meets 
either in my immediate area or close 
enough for me to attend on a weekend, 
if only as a spectator for now, but 
hopefully to be able to compete in the 
future. Needless to say which one will be 
my choice.

Well, that’s enough for now. Thank 
you for reading my letter, I wish you 
much luck on your column, and keep up 
the great way you write it. I hope to read 
it in R/C Model Builder for many years 
to come.

By the way, if there is ever only one 
model boat organization, I recommend 
that it be named the "United States 
Model Power Boat Association." Your 
truly, Lou Foschi.

Thanks so much for the letters and 
comments about the column. I’ve in
cluded a drawing in the column this 
month to show what we do to the clunk 
tanks for use in model boats. It’s very 
easy to do with the soft tubing provided 
in the clunk tanks.

The new Picco .65 A B C  racing engine nestled 
in Les Ruggles’ Notre Dame. Engine is avail
able through M utiny Model Marine; see text.

Les Ruggles' Notre Dame and Gale Whitestine's Miss Circus C ircus battling it out through a 
turn at the Silver Cup race at Kent Lagoon, Washington, on April 13.

Balancing a model boat is important 
for ultimate performance, especially in 
the hydroplane and tunnel classes. 
However, it is not critical like it is in an 
aircraft. An aircraft that isn’t balanced 
properly is a flying accident looking for a 
place to occur. The unbalanced boat will 
run . . .  just not very well. A deep-vee is 
not nearly as critical to balance. I have

Continued on page 88

Jerry  Brenner, holding the Slo-Mo-Shun V , 
and B ill Osborne, holding T x , form  a w in
ning combo. Their boat has qualified for 
more final heats than any other R/C Un
limited in D istrict 8.

The Slo-Mo-Shun V  racing during the Silver Cup at Kent Lagoon. Finished in 2nd place for 
B ill Osborne and Jerry Brenner.

Roger Newton's w ife , Marti, drove the Hawaii Kai at the Silver Cup. Looks to be almost a 
dead-ringer for the Slo-Mo-Shun V  pictured directly above.
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The author's Prather Products fleet, the 40-inch (reviewed in the October '79 issue) and 
31-inch Deep-Vees. Both are finished in red and white K& B Superpoxy.

P R O D U C T S  IN USE
THE PRATHER PRODUCTS 31-INCH DEEP-VEE, 
by JE R R Y  DUNLAP PH O TO S B Y  A U TH O R

• It was just about a year ago to this issue 
that I had an opportunity to share with 
you my findings on the larger Prather 
Deep-Vee, for .40 - .60 size engines. In 
this month’s article, I'm pleased to be 
able to report on the new 31-inch, .21 
size deep-vee from Prather Products. I 
certainly hope that I’ll be able to share 
another review with you on some yet- 
to-be-released boat from Prather Prod
ucts in the near future. If it appears like 
this writer/boat racer enjoys working 
with the merchandise being marketed 
by Prather Products, the reader is 
correct.

There are some valid reasons behind 
that enjoyment. The boats now being 
produced by Prather Products, 1660 
Ravenna Ave., Wilmington, CA 90744, 
are good designs. They look like off
shore racing vees and run well. The 
epoxy fiberglass is proving to be a very 
durable material for model boating 
application. I have raced my 40-inch 
Prather Vee for over a year and the hull 
has not shown any signs of deteriora
tion, checking, cracking, or delamina
tion. And yes, I’ve bumped and bruised 
it during that time. I believe epoxy 
fiberglass is just as good as any fiber

glass material I’ve seen used in model 
boating applications. The complete 
hardware kit available for the new 31- 
inch Deep-Vee is of excellent quality. 
For individuals building their first boat, 
it’s very nice to have a hardware kit 
designed for that particular boat. Al
though I personally didn’t need all the 
informati . r l ·: ained in the instruction 
booklet provided with the kit, it is 
excellent for any newcomer to our 
hobby. The instruction booklets for 
both the 40 and 31-inch Prather Vees are 
just about the best I have seen in the 
fourteen years I’ve been building radio 
controlled model boats.

Let’s take a few lines to describe the 
new Prather Deep-Vee for those readers 
who like to deal with specific informa
tion. Besides the 31-inch length, the 
boat has a beam of 9-1/2 inches with a 17 
degree vee angle at the transom. As 
mentioned earlier, epoxy fiberglass is 
the material used. The deck is pre
joined to the hull at thefactory. Included 
in the basic kit, which retails for $89.95, 
are 3/8-inch hard maple motor mount 
rails, plywood for bulkheads, foam for 
flotation, and that very fine instruction 
booklet. For an additional $16.95, a 
hatch cover to add scale appearance as 
well as assist in keeping water in the 
pond rather than in the boat is available. 
The running hardware kit is priced at 
$64.95 and includes the following items: 
strut hardware, rudder hardware, trim 
plates, flex cable with stub shaft, brass 
shaft log with brass guides, drive dog, 
bearings, turn fin, and the necessary 
stainless steel nuts and bolts to attach it 
all to the boat.

Some of the things needed to be 
picked up at your friendly hobby shop 
are radio, engine, motor mount, fuel 
tank(s), propeller(s), finishing material, 
and glue. A very complete list of what is 
needed to complete the boat is found in 
the instruction booklet. There are any 
number of choices available for radios. I 
elected to use the same radio in the 31- 
inch Deep-Vee as I'm using in its bigger 
relative: a Kraft 2-channel in a G&M 
Models waterproof radio box. A radio 
box kit is available from Prather Products 
for $16.95.

If you are interested in high perfor
mance, I'd suggest either the OPS .21 or 
the K&B .21. From what I’ve seen, these 
are the two best high performance

Epoxyglass hull comes w ith  deck prejoined at the factory. Note T-shaped foam flotation 
block in bow. K&B Marine Specialties engine mount on hardwood engine rails.

Shaft log all lined up and ready fo r the epoxy. Jerry uses an old 
K& B 3.5 crankcase bolted in place to ensure perfect alignment.

Masking tape on the bottom keeps epoxy from running through 
shaft log opening. Hardware is from Prather hardware k it.
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Κ& Β 3.5 is the aircraft version set up for marine use and equipped 
with Perry 40 carb. Radio is K raft 2-channel in G&M Models box.

Prather hardware kit includes ride plates, strut and bracket, and 
rudder and bracket, a ll stainless steel. Prop is a J .G . G-25.

Two shots of the Prather 31-inch Vee doing what it does best. D ick Aubert has already 
established a N AM BA Class A Deep-Vee oval record w ith  his.

engines in this displacement size. I 
elected to use a K&B because I had one 
available. As can be seen from the photo 
of the engine compartment. I've turned 
my engine around and made it rear 
exhaust. This is the aircraft version set up 
for marine use; you cannot reverse the 
marine version without changing the 
crankshaft. A Perry 40 carb is used for 
controlling engine speed.

Rather than spend a bunch of time 
explaining how to assemble the boat, I'll 
just tell you that the instruction book 
goes into great detail on all aspects of 
installing the engine, running hardware, 
radio system, fuel tanks, and finishing. 
I’ve enclosed a batch of photos taken 
while sticking, drilling, and fastening the 
above mentioned items to the hull. The 
tasks necessary to complete a hull like 
this one are fewer than building a boat 
from a wooden kit. However, it needs to 
be stressed that careful installation of all 
the components is the difference be
tween a good running boat and a boat 
that simply runs.
RUNNING THE PRATHER 
31-INCH DEEP VEE

Since most readers are interested in 
performance rather than nuts and bolts, 
we'll get into that area. (I would be 
interested in knowing, however, what 
you readers look for in a Product Review 
type article. I can spend time on nuts and

bolts if people are really interested in 
that sort of thing. When there is a good 
instruction booklet included with the 
kit, it just seems like a waste of time and 
print to rehash what’s in the booklet. 
Drop me a line at 119 Crestwood Dr. 
S.W., Tacoma, WA 98498 and let me 
know your preferences in Product Re
view articles.)

After completing all the necessary 
steps, the Prather 31-inch Deep-Vee was 
ready for running. The initial trip to the 
pond proved valuable in providing 
some information that needs to be 
shared with those considering the pur
chase of this boat. That information 
dealt with the strut setting. For the first 
outing, the strut was set parallel with the 
bottom of the hull. With this setting, the 
boat ran very "stuck down” to the water. 
Although the speed and handling were 
acceptable in this situation, it is better to 
allow the boat to run slightly free. This is 
especially true when top speed is a 
consideration. Because I was short on 
time, I didn’t attempt to adjust the strut 
during that first outing. Fortunately, the 
strut that comes with the hardware 
package is built to allow for adjustment, 
and it was a very simple adjustment to 
make. The strut was reset so the back of 
the strut is nearer the bottom of the boat 
than the front of the strut. This is known 
as running the strut in a negative posi

tion. I would guess there is about three 
to four degrees of negative thrust in the 
strut at this time.

The next test session proved that 
resetting the strut would allow the boat 
to ride loose. It was now necessary to 
begin bringing down the ride platesthat 
had been lifted up during the initial test 
runs. The prop that proved to work best 
is a J.G. Products G-25 with some of the 
trailing edge cut back. There is some 
good news and bad news about allowing 
a deep-vee design to fly. The good news 
is that it will go faster. The bad news is 
that the handling characteristics de
teriorate. This brings us to what isknown 
as a compromise. All that speed isn't 
going to do you much good if you end 
up inverted at the end of the straight
away. Inverted flight is great for aircraft 
stunt models. It’s disastrous for model 
boats. (I had an interesting experience 
running this boat in the inverted posi
tion. During one of the testing sessions. I

Continued on page 93

Our boating editor and reviewer is more than 
satisfied w ith the performance of his new 
boat. Won Class A  Mono and Class A  Deep- 
Vee w ith  it at recent Longview, Washington 
race.
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A t left is B ill Baker, of Norman, Oklahoma, whose last-minute ffo rts 
to convert an old "Stratow ake" Coupe to electric were rewarded w ith 
a 2nd place at the ‘ 79 Nats. Above, Howard Evanson w ith  his Astro 
15 Buzzard Bombshell. Who says electrics can't f ly  when it's cold!

£ELECTRIC POWER
By MITCH POLING

• Bill Baker, who won the Mulvihill 
trophy in the free flight event at last 
year’s National’s, sent some excellent 
photos taken by his wife, Paula, of the 
electric free flight he flew in the Nats. I’ll 
let Bill describe his ideas and techniques 
in his own words:

/ didn’t expect to be able to go to the 
Nats, and made the decision to go only 
about three weeks before. I spent most 
of that time working on my rubber jobs.
I wanted to fly the electric F/F because it 
was the first time it was offered at the 
Nats, and was therefore a historic event. 
I wanted to use some of what I had 
learned flying electric sailplanes with 
you while I still had an advantage! So on 
the Saturday morning before (the event 
was flown on Thursday), I decided to fix 
something up. Although I had no time to 
build a new model, I had a VL unit andan 
Astro Flight 020. I could have put the VL 
on a Coupe, but the much higher power 
from the 020 made me want to use it. It 
boiled down to converting one of my 
1/2A gas ships, or one of my rubber 
jobs. A much used "Stratowake,"an old 
Frank Heeb design, got the job because 
conversion was so simple for it. It has a 
sheet box fuselage and a motor mount 
similar to the way you and George  
Beaver used to make, using scraps of 
sheet and triangular stock with five- 
minute epoxy. I took the batteries out of 
the case and threw the case away (un
necessary weight). You can see the air 
holes in the photos. The VL switch and 
charging jack were mounted in the 
pylon, and I put the timer between the 
pylons. The position of all these parts 
was governed by the desire for main
taining the same CG. The timer was one I 
had obtained from 77 Products. It is 
intended for Old Timer ignition events.

B ill Baker's quick-and-dirty method of mount
ing an Astro 02. Light weight is essential.

It is important to be able to get the full 25 
seconds of motor run allowed, which 
you can't get from a K-Mart or a Tatone. 
As you can tell from the photos, the 
thing was wired and taped and rubber 
banded together "quick and dirty.”

By Saturday afternoon it was ready to 
fly, and it did! The climb was not spec
tacular, but it was going high enough to 
thermal, and the glide was really good. I 
was glad I had no trim problems, and 
put it away. It weighed ten ounces, 
about two ounces over W akefield  
weight, with 225 square inches. I felt I 
had compromised climb for glide, but at 
the Nats I outclimbed everything but Bill 
Jenkin's Electric Country Boy. All the 
other models I saw were just too heavy 
and did not climb well. The high times, 
first and second in open, used the Astro 
020. jenkin’s winning Country Boy was 
by my estimate about 75% of the size of 
the jim Clem designed 1/2A. It was very 
lightly built. The motor was glued to the

B ill uses a 77 Products (see ad p. 109) ignition 
cutoff tim er, runs 35 seconds max.

airplane, saving a lot of motor mount 
weight. There was a notch in the pylon, 
and the motor fit right in this; batteries 
were epoxied near the motor, so all the 
weight was near the CG. He is a super air 
picker, too. He held the record in the 
event, which I broke but held for only a 
few minutes, for I missed a max by a few 
seconds, and he just went on and on. It is 
a good event, I hope it becomes popular.

The trim for an electric is more like 
rubber than for gas, as the power burst 
and cruise at lower power is like rubber. 
I use a right-hand circle in both climb 
and glide. Most of the models at the Nats 
used geared motors, and mostly they 
were just not up to the task. I suspect 
that they were trying to fly too large and 
too heavy models. The third place open 
model was very well made and had a 
homemade gearbox and a folding prop. 
I think that if one goes with gears, the 
folding prop is a good idea. A big prop 
has big drag compared to the little 
5-1/4x3 Top Flight nylon that the Astro 
020 uses. I was planning to use a Spring-

Continued on page 103
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. . The trouble with most politicians is that's all they are."

• This month’s all-too-accurate quota
tion is by famous science fiction writer/ 
prophet/philosopher, Ray Bradbury, 
from an interview in the Christian 
Science Monitor. Let us rejoice that our 
hobby/sport is relatively free from 
politics, and strive to keep it that way! 
FIRST THINGS FIRST

Regular readers may recall the rather 
protracted discussion concerning the 
word "canard” as applied to tail-first 
aircraft. Writing in the March, 1980 Air 
International, Mr. Burns, Chief Aero- 
dynamicist for British Aerospace, had 
this to say on the subject: "The term 
‘canard’ originates from the Blériot tail- 
first aeroplane of 1911,so-called because 
it resembled a duck in flight, with the 
wing at the back. The Focke-Wulf Ente 
of 1933 bore the same name (duck) in its 
own language. The term canard thus 
applies strictly to the whole configura
tion, but is now frequently used (mis

used) as a synonym for foreplane, as in 
reference to canard surfaces."
MY MOM, THE TRUCK DRIVER

What on earth could a cartoon book 
by that title have to with model building? 
Just this. It was authored by Kathy 
McDaniels, an active modeler from La 
Mesa, California. Further, it features 
several cartoons relating to our hobby, 
one of which we reproduce here by 
permission of the publishers. Kathy is 
quite a remarkable lady, being not only a 
model builder but a skilled motorcyclist, 
off-road auto racer, skier, prize-winning 
equestrienne, and devoted mother! 
Apart from these avocations, she has the 
more than somewhat unusual occupa
tion of driving a 10-ton dump truck for 
her living!

Kathy’s book presents still another 
facet of her many talents, and is a 
showcase of her wonderful sense of 
humor. While much has been written by

others about liberated women, from 
theoretical points of view, this delightful 
publication offers refreshingly joyful 
no-axe-to-grind insights from one who 
is not only equaling or beating men at 
their own games, but somehow manages 
to earn their respect in the process. My 
Mom, The Truck Driver is available 
directly from Communication Creativity, 
5644 La Jolla Blvd., La Jolla, CA 92037. 
Price is $3.95 plus $1 postage and han
dling. We think you’ll like it!
FRENCH INVASION?

Model building becomes more inter- 
national with each passing m on!h. 
According to Modele magazine, a siz
able contingent of French builders are 
planning to attend the October “ Giant 

Continued on page 104

The late, great C .O . Wright, sitting on his 
ever-present camp stool, gets an assist w ith 
his F /F  helicopter from  Sal Taib i, during a 
Nats. Model bore his AM A No.6.

Some of the entries in a recent Paris Peanut contest. Note tandem-winged Blériot in fore
ground, three Gossamer Condors, and saucer-wing Farman 1020. Photo by A lain Parmentier.
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Landing gear is simple and straightforward. McCracken used plywood 
and screws to mount main gear; easy to remove if needed.

Just enough color tissue trim  to make it interesting! Th is little 
ship would be right at home in a pylon race!

Count Pisana gives the Pottier the οΓ heave at Mile Square, So. Cal. 
Note tall grass over which testing should always be done.

The Pottier is one snazzy looking little airplane, wouldn't you say? 
Stab mounts w ith  rubber bands, easy to change incidence.

sheet with a cotton ball will aid in the 
bending. You may now tack on and 
shape tne wingtips of soft balsa or low 
density styrofoam . Remove when 
shaped and hollow to save weight. Trace 
a left wing from the plan and build the 
second of your pair.
STAB AND RUDDER 

The tail parts are made symmetrical 
and contribute in no small measure to 
the fine , stable performance of the 
model. Use a few pieces of scrap for

packing up the L.E. and T.E. during 
construction. Note that the S-2's are 
cracked and then angled back to the 
stab T.E. Rub some glue into the cracked 
area. The soft balsa or styrofoam filler 
piece on the rudder will get shaped 
after the fuselage is completed so that it 
will fair nicely into the top of the plane. 
It, as with the wingtips, can then be 
removed and hollowed. The stab is held 
down with rubber bands attached to 
small wire hooks on the fuselage to

allow for easy incidence adjustments for 
flying.
FUSELAGE

The fuselage sides are made in the 
usual manner over the plan from 1/8 
square and 1/8 x 1/16 medium balsa. The 
lower two longerons would probably 
not suffer unduly if they were made of 
hard balsa. When the sides are dry, crack 
the rear half slightly inward at the F-6 
bulkhead and glue in the cross-struts. 
Assemble the F-3 and F-5 formers to the

V L  Hytork motor cowls in well behind removable nose block. Diagonal brace in wings is not shown on the plans, but helps prevent
Dum m y cylinders (William Bros, or homemade) add realism. damage in the event of a wingtip-only landing.
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de E.. FILLOM

FREE-FLIGHT SCALE FOR THE V -L  HYTORK 
ELECTRIC MOTOR SYSTEM

DOWEL-

PURAL-SB
PLY TONGUE

BALSA BLOCK OR
'STYROFOAM

•TONGUE ter O

PLY-SIDED BOX FOR 
SNUG FIT WING - u  

TONGUE

asALN

REMOVABLEIB-BAISA KTOSEBEgCR

I" DIHEDRAL EACH TIP

\ m .n

\

The Pottier just beginning to rotate fo r takeoff. Nose gear permits straight, stable ground runs, 
is a real lifesaver when landing in rough areas.

fuselage box. Add F-6, F-7 and the soft 
balsa spine which extends from the 
canopy to the fin. It may be hollowed 
out to save weight.

The front end is now sheeted with 
1/32 “ A” grain balsa which, again, will 
go on easier if the outside is wiped with 
ammonia. If you are using Super jet. Hot 
Stuff or whatever to do this, please 
remember to wear glasses. One should 
be as careful with this glue as with a hot 
soldering iron or a sharp Uber Skiver!

The VL Hytork motor can now be 
mounted to F-4 when you are done 
sanding. It has a radial mount and should 
pose no problems. For other motor 
units, you may want to make a balsa tube 
to mount the motor in. Make the nose 
block removable, using two hardwood 
dowels or dress snaps (could be tack- 
glued on if you are in a hurry). The 
spinner is turned out of a shaped balsa
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Famed F/F  scalers in England, John Coker (foreground) w ith  SE-5 , 
E ric  Coates in back watching Rex Oldridge prep his big Albatross.

Mind-boggling detail on this P-51 B F /F  ship by Cedric dela 
Nougerede. Powered by Cox .049 , span must be around two feet.

FREE FLIGHT S C A LE
• Those of you who have read this 
column for any length of time already 
know that I do not enjoy wing building. I 
don’t care how simple a wing is, I can 
find some way to make work out of it! 
On one of my latest projects, the wing 
has a double taper, which means that 
each rib is a different size. I wanted to 
use spliced ribs, which in general is the 
best way to go for tapered or elliptical 
wings. However, on this model, the rib 
thickness at the root is so great that using 
a completely flat-bottom airfoil is not 
desirable. In other words, the radius of 
the leading edge would not flow like it 
should if the completely flat-bottom 
section was used. Yes, I know that I 
could still use spliced ribs if I were to 
curve the front portion of each half of 
the lower ribs, but that curvature 
changes with each rib, due to the taper, 
and that's more work than I wanted to 
tackle.

After a bit of pondering, I came up 
with a fairly easy solution for making 
thick tapered wings with the least 
amount of effort (see Fig. 1). The first 
thing I did was to laminate the trailing 
edge and wingtip as one unit, using 
alternate pieces of basswood and balsa. 
While this was drying, I cut out the

leading edge from 1/8 sheet, tapering it 
from the root to the tip. The spars were 
also tapered and were cut from 1/16 
sheet. After the laminated portion of the 
wing was dry, it was pinned down flat 
over the drawing. The leading edge was 
also pinned down and glued to the wing 
tip, as were the spars. When dry, the 
trailing edge near the tip was propped 
up three degrees, for washout.

The root rib was the only rib I drew 
out, and it was cut from 1/16 sheet. From 
here on out, the rest of the ribs were 
merely rectangles cut from 1/32 balsa 
sheet. Because of the three degrees of 
washout, not only is the trailing edge off 
the workboard, but also the rear spars. 
This means that the balsa rectangles near 
the tip have to be a bit taller and have 
deeper notches so that the bottoms of 
the rectangles will be tangent to the 
workboard.

By now you can see what I’ve done, 
and what’s coming next. By taking a 
fairly long sanding block, I first sanded 
the rear taper of each rib, followed by 
the front portion. Before going too far, I 
sanded the top of each rib from the root 
to the tip in one motion. This assures 
height uniformity of all the ribs. All that 
was left was a bit of cleaning up on each

By FERNANDO RAMOS

rib to complete the wing. The bottom of 
each rib was then sanded with a nice 
upsweep at the leading edge, and those 
ribs near the tip were sanded flush to the 
bottom of the spars. At this point, the 
washout was quite evident.

I think you will agree that this is an 
easy way to make tapered wings. Believe 
me, this is much easier than plotting 
each individual rib. Granted, there is a 
slight waste of materials, but not that 
much. I feel that it is worth it, consider
ing the time saved.

While still on the subject of wings, in 
preparing for the trip to the Flying Aces 
contest this coming summer, I have to 
make all of my models with removable 
wings for easier transporting. Doing this 
on a gas model isn’t much of a problem, 
since weight is not nearly as critical as it is 
on a rubber model. My solution is quite 
simple and requires very little effort and 
time to accomplish.

On the model that was discussed last 
month, I had made plywood bulkheads
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Larger than most U .S. scale jobs is this extensively detailed BE-12 
by B ill Dennis, shown herew ith  his w ife , Tric ia . Great flying model.

Another fine example of English craftsmanship is John Coker's Sop- 
w ith Triplane, detailed right down to the lettering on the tires!

Cedric dela Nougerede's Peanut Tiger Moth sports just as much detailing as its bigger brothers. 
Note “ spin strakes" on top rear fuselage, used on the full-size Moth to improve spin recovery.

which had "tongues" and were glued 
onto the laminated bulkheads. This 
worked out just fine, but I found that the 
model did not need this amount of rein
forcement provided by these plywood 
bulkheads. On a WW-II subject, I used 
two pieces of 1/16 plywood, 1/4 inch 
wide, running straight across two of the 
bulkheads. I found this to be more than 
adequate, simpler and much lighter.

These plywood tongues (see Fig. 2) 
were glued while the fuselage was still 
attached on a jig for accurate wing 
alignment. The next step was to glue a 
butt rib against the fuselage with the 
tongues running through the ribs. The 
root rib of the wing and the next out
board rib are notched to receive the 
tongues. The wing is then clamped into 
place against the butt rib, keeping it 
perfectly aligned with the butt rib. The 
next step is to surround the plywood 
tongue with 1/16 sheet balsa. Each piece 
is cut so that it fits snugly between the 
ribs. Then glue is applied to the outside 
of each joint only. If the glue is allowed 
to ooze, there is a very good chance that 
the wing will be permanently attached 
to the tongues, defeating the removable 
wing feature. That's why I only glue the 
outside of the jo in ts. A fter all the 
sheeting is completed, the wings are 
removed and the box area is doused

with Jet. That’s all there is to that!
And . . . still more wing construction. 

While building another of F ly line’s 
super kits (Curtiss Seagull for the Flight- 
masters’ Stahl-Lindberg fun contest), I 
decided to lighten the wing structure. I 
felt that by using spliced ribs, weight 
could be saved over conventional con
struction. However, this wing had a 
shape similar to the one I mentioned at

the beginning of this column. So, now 
what? Well, by using the root and tip 
ribs, I was able to determine how wide 
the spars should be, and the amount of 
taper. These spars were cut from 1/16 
balsa sheet. The ribs except the root rib 

Continued on page 80

Ced dela Nougerede's latest is th is 1/10 scale 
SE-5 , a little over 30-inch span. Uses lots of 
thin sheet metal in nose section.
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Clarence Haught had his troubles w ith  nice triple-fin F A I Power 
ship at rainy Northwest Semifinals.

An old photo is th is one taken at the long-gone free flighter's para
dise: Gardner Field , Ta ft, California . Pictured is A l Vela w ith one 
of his numerous F A I designs.

• It's that time of year again, when 
spring has finally sprung. The flying 
season is underway again, so you take a 
look around your shop and what do you 
see? Mine is littered with the partly-built 
dreams of last winter: a couple of Nordic 
wings almost ready for covering; a 98% 
complete FAI Power model; one of the 
original batch of Maverick kits, now with 
surfaces aged for three years, still need
ing timer and DT hookup; a Burrito 
Brother with no fuselage to match the 
newly-covered wings and stab. In addi
tion, there still remains the debris from 
last season: the fleet of HL gliders that 
consists solely of models afraid of heights 
and which refuse to get lost; a Rossi 
whose last official flight ended in a 
plowed field, right up to the exhaust 
port; a 1/2A that’s needed a new cover
ing for two years; a B ship with wings that 
creak and crack on each DT; and three 
rubber models whose stabs were left

An unidentified flier gets a good launch on his 
1/2A Ramrod 250 at Ta ft during the late 60's.

by TOM HUTCHINSON

PH O TO S B Y  A U T H O R

behind two moves ago. How did the 
workbench manage to get so dirty 
without anything ready to fly? (It always 
seems to take three days to get ready to 
go flying, just in time for the weather to 
change.)

Now the warm sunshine and green 
fields are beckoning seductively, and 
I’m two days behind ole WCN’s deadline 
already. Let’s get this over with so I can 
experience those joys of first flights so 
eloquently described by Harry Murphy 
(in the CIA Informer):
MURPHY’S LAWS OF FIRST FLIGHTS
1) When assembling the model on 

the field for the first time, the fuel tubing 
and DT string will have yet to be added.

2) The engine will flood and it will 
take at least an hour to get it started, 
while blowing three or four glow plugs 
(or the rubber will break on the initial 
winding, knocking out half of the fuse
lage formers).

3) Upon hand-gliding the model, the 
prop will get broken.

4) The success of the first flight can be 
expected to be inversely proportional to 
the number of critics observing.

5) The resultant power pattern will be 
exactly opposite to that which was built 
in or desired.

6) The first flight will stall into the 
ground and stovepipe the leading edges 
of the wing.

7) Some unimpressed little kid is 
always watching and asking stupid 
questions.

8) On the second flight, the model 
will have no glide turn and head straight 
downwind into the side of a barn.

9) On the third flight, the model will 
make one large sweeping turn and alight 
in the top of a thorn tree.

10) Upon getting the model com
pletely trimmed, it w ill have to be 
completely recovered.

/V

)

The Am erican camp spots a thermal fo r Bob 
White at the Taft World Champs. U .S . team 
manager D ick Myer on left w ith  thermistor.

11) After recovering, you make the 
statement that, "It flew right off the 
board.”

12) After the next flight, you head for 
the nearest service station, where you 
call the designer long distance and cuss 
him out, then flush the remains of the 
model down the toilet.

WHAT DO YOU FLY FOR FUN?
Maybe, as a die-hard competitor, your 

answer to this question might be your 
favorite competitive event. But even the 
die-hards sometimes feel the need for a 
change of pace by trying something 
different, something that can be flown 
closer to home than the typical all-out 
contest machine. A lot of clubs like to 
foster this sort of relaxed flying by 
combining a flying session with their
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'H e  so y s  he lik e s  m y  fu s e la g e ....  e s p e c ia lly  

a t  f o r m e r s  A a n d . 0  ! ‘

regular meetings. Indoor flying sessions 
during the winter months are fairly 
popular, from the accounts I see in print. 
Outdoor sessions are usually on the 
order of monthly contests sponsored by 
the club, but during the summer months, 
when daylight extends a bit further, a lot 
of clubs meet at the local field for 
trimming sessions or hold contests for 
small-field models. Such regular events 
as HLG, Coupe, or P-30 are ideally suited 
for this purpose, but some other clubs 
have tried to be a little more original.

The San Diego Orbiteers sponsor a 
Sleek Streek Fun-Fly Contest, using the 
North Pacific model. They even have 
two classes: Stock (right from the pack
age) and Modified (only requirement is 
to be able to read the red SLEEK STREEK 
lettering on top of the wing). They have 
prizes for high time, and for the most 
unusual Modified Streek. They even 
award an annual trophy for high point 
man at these after-the-meeting events! 
Other ready-to-fly models could be 
used; for instance, the Stratobats spon
sor a competition for Super Gliders. 
Other special classes can be set up, 
either using a specific design (like the 
MIAMA club’s Peck ROG rise-off-water 
indoor event), or some specific rules 
designed to entice beginners (P-30 
started this way, and the Orbiteers 
sponsor A-6 fun-fly events, too).

Or maybe the idea is to fly your 
regular models in a different manner.

AUGUST MYSTERY MODEL

This could encourage more club partici
pation, without needing to build special 
models (a sure way to limit entries). The 
Boeing Hawks came up with a very 
interesting set of events for their May 
Madness Contest. Look them over and 
see if your club might want to try some 
flying for fun, too:

1) EVENT: Hand Launch Glider 
Cross-Country.
Object: To get as much flying time 
as possible in five minutes.

The contestants shall be divided into 
two equal groups. Each group will time 
the other. Each timer will be paired off 
with a flier. At the start, all fliers will 
launch. A five-minute master clock will 
be started by the CD. Each timer will start 
his watch when the flier launches and 
stop it when the glider touches the 
ground, or any other obstruction, or is 
caught by the flier. The flier must be 
back to the starting area at the end of 
five m inutes. His late time w ill be 
deducted from his total flight time. After 
the first group flies, they time the other 
group. Highest total time wins.

2) EVENT: Rubber Spot.
Object: To land as close to a 
thermal pole as possible after a 
20-second minimum flight.

From a spot of the contestant’s choice

1973 World Wakefield Champ Lo ffle r w inds 
up at World Champs in Wiener IMeustadt.

(but more than 50 feet from the thermal 
pole), launch any class rubber-powered 
model. The closest landing to the base of 
the pole wins. Distance will be measured 
to the nearest foot. Hitting the pole is 
NOT an automatic zero. Unlimited 
attempts during the 45-minute contest 
time frame will be permitted.
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Jason Kendy, this month's featured Junior (actually became Senior 
in 1980) shows o ff his White designed Tw in  F in  M ulvihill ship.

B ill Davis turns loose his Class B Ringo at Ta ft , possibly during the 
U .S. F /F  Champs, judging by the campers and tents in background.

3) EVENT: Gas “ LeMans Start.” 
Object: To get as much flying time 
as possible in 120 seconds.

On “ GO ,”  run 50 feet to model, start 
engine and launch. Master clock starts 
on GO and runs 120 seconds. Individual 
timers start their watches with launch 
and stop with master clock. Longest total 
time in the flights wins.

4) EVENT: Towline "Up and Off”  
Scrambles.
Object: To get the longest flight in 
a mass launch without picking air 
(120 second max).

All fliers will rig up on one line and 
tow no further than a second line. No 
circle towing is allowed. You may launch 
before you get to second line if you 
wish. The winner is the highest three 
flight total.
THE GREAT AMA NATS 
FREE FLIGHT RUNAROUND

Terry Rimert has been to all the recent 
Nats as NFFS "Unofficial Events" CD 
(and will do the same this year), and is 
not too happy about the flying sites 
offered to free flighters. Here's an 
excerpt of his comments in the MIAMA 
Hangar Pilot:

After two pretty good years at Lake 
Charles in 7974 and 1975, it started to go 
bad in 1976 in Dayton, Ohio. Free 
flighters had to run all over the state to 
get their flying in. . . .  Neither field  
(Wright Patterson or Springfield) would 
be considered a good F/F site.

In 1977, we did it again, California 
style. Norton AFB for indoor, then a trip 
south each following day to a dust bowl 
where afternoon flying was terrible, but 
great in the morning. All the F/F was far 
enough from the C/L and R/C and AMA  
HQ that getting to any of them took 
huge parts of your flying time away, and 
gallons of gas (relatively cheap then).

In 1978 we got re lief. . .  Lake Charles 
again. Burton Coliseum was a fine

indoor site, and the F/F site was good, 
close to other activities and HQ. No half- 
hour trips needed to pick up a trophy or 
watch R/C Scale.

Then in 1979, they got even. Mead, 
Nebraska . .  . one hour's drive from 
ANYWHERE, and they didn't even have 
a map to get to the F/F field, or the 
indoor site, or even AMA HQ. . . . After 
the hour drive, the field at Mead didn’t 
look all that good, either. It wasn't. 
Exceptional weather and two-minute 
maxes all week saved a lot of planes from 
being lost in the corn. (Many were lost, 
however.)

This year, we are going back to Ohio 
where it all started in 1976, and we are 
going to be separated from the rest of 
the Nats again. Why can’t we pick a good 
field this time? Why are we seemingly 
just an afterthought?

G R R R U N T !  1973 Work) Power Champ, 
Vladim ar Horcicka, puts his all into launch 
during f  lyo ffs at Wiener Neustadt.

“ F ly in g  here is a  r e o l  c h a lle n g e .'

When are we going to get a decent 
field to fly F/F at the Nats? I ’ll tell you 
when . . . when an interested F/F group 
comes up with a place to fly!! No one in 
AMA HQ is scouting around for a likely 
site, nor are the R/C fraternity thinking 
about free flight. So guess who has to do 
it?? We do, and the sooner the better.

Is there a field in YOUR area? The only 
big fields in my area have big forests 
growing on them. . . .  LOOK AROUND, 
GET IN TOUCH!!

I don’t think Taft is the answer. Three 
days of grubby camping I can handle, 
but six days? Or a 35-mile drive to and 
from the site? At least the field would be 
suitable there . . .  much better than 
Mead, or R iverside, or Springfield . 
Maybe there are NO free flight sites in 
the USA?

In Nebraska, the free flight attendance 
was way down, while the C/L and R/C 
didn’t suffer much . .  . BUT AMA LOST 
26 GRAND!! Is free flight subsidizing the 
rest of the Nats?

Continued on page 71
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N O TE . S TA B IL IZ E R  HAS B EEN  
O M IT T E O  FROM  F R O N T VIEW  
FOR C L A R I T Y . ________

R E F E R E N C E S :
T H E  A E R O  O C TO B E R  2 6 , 1910
T H E  A E R O  NOVEM BER  3 0 , 1910
T H E  A E R O  J U N E  1911
F L IG H T  D ECEM B ER  17, 1910
A IR C R A F T  A U G U S T  1911
A ERO B HYDRO DECEM BER 7, 1912

N O TE LA R G E R  0 3 "  WING SPAN) P R IN TS  OF T H IS  DRAW ING 
A R E A V IL A B L E  FOR $ 1 0 0  P O S TP A ID  FR O M  B IL L  H A N N A N

BOX A
E S C O N D ID O
CA LIFO R N IA

_  9 2 0 2 5

FLUG SPO R T T A F E L  V III 1913
P H O TO G R A P H S. M U S E E  DE L A IR

R O TA TIO N
S TR AND ED  S T E E L  C A B LE

HEAVY GUAGE ^  
PLAIN  S T E E L  
WIRE

S T E E L  TU B IN G E N L A R G E D  VIEW  OF C H A V IER E P R O P ELLER
w h e e l s  BE CA M E KNOCK- 
KNEED" FROM HARD USEAGEPYLON D E TA IL

UPPER C A B LE  IS FORW ARD STAY RIGGING. 
LOW ER IS W ARPING CO N TR O L W IRE 
W HICH PASSES TH R O U G H  TU B U L A R  GUIDE TH E TA ILP LA N E S  W ERE C O N S TR U C TE D

OF V ER Y L IG H T S T E E L  TU B IN G  ___
B R A Z E D  TO G E TH E R .

N O TE . ' -------
L A T E R  N IE U P O R TS  
FE A TU R E D  S E M I-C IR C U L A R  
H O R IZ O N TA L TAIL

P O R TIO N  OF ASH LONGERON 
SHOW ING L IG H TE N IN G  C H A NN ELS 
B E T W E E N  CROSS M E M B E R S

WING A ER O FO IL

FORE AND A F T  
M OVEM ENT OF 
T H E  STICK 
A C TU A TE S  
ELE V A TO R S

SIDE M O V E M E N T OF S TICK  
A C TU A TE S  RUDDER PORTIO N OF RIB

EN G IN E C O N TR O L  L E V E R
A LL MOVING M E TA L PARTS 
IN CO C K P IT ARE BR ASS 
T O  P R E V E N T COMPASS 
D EV IA TIO N

WING
SPAR

FOOT P E D A LS  
* A C TU A TE  W ING 
] WARP CO N TR O L

CO N TR O L
o e t a i l s

M ETH O D  OF SECURING TH E
-WOODEN
P U L L E Y

M O U N T

STAY C A B L E S  TO  T H E  WING SPARS
S H A FT \T0

RUDDER
TO  UNDERSIDE 
OF REAR 
WING SPAR

TO
RUDDER

TO  UNDERSIDE
O F R E A R ---------
WING SPAR

N O TE : T H E  SH APE OF TH E  
R U D D ER  V A R IE D  ON O TH ER  
VERSIONS O F T H E  N IEU P O R T

P YR A M ID -SH A PED
f i r e w a l l  i s  
b r ig h t
ALUMINUM ELEV A TO R  W IRES

W ARP CO N TR O L P L A TE

S T E E L  "s 
ENGINE 
M O UN T 
BRACKET

1910 N IEU PO R T MONOPLANEWARP CONTROL 
P L A TE  .

S H A FT

L E A F  SPRING
S P E C IFIC A TIO N S  WING SPAN 27* Y 

L E N G T H  2 4 ’ 7"
P R O P E L L E R  D 6 ' 6 " 

W E IG H T (E M P T Y ) A P P R O X  495LB S . 
POW ER 2 0 - 2 5  Η P DARRACO TWIN

NO TE SOME ENGINE D E TA IL S  HAVE BEEN 
O M IT T E D  FOR LACK OF P O S ITIV E  IN FORM ATIO N

L A N D IN G  GEAR  D E TA IL

This is the type of aircraft that might best fit the requirements of the IMS Pasadena Trade Show Indoor R/C  Scale competition, scheduled for 
next January. With a maximum weight of 24 ounces and 3-ounce wing loading allowed, something very light and with plenty of surface area w ill 
have to be used. For more information on the contest, check the R/C World column in this issue.
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PHOTO OF
ACTUAL MODEL BUILT FROM KIT 

AND COVERED WITH SUPER MONOKOTE™
LIST PRICE
$59®5

SPECIFICATIONS:
Wing Span ........ 60"
Wing Area..........  720 sq. in.
Engine Size ......... 40 to .60
Flying Weight . . .  4% to 5V? lbs. 
Length................ 51 V i in.

For a free sample of Monokote™, plus our latest catalog and prop chart, send request with 50 cents to Top Flite.

Here's THE model for Sunday/Sport fliers developed 
by noted writer, designer and Nationals champion Ken 
Willard. The Headmaster Sport 40 combines a sense of 
pride in building and enjoyment in flying.

With a .40 engine the Headmaster Sport 40 is a sta
ble, reliable aircraft for the beginner who wants to learn 
to fly and later progress to aerobatics. Put a .60 up front 
and this same aircraft offers a full range of high perform
ance up to advanced aerobatics.

All this versatility in one model? You Bet!
Features include:
• Printed fuselage sides for easy and accurate 

assembly.
• Shaped leading edges and strip ailerons.
• Injection molded, strong ABS plastic cowling.
• Aluminum motor mounts can be spaced to fit .40-.60 

engines.
• Heavy-duty landing gear with steerable nose wheel.
• Easily accessible large, separate radio and fuel tank 

compartments.
• Complete hardware package.
• Differential aileron control for smoother flying.
• Sleek scale-like appearance.

• Full-size plans with step-by-step instructions includ
ing "How to Fly” information by Ken Willard.

• All balsa construction reinforced with hardwood at 
high stress points.
Top Flite's new Headmaster Sport 40 . . .  The Sporty 

Way to Fly R/C.

Γ Τ Ί
Top Flite Models, Inc.
1901 N. Narragansett Ave. 
Chicago, Illinois 60639



GLOW PLUG KLIP
Fully assembled and unbreak

able. Strain relief feature ends 
broken wire problem. Free replace
ment if this Glow Plug Klip ever 
breaks.

...AND NOW THERE’S A 
FUELER WITH A TRUE 
FILTER SYSTEM, TOO

Get the double filtration perform
ance of the Sullivan Crap Trap 
when you fuel up, too. Two different 
sized filters keep those particles out 
of your tank. Fueler comes complete 
with 4 feet of Sulli-Cone tubing — 
not 3 feet of lesser quality tubing. 
And tubing WON'T COLLAPSE 
when defueling.

Only $2.50

G O L D N - 
PUSH R O D S

The push 
rods that beat 

the clog. Pat
ented splines on 

inner rod cut right 
through that mess. 

Temperature compen
sated  to prevent 

elongation. Good as gold. 
Insist on Gold-N-Rod.
Clevis not included.

WARNING! To All Modelers: Do Not fly
near overhead power lines.

Λ ~ \

HOT OFF THE PRESS!! 
NEW FIFTH EDITION
Radio Control 
Buyevs Guide

The Radio Control 
Buyers Guide is the
authoritative guide to 
radio control products. It 
is the master catalog of 
the industry with more 
than 2,300 products pic
tured, described, & pric
ed.

The new edition has 
more than 200 pages 
showing the products of 
more than 250 manufac
turers.

Included are the latest 
model cars, boats, air
craft, radio system s, 
tools, books and ac
cessories. The Radio 
Control Buyers Guide 
is indexed and cross- 
indexed for easy use. 
T h is  co m p reh en sive  
catalog of the RC in
dustry is a must for every 
serious modeler!

'Information about, mor· than 2ÖOO 
.modal aircraft cars, boats, engines, 

, radio, systems and accessories, v

Price: $ 7 .7 5 _______

A t Better 
Hobby 
Shops 
or Direct

v

Please send m e ___________________ copies of the new 5th edition of the
Radio Control Buyers Guide. (Enclosed is $8.25 for each copy ordered 
— $7.25 retail plus $1.00 postage & handling).

N am e:

S tre e t:

C ity . S ta te , Z IP : ____________________________________________________________
Retu rn  to : R C  B u ye rs G u id e , C lifto n  H ou se , C lifto n , V A  22024

F / F .............  . .  .Continued from page 67
Terry ’s comments bring up some 

interesting points. The bulk of entries at 
all AMA Nats has usually come from free 
flighters. Thus, free flighters have pro
vided most of the Nats revenue. There’s 
no doubt that a poor choice of a F/F site 
tends to cut down Nats participation. A 
bad Nats site makes a potential flier start 
to think about traveling to Taft for the 
USFFC instead. Who wants to risk their 
best ships and the year’s vacation at a 
poor field, if the alternative of a better 
contest exists elsewhere? I helped or
ganize the initial U.S. Free Flight Cham
pionships to provide such an alternative, 
because West Coast free flighters were 
tired of traveling to the Midwest every 
year to compete on poor fields in poor

weather. We wanted our own world- 
class event to provide national compe
tition more than once every blue moon, 
whenever AMA decided to permit a 
West Coast Nats.

The other point Terry brings up is 
even more urgent to consider. WHERE 
ARE THE FLYING SITES? We’ve held 
three of the last four FAI Team Selection 
Finals at Taft, because Finals participants 
were tired of the bad weather experi
enced at more centrally located sites. 
Are there any suitable sites in other 
parts of the country, with a group of 
people willing to help run a Nats or FAI 
Finals? Maybe the money AMA is willing 
to spend on the Nats could be better 
spent on finding ways to obtain flying 
sites. Continued on page 72
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S M O K 6  TRNU

P€RF€CT FOR:
£ } Smoke systems--anyone uuith o plone large enough 

to install a separate smoke tank can incorporate 
the super smoker for added Flying enjoyment. c r t . n o .

Inflight Fuel Shutoffs For Pylon or Free Flight R/C.

n POSITIV6 . NO l€ A K  
FU €l AND PR€SSUR€ SHUTOFF VALV€

SUPER SIM PLE RND ERSV TO  INSTALL
This v a lv e  is com pact enough to mount an yw h ere  -  in
any position and requires one e x tra  se rvo  to o p e ra te .

The Du-Rro Super Sm oker com es assem b led  com plete 
w ith 3 4 " o f  neoprene fuel tubing, tw o p ressu re  fittings, 
mounting scre w s and  com plete instructions.

DU-RRO PRODUCTS, INC
480 Bonner Rood. UJaucondo. Illinois 60084

N A TIO N A L S  ; A U G . 8,9,10
W O R L D S  L A R G E S T  R U B B E R  S C A L E  M E E T  
F AC Rul es  12 E v e n t s  A M A  S a n c t i o n

W R I G H T  F I E L D  
D A Y T O N  O H I O

FOR D ET A ILS  SENDSAE το :
FRANK H . SCOTT
4 2 8 3  H 0N EYBR 00K  
DAYTON OHIO 
4 5 4 I5

AVE.

;
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FO R  YO U R  F IE L D  BO X F U E L  PUMP W ITH  PU SH -BUTTO N  PR IM IN G B A T T E R Y  T E S T E R  AND C H A R G E R  
(FRO M  A U TO  C IG A R  L IG H T E R )

Power Panel Super Deluxe $19.95 Electric Fuel Pump $13.95 Testertron " I I  in I" $39.95

M IN I-S T A R T ER  FO R  
.049 to .45  EN G IN ES

Super-Torque M ini-Starter...................$22.95

NEW, HIGH QUALITY ELECT
RONIC AND MECHANICAL 
ACCESSORIES FROM THE 
BEST IN JAPAN.
Special introductory prices, good until 
Ju ly  31, 1980. O RD ER  NOW!
Minimum order, $10.00 . Add $2 .00  for 
postage and handling.
A rizon a  residents add 4%  Sales T a x .

[ p l a y t h o n ]

344 London Bridge Plaza, Suite D 
Lake Havasu C ity , Arizona 86403

S P E C IA L  M O UN TS. A LSO  FO R

F/F........... Continued from page 70
One way to begin this would be to 

compile a list of current flying sites used 
by AMA Chartered Clubs. A question
naire could be circulated to all clubs, 
asking for information about the flying 
site currently being used (nearest town, 
owner, restrictions on use, size, contest 
suitability, normal weather conditions, 
terrain outside the field boundaries, 
map or route to reach field, etc.). Com
pleting the questionnaire could be a 
requirement for granting chartered 
status each year. Publication of a flying 
site directory would be a useful function 
of Model Aviation, and a copy of the 
directory could be included with the 
AMA rulebook to all members. What do

you think?
JUNIOR OF THE MONTH:
JASON KENDY

I first met Jason at the 1977 Nats in 
Riverside. He was flying one of our kit 
Ultimate Dragmasters and doing very 
well with it, so we struck up a conversa
tion. He ordered some more wing ribs 
later on, then I noticed his picture as one 
of Bob White’s chase crew the day Bob 
set the Mulvihill record last spring. Bob 
pointed him out as an up and coming 
young flier when I spoke to him at the 
World Champs, so I wrote to Jason for 
pictures and information when I started 
thinking about doing this feature. Here’s 
his reply:
Dear Tom,

I have given you the pictures of my 
favorite airplanes, a Twin Fin Unlimited 
and a Vol Libre Wakefield (my second 
Vol Libre is on the way). I have been 
quite successful with these models, and 
they are a lot of fun to fly.

I haven't been doinga lot of work with 
my Dragmaster because of the mass of 
events I have to be able to manage at 
contests. I have been really working on 
Wakefields lately, maybe because of the 
inspiration of the recent World Champs.

I had a real pleasant surprise at the last 
contest I went to, a Wakefield Team 
Contest at Lake Elsinore. I was picked on 
a team with Bob White and Bill Wiley, 
and our team won! It was the first 
contest for my Vol Libre and it per-

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS
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I hereby make application for individual membership in the Society of Antique Modelers. 
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Note: Membership includes 15% discount on one year M O D EL B U IL D E R  
Magazine subscription. G ive S . A . M. No. when subscribing.

Enclose Membership Dues of $10 .00 and send to:
Society of Antique Modelers 
1947 Superior Avenue 
Whiting, Indiana 46394

In making this application for membership to the Society of Antique Modelers, I agree to abide by the rules set by the Society 
and realize that the goals of S . A. M. and the Old Tim ers movement are to encourage participation above competition and is 
dedicated to the preservation and reproduction of vintage model aircraft.
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P r o R O D
N Y R O D

S u-Pr-R O D
M A ST ER O D
S IE R O D -XF

P L A IN F IE L D ,  IL L IN O IS  60544
The Leader in ADVANCED Push-Rod Systems

formed exceptionally well.
Any other Juniors (or Seniors) out 

there who’ve had success in free flight? 
Send a clear black-and-white photo of 
you and your favorite model, along with 
a short description of you, your model, 
or your modeling career, and I'll include 
them in this column.
DARNED GOOD AIRFOIL:
Gard G8910

The Wakefield airfoil used by Wake 
expert John Gard on his exceptionally 
good-flying calm-air models has be
come one of the standard sections for 
such use. (Walt Ghio used it on his 
phenomenal Wake at this year’s World 
Champs, and Bob White has used it in 
the past.) This month’s section was 
suggested by John as a good Nordic 
section, and is published here for the 
first time, I believe. It is a fairly thin (6%) 
section, with the maximum undercam
ber fairly far back. Notice that two 
turbulators are specified, in the usual 
Gard locations at 7% and 23%. It might 
also be useful for a Wakefield section. 
MODEL OF THE MONTH:
Per Qvarnstrom’s QUEREMOS

A month or so after the World 
Champs, this 3-view was sent to the

RCMB office with no explanation. 
There’s no question that Per flew well 
during his visit to the USA; he copped 
his second place at the World Champs 
with an outright win over most of the 
same fliers at the Sierra Cup. (Paul Lagan 
called him the top glider flier he saw in 
this same period. Said that Per also had 
his attractive wife around to distract the 
opposition.. .probably not deliberate?)

The model used at Taft and shown 
here is his tenth A/2 and was developed 
from Ehtenkov’s 1973 winner. (Per was a 
Junior f lie r when he observed the 
Russian glider team in action at Wiener 
Neustadt and resolved to fly in the same 
style.) The airfoil shown is sort of a 
Benedek 6356 with less undercamber 
and about 1% thicker. Per says that the 
still-air performance is about 10-15 
seconds less than a true 6356, but feels 
that its handling and consistency are 
worth the loss and make the model a 
good contest machine. (I get the feeling 
that the current A/2 trend is towards 
slightly thicker airfoils for stronger 
structures, hoping to gain more from a 
vigorous launch than is lost by the 
poorer glide.) Note the warps shown on 
the plan: the wash-in on the right main

panel begins only 100mm (four inches) 
from the dihedral break. The towhook is 
raked back ten degrees from the pivot 
point at the forward (straight tow) 
position.
MYSTERY MODEL

This one might be too easy. The very 
high thrust line (engine above wing), 
tapered wing, and underslung rudder 
are very distinctive. This model reflected 
a very plausible but short-lived theory as 
to how to control looping on a power 
model. The idea was that the thrust, 
being positioned above the wing, would 
provide a nose-down moment to avoid 
loops. I once built an experimental 1/2A 
FAI model to test out the theory (prod
ded on by Dick Mathis). The first flight of 
the model pulled a tight loop and nearly 
hit me on the back of the head! So much 
for theory!

Bob Stalick built one of these (the 
design shown) and still vividly recalls 
trying to trim it. His fruitless efforts were 
witnessed by the club expert. After 
watching a few flights closely, the expert 
finally gave Bob these words of wisdom: 
"You got a real problem there,”  and 
walked away.

Continued on page 80

A REAL WINNER
Q v a ii/ ie f  31”D e e p V e e  Sweeps Ladies Race

BEV POWERS 
1st A Main

Real People films Ladies Race
Both Bev and Pat drove a Prather 31" Deep Vee to victory at the 
Second Annual K & B Ladies Boaters Regatta. Pictured above is 
the Prather 31” Deep Vee that Sarah Purcell, star of Real 
People T.V. show, drove at the Ladies Race. You will be able to 
see the Prather Deep Vee’s perform on the Real People TV show.

For showing, watch the new tall season.
PAT CREWS 
1st B Main

PRATHER PRODUCTS 1660 R A V E N N A  A V E N U E . W ILM IN G TO N . C A L IF O R N IA  90744 ,
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FOREIGN D ISTR IB U TO R S
& DEALERS

A U S T R A L IA
Kraft Systems Australia 
Belmont, Victoria 3216 
Tel. (052143 4800

BELGIUM
Touring Accessories 
1150 Woluwe-Saint Pierre 
Tel. 02/770 29 59

CAN AD A
Hobby Oen 
North Bay. Ontario 
Tel. 705 472 7393

B & P Transport Ltd.
Bawlf. Alberta 
Tel 403 373 2522

Carl's Hobby Shops Ltd. 
Montreal. Quebec 
Tel. 514 273 3446

ENGLAND
Henry J . Nicholls & Sons Ltd. 
London
Tel 01 607 4272

Watford Model Center 
Watford. Herfordshire 
Tel 45038

W . GERM A N Y
World Hobby 
Herne
Tel. 0 23 25/3 16 88 

HO LLAN D
Hobby In 
Waalwijk
Tel. 04160  34573 

IT A LY
Rossi
CELLATICA (Brescia!
Tel 2 .770  212

N O RW AY
ROTOR WING 
Rena. Norway

SIN G A PO RE
Echo-Stiques Co.
Singapore
Tel 22051 79 & 2220282 

SO U TH  A FR IC A
Radio Control World
Capetown
Tel. 41 8455

BYRON 
ORIGINALS

tutat», w  Ml u . .  M ils  f t  1 'b

Wing Span - 5 7 "
Length - 5 5 "
Wing Area - 6 0 0  sq . in.
Ready to-fly weight - 8 Ά  lbs.

V EN EZU ELA
JM J Hobbies s.r.l
Caracas
Tel. 751 2424

2 . Russian
Aerobatic
Team

Authentic Scale

MiG-15
Byro -Je t— The first practical and 
proven ducted fan!

Belt tightener of 
fers easy adjust 
ment for opti 
mum perform 
ance and extend 
edhelt life

Jim Davis Models 
Erdington. Birmingham 23 
Tel. 021 373 3535

FRAN CE
CRE/ACTION 
59000 Lille 
Tel. (20) 51 .23 .44

Factory Price 
$136.55

plus $8 .00  shipping

The MiG-1 5 and F-1 6  both employ the new  Byro- 
Je t  propulsion sys te m . Byro -Je t's  exc lus ive  
"p u sh e r”  design provides an unm atched degree 
of thrust e ffic ie n cy . Experience the thrill of 
realistic jet flight w ithout the prohibitive e x 
penses and hassles of tem perm ental racing 
engines, high nitro fuels and com plicated fan 
system s.

Pitts Special
Wing Span - 6 8 ”  
Wing A rea : 1 4 0 0  
sq .in .
Length - 6 2 "

Factory
Price

$212.95
(plus $ 12.00 shipping)

C O M P L E T E  K IT  C O N C E P T
The deluxe caliber of Byron Originals k its and accesso ries 
exem plifies not only our concern for high quality and 
functional design , but also  our com m itm ent to provide 
m odelers the world over w ith  the m ost com plete k its 
availab le . Th is "com p le te  k it c o n ce p t" , including the finest 
state-of-the art construction m ethods and m ateria ls , is our 
w a y  of m aking sure you enjoy your hobby to the fu llest.

Precision Prop Reduction Systems

BYRO-DRIVE II For Quadras
Extra speed and thrust - at flying speeds! T h a t's  w hat 

combining the new  Byro-Drive II and the w ell known 
Quadra can do. Th is w inning combination w ill e ffective ly  

turn 2 2 "  props w ith  double the normal p itch , resulting in 
dram atic power increases during pow er m aneuvers and steep 

c lim bs. The Byro-Drive II is designed to accep t any Q uadras built 
a fte r 1 9 6 8  that utilize the 4  bolt rear mounting flange. Units are 

available either w ith  or w ithout the C .D . ignition Quadra engine. Byro- 
Drive II a lso accom m odates magneto Quadra engines.

BYRO-DRIVE For .60 Glow Engines
Double the thrust of your .6 0  size  engine w ith  the 
proven Byro-Drive from Byron Orig inals. Th is 
w idely accla im ed prop drive unit, w ith  its superior 
design , perform ance , and dependability record , has 
sa tisfied  the growing needs of quarter sca le rs 
round the world . Unit is fu lly assem bled . Be lts, 
3 ’Λ "  sp inner, 2 0  x 8 maple prop, tensiom eter and 
9 /6 4  ball driver included.

Unique engine 
mount otters p ,ecP510n 
wrde -enge ot d, |ven 
p o s it io n s  to . SU(0S Ulh, 
locating engine (rM servic.  
and e xh au st .- 
equipment be W  ^

) neath cowl Λ

Complete Byro

spinner only 2

$1 38 .9 5

, * *̂ 4™ op $243.00
—̂  $ 2 2 . 0 0  Plus $3.50 Shipping

• P  - — -■ « I  (plus $ 1 00 shipping 'Quadra Engine Included

Complete w ith specia l exhaust header A
and pipe. 3 Vi ”  sp inner, drive pulley. Æ
idler. Poly-flex v-belts. tensiom eter for Æ  Factory
determining belt tension, aluminum .^ ^ D irect Price
engine mounting bracke ts , center Æ
support tube, m achined precision Æ  J Q O  C f )  
pulleys, firew all and bulkhead mounting Æ  9 3 0 .  J U  
brackets , ball end driver and necessary  Æ  pms $2 so  shipping 
fasteners . Adds only 18 oz. to w e ig h ^ ^  
of Quadra engine. Prop. & Spinner Inc

Order Byro-Drive model 
I  number for matching engine 
iModel No for Engine 
|M FR 10 60 & 65 O S .

Max, frt. &r. valve 
61 & 65 Rossi, 

- is a t  va lve 
61 & .65 Rossi.

. ____________ front valve___________
|W FR  14 61 speed Webre.

l i t .  &  r. va lve_______
|TFR-13- X .6 0  Supertigre.

f r t . v a lv e . r. 
-gAiiaysL

,___________ fil.Kr.aft___________,
|HPFR-16- Silver Star or Gold ]

_ _ ________Cup , frt & r valve
ÍOPSR 17 OPS *

20 X 8 maple 
prop and 3 Ά 
spinner included 
with Byro Drive

Tensiometer indi 
cates exact re 
commended belt 
tension for peak 
performance and 
belt longevity

Poly Flex V 
belts proven after 
years of tool 
shop applications 
requiring up to 
2 0 .000  rpms

Byron Originals, P.O. Box 279,



Authentic Scale Modeling at Its Finest
F-16

Factory Price
$196.55

plus $ 10.00 shipping 
If an & starter extension not in
cluded)

Sold
Separately!
Factory

Price
$49.95

plus $2.00 
shipping 

I Tuned Pipe 
not included) A

Item s included in k it: -Wheels. -Hinges 
•Landing gear »Control horns »Special tools »12 
oz fuel tank »Nose wheel fairing »Necessary 
linkage »All required fasteners »Three complete 
decal sets »Balsa and plywood die-cut parts »Scale 
flying stab assembly »Shock absorbing nose wheel 
assembly »Hand-layed fiberglass fuse (epoxy) 
|»Detailod canopy and cockpit assembly »Detailed 
'and fully illustrated assembly book »Pro shaped 
control surfaces (injection molded polystryene) ·  
Three-view with detailed decal and painting in
structions »Injection molded wings with aluminum 
extruded wing spars already molded in and ready to 
plug into fuselage.

Wing Span 47"
Length 7 4 Vi”
Effective wing area 750 sq. in. 
Roady to fly weight 9% lbs. 
(less opt. tanks & rockets)

Wings easily 
removed for 
transport

The proven Byro-Jet is 
specifica lly  designed for 
today's Schnuerle .6 0 s  
and low nitro fuel. Th is 
simple yet highly e ffic ient 
fan system  is constructed 
entirely of rugged glass- 
filled nylon. Total w eight, 
less engine & pipe, only 
1 1 ounces.

Model shown with optional rockets and fuel tanks.
Included in Kit
Exac t sca le  landing 
gear, w ith  func
tional Oleo strut, 
se rves as a good 
exam p le of the 
au th e n tic  d e ta ils  
evident throughout 
the P-51 D.

Authentic 115 Sca le  P -5 1 D M ustang
Now you can recreate in accurato 1/5 scale one of the most 
famous fighter aircraft of WWII the P-5 ID  Mustang. After 
more than three years of testing and development, this classic 
lighter of 36 years past has finally been judged ready for the 
modeling world. Experience the thrill of realistic sound and 
unbelievable flight performance plus standard features never 
before offered.
All things considered, the P 5 ID  from Byron Originals 
represents the ultimate in authentic scale modeling. Call or 
write for details.

C om plete  Po w er 
Package Included in 
Kit Price!
'C o m p le te  d rive 

unit & mounting 
' 2 4 ”  nylon four- 

bladed prop 
' C .D .  ig n it io n  

Quadra engine k 
'  5 V i"  Spinner #

Wing Span - 8 5 "
Length - 7 6 "
Ready-to-fly w eight - 2 3  lbs

Factory Price 
$499.95

plus $ 9 .0 0 shipping
(retract system optional)

Exclusive Quick-start Capabilities!
Byro Je t  s exc lusive  quick-start capabilities 
m akes starting a fast, easy and sa fe  operation 
No com plicated belt-start procedures and no 
hatches to remove and reassem ble Sim ply at 
tach  starter extension to your Su llivan s ta r
ter. ..in sert into tail pipe until contact is made w ith 
the fa n ...a n d  hit the starter.

Byro-Jet Tuned Pipe 
System  Complete >r

$48.95 , '
P lu s $ 1 5 0  Sh ip p ing  -,-Jf *̂ *-.jj

$  Exclusive 
Tuned Pipe 
System!

In addition to increasing power output by 
^  15% . this unique Byro Jet Tuned Pipe

System  provides the necessary noise 
suppression plus a means to completely conceal 

muffler within fuselage Available for both rear and 
side exhaust 60 engines

IMPORTANT: You must check an engine below (B) to receive proper Byro Jet Pipe and/or Fan Unit 
Send me:

Pitts Special Kit(s) (S) $212 .95  plus $ 12.00 shipping and handling 
Pitts & P-51 Fiberglassing kit (S> $39 .00  ea. plus $2 50 shipping 
Byro Drivels) Model No (See model listing) at $98 50 ea. plus $2 50 shipping
Byro Drive II (Quadra engine included) at $243 .00  plus $3.50  shipping 
Byro Drive II (Quadra not included) at $ 138 .95 plus $2.50  shipping.
P-51D Mustang Kit(s) at $499 .95  plus $10 .00 shipping (Quadra and drive unit included)
P 51D retract system at $135 .95  plus $2.50 shipping (Gear not included)
MiG 15 Kit(s) @ $ 136.55 ea plus $8.00 Shipping & Handling (Choice of four decals see below)
F 16 Kit(s) (a) $196 .55  ea plus $ 10.00 Shipping & Handling (Three decal kits included)
F-16 Tank & Rocket option (a) $26 .95  (includes shipping and handling)
Byro-Jet Fan Unit <5> $49.95 ea plus $2 .00  Shipping & Handling 
Sullivan Starter Extension (S> $ 11 .50  ea. (includes Shipping & Handling)
Custom Byro-Jet Pipe System (S> $48 .95  ea. plus $ 1.50 Shipping & Handling 
Epoxy/fiberglass Kit <S) $22 .50 plus $ 1 .50 Shipping. (MiG-15 & F 16)

A. Check one MiG 1 5 Decal Kit:
1. Chinese 2. Russian Aero. Team 3. Russian 4 Czech Aero Team

B. Determine engine to be used and check accordingly.
Webra .61 Speed #1030 Front Valve, rear exhaust. H P. 61 Gold Cup Rear Valve. S. Exh
Webra .61 Speed # 1030 Front valve, side exhaust O.P.S. .60 & .65 Speed. R Valve. R. Exh
O.S. Max 60 & .61 FSR. Front Valve. S. Exh. O S Max 61 VF Front Valve. R Exh.
Rossi .61 & 65 ABC Rear Valve. Rear Exh. O.S Max 65 RSR Rear Valve. S. Exh
Webra .61 Speed #1024 F & R Valve. S. Exh Undrilled Mount Also Available

Name __________________________________ Phone _______________________________ !
S treet or RFD  ______________________________________ Apt.# __________________________________
City________________________State________________________Zip_____________________|
__________ I have enclosed check or money order for $___________
___________Please charge to M C#_______________________________________________ E xp _____________

VISA# _____________________________________________ Exp. 1
__________ C .O .D . ($ 1 .2 5  Additional Fee Per Order)
Iowa Residents Add 3 %  Sa les T a x . P rices Sub ject to Change W ithout Notice
Send 10 BYRON ORIGINALS. P Ο Box 279 . Ida Grove. Iowa 51445 Ph 712 364 3165

Ida Grove, Iowa 51445



W ELCO M E TO TO W ER
REPUTATION! Tower Hobbies is the largest, fastest, friendliest, and most progressive 
Radio Control Mail Order Company in the World! Tower Hobbies has been courteous
ly and honestly supplying modelers since 1971. We have over 75,000 active customers, 
and they know that Tower is a reliable company that you can depend on for excellent 
quality, low prices, and outstanding service. Tower Hobbies is NUMBER ONE because 
we know that you are the most important part of our business.

DISCOUNT PRICES! Tower Hobbies is the most competitive company in the hobby. 
Tower sells only brand new, brand name merchandise, yet your hobby supplies cost 
you less from Tower because our volume purchasing and sales allow us to offer you 
super discounts.

FAST SERVICE! We begin processing your order the minute we receive it! We double
check it, computer process it, and then ship it RIGHT AWAY! You receive exactly 
what you ordered in a carefully wrapped package that is courteously delivered by 
United Parcel Service (or Parcel Post if requested) within 1 to 5 days, depending upon 
where you live. When you deal with Tower Hobbies, you never have to worry about 
heavy traffic, stuffy crowds, or discourteous sales people!

TO LL FREE PHONES! Tower Hobbies was the first to offer Toll Free "800" phone 
service to its customers. The Toll Free lines enable you to call Tower free of charge to 
place orders, and to check availabilities and current prices.

The front office is a busy place as it 
receives, processes, codes, and checks over 
600 orders each and every day.

COMPUTER POWER! Tower was the first mail order company in the hobby to keep 
track of inventory, remember backorders, and process all orders with a computer. Our 
customers enjoy not worrying about receiving the wrong merchandise, being billed 
incorrectly, or having their backorders forgotten or misplaced. Tower Hobbies pro
cesses your order quickly and efficiently every time!

EXTENSIVE INVENTORY! Tower Hobbies has the largest and most complete 
inventory of radio control modeling supplies and accessories in the World! Tower 
stocks over 2 million dollars worth of inventory, including over two thousand radios 
and over nine thousand engines! Tower Hobbies carries about four thousand different 
items from over 150 manufacturers including: Ace, Aerotrend, A .F .I., Air-Forms, 
Airtronics, A-Justo-Jig, Ambroid, Andrews, American RC Helicopters, Associated, 
Austin Craft, B&D, Badger, Banner, Bolink, Bridi, Cass, C.B. Associates, Coverite, 
Cox, Craft-Air, D&R, Dača, D.A. Enterprises, Devcon, Dodgson, Dremel, Du-Bro, 
Dumas, Econokote, Edson, Enya, Eveready, Exhib'air, Fliteglas, Fox, Fusite, Futaba, 
Gas Model Products, Gee Bee, Goldberg, G.M.C. Models, Grish, Hallco, HB, Hobby- 
poxy, Hot Stuff, House of Balsa, Hobby Products, Jemco, Jensen, Jet Hangar Hobbies, 
K&B, Kavan, Kraft, L&L, Lanier, Latrax, Leisure, L .R . Taylor, Mark's Models, M.E.N., 
Microflame, Michigan Hobby Hangar, Mile High Models, Midwest, Milman, Miller, 
Model Dynamics, Monokote, M.R.C., Steve Muck's, Bud Nosen, Octura, Ohio Super- 
star, OPS, Orline, O.S. Max, Pactra, Panavise, Pacer, Peerless, Perry, Pica, Powr-Mite, 
Prather, Proctor, Power Pacer, Quadra, R&S, R/C Buyers Guide, RCM, Rocket City, 
Rev-Up, Robart, Rhom, Rossi, Royal, S&O, Sanwa, Schluter Helicopters, Sealector, 
Semco, Sig, Simmons, Skyglas, Slimline, Solarfilm, Soarcraft, Sonic Systems, South
western, Spickler, Su-Pr-Line, Southern RC, Sta-Brite, Stafford, Sterling, Supertigre, 
Sonic Tronics, Sullivan, Sureflite, Tarno Aero Engines, Tatone, Titebond, Top Flite, 
Tower Hobbies, Trexler, V .K ., Vortac, Webra, Williams Bros., Wing Mfg., Wilhold, 
World Engines, X-Acto, and Zinger!

WE RE THE ONLY RC COMPANY YOU'LL EVER NEED!

T O W E R  H O B B I E S
P.O. BOX 778, CHAM PAIGN . IL . 61820 PH O N E: (217) 384 1010
IL L IN O IS  T O L L  F R E E : C O N TIN EN TA L U N IT ED  S T A T E S  T O L L  F R E E : 
800 252 - 3336 800 637 7686

The phone room receives over 500 calls 
per day. Orders & information requests are 
taken over our To ll Free lines.

In the file room our over 65 ,000 active 
customers fill up 107 file cabinets. Can we 
make a new file up for you?

Our computer operators enter your order 
on the terminals qu ick ly & accurately gen
erating an errorless invoice just for you .

Tow er stocks over two m illion dollars 
worth of R C  modeling supplies at all 
times, so we'll have what you want!



4  V  800- 637-7686 800- 252-3336
T H E S E  S P E C IA L S  A R E  GOOD U N T IL  TH E  15th O F TH E M ONTH O F T H IS  IS S U E , O N LY . 

A V A IL A B IL IT Y , S P E C IF IC A T IO N S . AN D P R IC E S  A R E  S U B JE C T  TO C H A N G E W ITH O U T N O T IC E .

TOP FL IT E  
SEALING IRON

30%
OFF

This sealing iron makes finishing 
your model fast & easy. Works 
great w ith any covering. Features 
teflon-coated shoe, adjustable tem
perature, tapered edges, rounded 
sides, & pointed tip.
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY  $15.98 
$22.95 MBM313

DREM EL 
No. 381 
MOTO- 
TOOL 
K IT

41% OFF
A  heavy-duty variable speed k it 
complete w ith ball bearing con
struction & 34 accessories. Handles 
everything from rough shaping to 
intricate detail work with speed, 
ease, & accuracy.
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY  $46.98 
$79 .95  MBM153

M ILLER  No. 2017 
SPRAY SET

Set includes a precision built genu
ine piston-type air compressor. 12 
ft. air hose, 16G siphon type spray 
gun & 14G air brush both with 
open & fine spray nozzles.
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY  $53.98 
$89 .95 MBM228

QUADRA 2 CU. IN. 
ENGINE

Develops 2 horsepower! An engine 
suitable for large models w ith  its 
scale-like sound and realistic per
formance. Comes w ith  m uffler 
and mount. Runs on gasoline. 
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY  $94.98 
$139 .95  M BM 260

DEVCON 
5 MINUTE 
EPOXY IN 
ECONOMY 
9 0Z . SIZE

37% OFF

Ideal for model making, hobbies, 
general bonding. & repairs. Comes 
in twin plastic squeeze bottles for 
big jobs. Packed in heavy-duty 
plastic pouch with instructions. 
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY  $4.98
$7.95 MBM151

DREM EL 57: 
MOTO SHOP

37%
OFF

Th is versatile tool is a jigsaw, disc 
sander, buffing wheel & flexible 
shaft tool. Includes 9 saw blades, 6 
sanding discs, cloth wheel, w ire 
brush, polishing compound, flexible 
shaft & 12 piece accessory set. 
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY  $68.98 
$109.95 MBM154

GOLDBERG 39%
FALCON 56 MK II OFF

HB .61 RC PDP 
BA LL BEARING 
No.6300

28%
OFF

A  reliable, rugged, & easy-to-fly 
balsa trainer. Redesigned, it fea
tures a longer, wider nose & a 
strengthened wing w ith aileron 
hardware. 56 " span. Requires a .19- 
.40 size engine & a 3 - 4 ch. radio. 
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY  $33.48 
$54 .95 MBM392

Th is powerful, high quality ball 
bearing engine comes w ith a Perry 
carb and features Perry Directional 
Porting for increased power. 
R E T A IL  NOW O N L Y  $89.98 
$125 .50  _________  MBM191

LA TRA X CO RVETTE 
W/RADIO

Won a 1st & a 
2nd In the

RO A R  N A T S I_  f Add
8 A A  

pen 
cell 

batteries 
the radio , 

charge the car 
fo r 15 m inutes, 
& you 're  ready 

to  racel
T H I8  IS A  F A N T A S T IC  V A L U E I

Comes with a powerful 2 ch. radio 
(w/whee! stick) already installed, 6 
cell nicad battery pack, & a quick 
charger. 16" length. Runs up to 30 
mphl Electronic speed control. 
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY  $124.98 
$209.95 MBM212

GOLDBERG 35%
S K Y LA R K  56 OFF
MK II

GOLDBERG 28%
GEN TLE LADY OFF

MIDWEST
TA YLO RC R A FT

Extensively improved construction, 
strength, and flight performance! 
56”  span. Requires a .30  -.40 size 
engine and a 4  ch. radio. Th is fun- 
to-fly balsa sport plane has pattern 
capabilities. It makes a great 
low-wing trainer.
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY  $36.98
$56.95 M8M181

A  great way to break into the world 
of sailplanes! Th is simple-to-build 
k it flies slow ly enough for a novice, 
yet is clean and efficient enough for 
competition. Requires a 2-3 ch. 
radio. Has a 2 meter wing span. 
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY  $17.98 
$24 .95 MBM481

An easy-to-handle, realistic, aero
batic, RC  trainer. Th is  balsa k it 
features aluminum motor mount & 
landing gear. A B S  cow l. & instruc
tion manual. 55J4" span. Requires 
a .29 -.45 size engine & 4  ch. radio. 
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY  $41 .98  
$64 .95 MBM482

CRAFT-AIR 
FIELD  BOX

Made of 
ready to 
clean, & 
22”  long 
movable 
& drawer 
R E T A IL  
$34.95

hi-density polyethelene, 
use. lightweight, easy to 
practically indestructible. 
Not a k it . Features a re

accessory well on the top 
in the side.

NOW O N LY  $19.98 
MBM148

COX TRADEWINDS 
SAILBOAT \
READY-TO- 
FLOAT

LO W E8T  
P R IC E

53% EVER!
OFF

IT
Th is new ready - built RC  sailboat 
has a 60 " height, and a 35 .9 " 
length. Requires a 2 channel radio. 
Easily sailed using one servo for 
rudder control.
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY  $ 79.98

MBM427

K&B .21 RC 37%
SCHNEURLE OFF
W/MUFFLER (No. 8380)

DUMAS BIG 
SWAMP BUGGY

Features A B C  cylinder and piston, 
ball bearings, and Perry Carb. Rug
ged, powerful, and dependable. No 
break-in period required.
R E T A IL  NOW O N L Y  $49.98 
$80 .00  MBM406

Th is rugged & stable airboat runs 
on water, d ry  grass, or snow. Re
quires a .40  -.60 size engine & a 2 
ch. radio. 3 1 "  length. Mahogany & 
birch plywood construction. 
R E T A IL  NOW O N LY  $25.98 
$42 .00  MBM162

N
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CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS 61820
T H E S E  S P E C IA L S  A R E  GOOD U N T IL  TH E  15th O F TH E M ONTH O F T H IS  IS S U E . O N L Y . 

A V A IL A B IL IT Y , S P E C IF IC A T IO N S . AN D P R IC E S  A R E  S U B JE C T  TO  C H A N G E W ITH O U T N O T IC E .

HOW TO ORDER HOW TO ORDER HOW TO ORDER

BY MAIL ORDER
Write down all of the items that you want along with their special stock 
numbers and prices, on the Tow er order form. Total them up (Illino is 
residents add 5% sales tax) and add $2 .50  for postage, handling, and full 
insurance, to obtain the grand total. Obtain a money order, certified check, 
bank check, or w rite a personal check for the grand total amount (personal 
checks may be delayed to allow for clearance). Foreign orders add $10.00 
(excess w ill be refunded with order). Date of postmark determines special 
period e lig ib ility . Send your order along w ith full payment to : TO W ER 
H O B B IE S . P.O . BO X  778 , C H A M PA IG N . IL L IN O IS  61820.

HOW TO ORDER HOW TO ORDER 

BY TO LL FR EE  PHONES
When you place your order over the phone, we w ill ship it to you C .O .D ., 
and you pay for it when it's delivered to your door. Add $2 .50 for postage, 
handling, and full insurance, and $2 .50  for the C .O .D . charge (Illino is resi
dents add 5% sales ta x ). When you phone in your order, please have the 
stock numbers written down ready to give to the order taker.
Continental United States: Illinois Residents O n ly :
800 - 637 - 7686 800 - 252 - 3336
The "8 0 0 "  W A TS lines are open weekdays from 9 A .M . to 9 P.M . Monday 
through Thursday, 9 A .M . to 5 P.M. Fridays and 10 A  M. to 5 P.M . on 
Saturdays (C .S .T .) . Closed Friday evenings and Sunday.

S T O C K
N U M B E R

MBM101 
M BM 417 
M BM 105 
M BM 106 
M BM 107 
M BM 411 
MBM1 13 
M BM 412 
M BM 114 
M BM 115 
M BM 460 
M BM 427 
M BM 485 
M BM 123 
M BM 125 
M BM 126 
Μ B M 127 
M BM 454 
M BM 132 
M BM 137 
M BM 138 
M BM 418 
M BM 139 
M BM 461 
M BM 5 2 1  
M BM 462 
M BM 134 
M BM 387 
M BM 486 
M BM 143 
M BM 146 
M BM 142 
M BM 423 
M BM 409 
M BM 141 
M BM 148 
M BM 149 
M BM 151 
M BM 487 
M BM 153 
M BM 154 
M BM 155 
M BM 416 
M BM 158 
M BM 163 
M 8M 162 
M 8M 166 
M BM 165 
M BM 448 
M BM 167

M BM 488 
M BM 402 
M B M I68 
M BM 169 
M BM 170 
M BM 388 
M BM 171 
M BM 489 
M BM 478 
M BM 490 
M BM 457 
M BM 17

D E S C R IP T IO N

A ce High G l id e r .............................................
A ir  Cap ital R T F  F B  1 0 0 ...........................
A irtro n ics  A q u i la ..........................................
A irtro n ics  O ly m p ic  I I ..................................
A-Justo-Jig W ing & Fu se  J i g ...................
A ssociated R C  3 0 0  C ar K i t ...................
Associated 6 Ce ll C ar K it  No. 3 0 1 2 . . 
A ssociated  6 Ce ll - A sm b . No. 3 0 2 4  .
Badger 2 0 0  1 A ir  Brush K i t ...................
Badger 200-3  D e luxe  K i t ...........................
Bolink 1092 6 Ce ll P erfo rm ance C ar . 
C o x  R T F  T rad ew in d s Sa ilb o at . . . .
B o link  Perfo rm ance C ar w / 2 F ...............
B rid i R C M  T ra in er 4 0 ..............................
B rid i D irty  B ird y  4 0  w o o d ...................
B rid i R CM  Tra in er 6 0 ..............................
B rid i Su per K ao s 6 0 ..................................
Su per C o verite  4 7 " x 1 5 ' - w h ite . . . .
Coverite  Balsarite 8 o z ...........................
C o x  R T F  C ub  w /En g in e  & R ad io  . . .
C o x  R T F  Cessna C e n t u r io n ...................
C o x  R T F  P iper A r r o w ..............................
C o x  R T F  Sp o rtav ia  T r a in e r ...................
C o x  E le ctr ic  S p o r ta v ia ..............................
C o x  R T F  Eagle Sa ilp lan e  w /R a d io  . .
C o x  R C  Bee .0 4 9  w /M u ff le r ...................
C o x  Tee  Dee .0 4 9  E n g i n e .......................
C o x  Tee Dee .051 E n g i n e .......................
C ra ft-A ir  G o ld en  Eag le  Sa ilp lane-N EW !
C ra ft-A ir  S D 1 0 0  S a ilp la n e .......................
C ra ft-A ir  B u tte rfly  I I ..................................
C raft-A ir D rifte r I ) ......................................
C raft-A ir P iece O 'C a k e ..............................
C ra ft-A ir  U p start (3 /1 6  i n c h ) ...............
C raft-A ir H .D . H i-S ta r t ..............................
C ra ft-A ir  F ie ld  B o x ......................................
D A E  Series IV  Pow er P a n e l ...................
Devcon 5 M in. E p o x y  - 9 o z ...................
Devcon 3 0  M inute E p o x y  - 9  oz. . . .
Drem el 381 M oto T o o l K i t ...................
Drem el 572  D e luxe  M oto Sh o p  . . . .
Drem el 5 8 0  T ab le  S a w ..............................
Drem el No. 7 3 0  D isc-B e lt Sand er . . .
D ubro  K w ik  F ill Fu e l P u m p ...................
D um as A tla s  V a n  L in e s  U - 1 ...................
D um as Big Sw am p B u g g y .......................
Dum as H ot S h o t 2 1 "  - g la s s ...................
D um as H ot S h o t 2 4 "  Tu n ne l Hull . .
D um as A m erican  E n te rp r is e ...................
Edson  A d justab le  M otor M o u nt. . . .
E n y a  E n g in e s .................................................
F lite c ra ft  R T F  Card inal S p o r t ...............
D um as 12 v P ittm an B oat M otor . . .
Fo x  .1 5  R C  S c h n e u r le ..............................
Fo x  .19  R C  E n g in e ......................................
Fo x  .2 5  R C  E n g in e ......................................
Fo x  .3 5  U / C .....................................................
Fo x  .3 6  R C .....................................................
Fo x  4 0  R C  S ch n e u rle  w /M K -X  C a rb . 
Fo x  .40  B B  R C  S ch n i. w /M K  X C arb . 
Fo x  .45 R C  S ch n e u rle  w /M K -X  C arb . 
Fo x  .6 0  R C  Eag le w /M K -X  C arb  . . . 
Fo x  1.2 C u b ic  In ch  T w i n .......................

NOW S T O C K
R E T A IL O N L Y N U M B E R

$ 2 1 .5 0 $ 1 3 .9 8 M BM 524
149 .95 .3 9 .9 8 M BM  501

7 9 .9 5 5 5 .98 M BM 481
5 4 .9 5 3 8 .48 M B M 3 9 2
5 9 .9 5 3 9 .9 8 M BM  181

190 .00 119 .98 M B M 5 2 2
1 0 2 .0 0 6 9 .9 8 M BM  183
119 .50 7 9 .98 M B M 4 0 3

3 5 .0 0 2 4 .4 8 M BM  184
4 5 .0 0 2 9 .9 8 M B M 4 7 6

1 3 0 .0 0 8 4 .4 8 M BM  186
169 .95 7 9 .9 8 M BM  187
2 6 0 .0 0 189 .98 M BM  190

5 8 .9 5 3 9 .9 8 M BM  189
6 4 .7 5 4 5 .2 8 M BM  191
6 7 .9 5 4 7 .5 8 M B M 4 3 0
7 4 .9 5 5 2 .4 8 M BM  465
3 8 .8 4 2 7 .9 8 M BM  192

3 .5 0 2 .5 8 M BM  193
1 2 1 .9 5 7 4 .9 8 M BM  502

7 9 .9 5 4 8 .9 8 M BM  503
7 8 .9 5 5 4 .9 8 M BM 477
9 9 .9 5 6 9 .98 M BM  198

149 .95 104 .98 M BM  405
9 9 .9 5 6 9 .9 8 M BM  424
2 1 .9 5 14 .98 M BM  206
2 7 .9 5 14.98 M BM  205
2 7 .9 5 16.98 M BM  406
9 9 .9 5 6 4 .9 8 M BM  201
6 9 .9 5 3 5 .98 M BM  438
5 6 .9 5 3 2 .48 M BM  207
2 2 .9 5 13 .98 M BM  199
2 4 .9 5 17 .48 M BM  202
19 .95 13 .98 M BM  203
5 6 .9 5 3 2 .9 8 M BM  204
3 4 .9 5 19 .98 M B M 4 1 9
3 8 .9 5 2 4 .9 8 M B M 4 2 0

7 .95 4 .9 8 M BM  209
7 .95 5 .48 M B M 2 1 0

7 9 .9 5 4 6 .9 8 M BM 407
109 .95 6 8 .9 8 M B M 4 5 3
109 .95 6 8 .9 8 M B M 2 1 2
9 9 .9 5 5 9 .9 8 M B M 2 1 3
10 .98 6 .9 8 M BM 432
6 0 .0 0 3 8 .9 8 M BM  214
4 2 .0 0 2 5 .9 8 M BM 217
8 0 .0 0 5 1 .9 8 M 8 M 4 8 2
3 7 .0 0 2 3 .9 8 M BM  221
8 5 .0 0 5 4 .9 8 M BM  222

6 .9 5 5 .9 8 M BM  223
Call F o r Lo w  Prices M BM  224
129 .95 8 9 .9 8 M BM  226

2 7 .5 0 18 .98 M BM  504
3 9 .9 5 2 3 .9 8 M BM  228
4 1 .9 5 2 4 .9 8 M BM  505
4 1 .9 5 2 4 .9 8 M BM  506
3 1 .9 5 19 .98 M B M 4 1 0
4 4 .9 5 2 6 .9 8
6 4 .9 5 3 8 .98
7 9 .9 5 4 7 .9 8 M BM  507
6 4 .9 5 3 8 .9 8 M BM  230
7 9 .9 5 4 9 .9 8 M BM  231

2 5 0 .0 0 1 74 .98 M BM  229

D E S C R IP T IO N

Fo x  45  BB  R C  S ch n i. w /M K -X  C arb . 
Fu ji .4 0  R C  BB  S ch n eu rle  w /M uffler . 
Goldberg G en tle  L a d y  Sa ilp lan e . . . .
G o ldberg  Fa lco n  56  M K I I .......................
G o ldberg  S k y la rk  5 6  M K I I ...................
C o x  R T F  E le ctr ic  H aw k w /R a d io . . .
G o ldberg  S en io r F a l c o n ...........................
G o ldberg  P6 E C u rtiss  H aw k B ipe . . .
G o ldberg  H a n d i-T o te ...................................
G o ldberg  Su per Je t -V i o z .......................
HB .15  R C  BB  w / M u f f le r .......................
HB .25  R C  B B  w / M u f f le r .......................
H B .4 0  R C  B B  P O P ......................................
HB .50  R C  B B .................................................
H B .61 R C  BB  P D P ......................................
H i-F lig h t M irag e..............................................
H ig ley's S m o k e  S y s te m ..............................
H o b b yp o x y  Fo rm u la  2 E p o x y  - 8  o z .
H ot S tu ff  A d hesive - Vi o z .......................
H ot S tu ff  A d hesive - 2 o z .......................
H ouse of Balsa 4 0  P itts S - 2 ...................
Je m co  Fu n  Sca le  M u s ta n g .......................
Jensen  Das U gly S t i c k ..............................
Je t Hangar .4 0  D u cted  F a n ...................
K & B  .19 R C .....................................................
K & B  .21 Inboard  M arine w /M uffler .
K & B  .21 R C  O u tb o a rd ..............................
K & B  .21 R C  S ch n eu rle  w /M uffler . .
K & B  .4 0  R C  P re ssu riz e d ...........................
K & B  .40  R C  R E  S ch n eu rle  w /M u ff . .
K & B  .4 0  R C  S p o rt  M a r in e .......................
K & B  .45 S ch n eu rle  M arine 9 0 8 0  . . . 
K & B  .45  R C  S ch n i. w /Pum p 9 1 0 0  . .
K & B  .61 R C  w /M u ffle r...............................
K & B  .61 R C  w /M uffler & Pum p . . .
K ra ft  R T F  E le c tr ic  C a r d in a l...................
K ra ft  E le ctr ic  M o t o r c y c le .......................
Lan ie r T r a n s it .................................................
Lan ie r C a p r ic e .................................................
Lan ie r C o m e t I I ..............................................
Lan ie r Je s te r .....................................................
La trax  Co rvette  w /R a d io ...........................
Le isu re  1/8 D une B u g g y ...........................
M ark's B ird  of T im e  G l i d e r ...................
M ark's M odels W anderer 7 2 " ................
M EN  T ra in er .15  - .2 5 ..................................
M idw est T a y lo rc ra ft  - N E W I...................
M idw est L it t le  S t i k ......................................
M idw est Card inal A R F ...............................
M idw est S u per C h ip m u n k .......................
M idw est S w eet S t ik ......................................
M idw est A t ta c k e r ..........................................
M idw est R K -2 0 B  D u cted  F a n ...............
M iller No. 2 0 1 7  Sp ray  S e t .......................
M iller No. 2 1 3 4  Sp ray  S e t .......................
M odel P ro ducts H e a d lo c k .......................
M onogram  R C  E le c tr ic  Leo p ard  T an k  
M onoko te Reg. and T rans. C o lo rs . . .
M onoko te M etallic  C o lo r s .......................
M R C  R C  Rough R id er - N EW ! . . . . 
M R C  R T F  Cessna w /E n y a  .3 5  R C  . . 
M R C  R T F  C h ero kee  w /E n y a  .4 0  R C  . 
M R C  R T F  H aw k T ra in e r w /E n y a  .15.

R E T A I L
NOW

O N L Y

$ 7 9 .9 5 $ 4 7 .9 8
7 9 .9 5 5 2 .9 8
2 4 .9 5 1 7 .98
5 4 .9 5 3 3 .4 8
5 6 .9 8 3 6 .9 8

1 3 9 .9 5 9 4 .9 8
7 4 .9 5 4 6 .8 8
5 2 .9 5 3 3 .5 8
19 .95 13 .98

4 .5 0 2 .9 8
4 5 .5 0 3 2 .7 8
5 9 .0 0 4 2 .4 8
8 9 .0 0 6 3 .9 8
8 0 .5 0 5 7 .9 8

125 .50 8 9 .9 8
6 9 .9 5 4 4 .9 8
19 .95 14 .98

4 .7 5 3 .2 8
3 .9 5 2 .7 8

1 2 .00 7 .3 8
109 .95 6 9 .9 8
4 4 .9 5 3 3 .6 8
6 9 .5 0 5 3 .5 8
6 9 .9 5 5 6 .9 8
6 0 .0 0 3 5 .9 8
8 1 .0 0 4 9 .9 8

110 .00 6 5 .9 8
8 0 .0 0 4 9 .9 8

1 0 5 .0 0 5 9 .9 8
110 .00 6 9 .9 8

8 2 .5 0 4 9 .9 8
1 2 5 .0 0 7 4 .9 8
1 6 0 .0 0 9 5 .9 8

9 6 .5 0 5 9 .9 8
125 .00 7 6 .9 8

9 9 .9 5 5 9 .9 8
7 9 .9 5 5 9 .9 8
4 9 .9 5 3 1 .9 8
7 5 .9 5 4 6 .9 8
6 5 .9 5 4 1 .9 8
7 5 .9 5 4 6 .9 8

2 0 9 .9 5 1 24 .98
1 99 .95 1 5 9 .9 8
5 9 .9 5 3 8 .9 8
2 4 .9 5 15 .98
3 7 .9 5 2 7 .6 8
6 4 .9 5 4 1 .9 8
3 5 .9 5 2 3 .3 8
3 8 .9 5 2 4 .9 8
3 9 .9 5 2 5 .9 8
4 6 .9 5 2 8 .9 8
4 7 .9 5 2 9 .9 8
5 4 .9 5 3 9 .9 8
8 9 .9 5 5 3 .9 8

103 .95 6 1 .9 8
2 .9 5 2 .3 8

4 9 .9 5 2 4 .9 8
9 .9 0 5 .9 8

1 1 .70 6 .9 8
117 .95 8 4 .9 8
4 4 9 .9 5 2 7 7 .4 8
4 9 9 .9 5 3 1 4 .9 8

9 9 .9 5 7 4 .9 8



PHONE
(217) 384-1010

ILLINOIS TOLL FREE: 800-252-3336 
CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES TOLL FREE: 800-637-7686

T H E S E  S P E C IA L S  A R E  GOOD U N T IL  T H E  15th O F T H E  M ONTH O F T H IS  IS S U E , O N L Y . 
A V A IL A B IL IT Y , S P E C IF IC A T IO N S . AN D P R IC E S  A R E  S U B JE C T  TO  C H A N G E W ITH O U T N O T IC E .

s t o c k NOW
N U M B E R D E S C R IP T IO N R E T A IL O N L Y

M BM 237 M R C  1/12 Scale Leopard Tank  . . . . $ 1 9 9 .9 8 $ 1 3 9 .9 8
M BM 442 M R C  Lam borghini Countach LP 5 0 0 S 7 7 .98 4 5 .9 8
M BM 443 M R C  M artini Porsche 936  Tu rb o  . . . 6 8 .9 8 3 9 .9 8
M BM 508 Bud Nosen J 3 Cub 9 ‘ 1 19 .95 7 9 .9 8
M BM 468 Bud Nosen C itab ria  9 ' .................................. 9 9 .9 5 7 1 .98
M BM 421 Bud Nosen P-51 8 . 5 ' .................................. 1 69 .95 119 .98
M BM 444 Bud Nosen Big S tick  8 .5 ’ .......................... 129 .95 8 4 .4 8
M BM 238 Ohio Superstar Softg las - Q t ..................... 10 .95 8 .7 8
M BM 240 O PS .65  R C  Marine w /Tuned  Pipe . . 2 4 6 .0 0 1 79 .98
M BM 510 O rline  V ic to ry  S tick  - N E W !..................... 4 9 .5 0 3 5 .9 8
MBM 523 Precision A B S  E l D iablo  NEW ! . . . 9 9 .9 5 74 98
M BM 446 O .S . Max 4 0  R C  w / M u f f le r ...................... 8 4 .9 5 5 9 .4 8
MBM 469 O .S . Max .45  F S R  R C  w /M u ffle r . . . 110 .95 7 9 .98
MBM 519 O .S . M ax .2 5  R C  w / M u f f le r ...................... 4 9 .9 5 34 98
MBM 470 Peerless 1/12 E le c tr ic  P o rsch e ................. 1 10 .00 4 9 .9 8
MBM 511 Pica G lu it  A lip h a tic  G lue · 12 oz . . . 3 .19 2 .5 8
MBM 255 Pica W a c o ................................................................ 9 9 .9 5 6 6 .9 8
MBM 251 Pica Cessna 1 8 2 ................................................... 1 0 9 .9 5 6 6 .9 8
Μ BM 253 Pica T - 2 8 B ................................................................ 9 9 .9 5 5 9 .9 8
MBM 256 Pica D uelist 2/40 9 9 .9 5 6 4 .9 8
MBM 260 Q uadra 2 Cu . In . A irc ra ft  Engine . . . 139 .95 9 4 .98
MBM 262 R o b art Incidence M e t e r .............................. 19 .95 13 .98
MBM 471 R obert Super Pum per M K I V .................. 2 4 .9 5 17 .98
MBM 265 Rhom  2 Gear - m a in s ....................................... 8 7 .0 0 5 6 .5 8
MBM 266 Rhom  3 G ear - f ire w a ll.................................. 125 .00 7 9 .98
MBM 267 Rhom  3 Gear f la t m o u n t .......................... 1 25 .00 7 9 .98
MBM 268 R o ya l Photocell T a c h o m e te r ................. 3 9 .9 5 3 3 .9 8
MBM 513 R o ya l B-17 F ly in g  F o r t r e s s ...................... 1 69 .95 1 35 .98
MBM 272 S& O  B atte ry  T e s te r ........................................... 2 9 .9 5 19 .98
Μ BM 5 14 Sem co  2 0 2 F S  M uffle r ( .2 0  .40 ) . . 13 .95 9 .9 8
MBM 515 Sig  Cessna S k yh aw k  172 N EW ! . . . 8 9 .9 5 6 6 .9 8
M BM 415 Sig  B eechcraft B o n a n z a .............................. 7 7 .5 0 5 4 .98
MBM 275 Sig  P iper J-3 C u b ............................................... 4 9 .9 5 3 5 .98
MBM 516 Sig  Kadet J u n i o r ............................................... 3 4 .9 5 2 5 .9 8
MBM 276 Sig Kadet T r a in e r ............................................... 4 3 .9 5 3 1 .6 8
MBM 279 Sig K a v a l i e r ............................................................ 4 9 .9 5 3 5 .9 8
MBM 277 Sig Kougar M K I I ............................................... 5 2 .5 0 3 7 .78
MBM 278 Sig  Sm ith  M inip lane .................................. 5 9 .9 5 4 2 .9 8
MBM 285 S lim lin e  S td . M uffle r for K& B  .35-.40 9 .9 5 4 .9 8
MBM 517 Son ic G R -3 A  R etract S y s te m .................. 5 9 .9 5 4 1 .9 8
MBM 304 So n ictro n ics  N o .1250 12v. Fuel Pump 16 .95 12 .68
MBM 431 S p ick le r Q u ick ie  500  ................. 4 3 .9 5 3 2 .9 8
MBM 295 S terling  F le d g lin g ............................................... 4 8 .9 5 2 9 .98
MBM 296 Sterling  ’/aA C o rs a ir ........................................... 3 5 .9 5 2 2 .9 8
MBM 305 Su llivan  E le c tr ic  S t a r t e r .............................. 3 8 .9 5 2 4 .98
MBM 306 Su llivan  D e luxe S ta r te r ................................... 4 1 .9 5 2 7 .2 8
MBM 472 Su llivan  24 v. E le c tr ic  S t a r t e r ................. 4 9 .9 5 33 .48
MBM 452 Supertigre X -1 1 RC  S ch n i. w /M u ffle r 4 5 .9 5 3 1 .98
MBM 307 S u re flite  S ky lan e  182 ....................................... 4 4 .9 5 28 .98
MBM 308 S u re flite  A ll Foam  J-3 C u b ...................... 4 4 .9 5 2 8 .98
MBM 310 S u re flite  S p itf ire  f o a m .............................. 4 4 .9 5 2 8 .98
MBM 259 L .R .T a y lo r  Pow er Pacer 9 .6  v .................. 5 9 .9 5 4 6 .9 8
MBM 3 9 0 L .R .T a y lo r  M ulti C h a rg e r .......................... 2 4 .9 5 19 .98
MBM 408 L .R .T a y lo r  Super Pow er Panel . . . . 8 9 .9 5 6 9 .9 8
MBM 425 To p  F lite  Contender 4 0 .............................. 5 4 .9 5 3 5 .9 8
MBM 316 T o p  F lite  Contender 6 0 .............................. 6 2 .9 5 3 9 .9 8
MBM 320 T o p  F lite  F4 U -1 A  C o r s a ir .......................... 9 9 .9 5 5 9 .9 8
MBM 473 T o p  F lite  F 8 F  B e a rc a t .................................. 9 9 .9 5 5 9 9 8
MBM 315 To p  F lite  Freshm an T r a in e r ..................... 5 2 .9 5 3 4 .3 8
MBM 314 To p  F lite  Heat G u n ........................................... 3 2 .9 5 2 1 .98
MBM 313 To p  F lite  Sealing  I r o n .................................. 2 2 .9 5 15 .98
MBM 413 To p  F lite  T rim  Seal T o o l.............................. 15 .95 11 .98
MBM 311 T o p  F lite  10x6  (6 ) Super Maple. . . . 9 .0 0 6 .2 8
MBM 321 T o w e r R C  Long Plugs · 6 plugs . . . . 8 .9 4 5 .4 8
MBM 322 T o w e r 12 v. S ta rte r B atte ry  - w e t . . . 2 5 .9 5 12 .98
MBM 323 To w e r 12 v. B a tte ry  Charger...................... 13 .95 6 .9 8
MBM 439 Webra .61 R C  Schneurle  (speed) . . . 2 2 9 .8 0 1 09 .98
MBM 44 0 W ebra .91 R C  S c h n e u r le ............................... 2 6 8 .3 5 1 49 .98
MBM 333 X -A cto  No. 50 8 3  D lx . K n ife  Chest . . 9 .2 9 6 .9 8
MBM 334 X -A cto  No. 5087 K n ife  & Too l Chest 3 4 .9 5 2 2 .9 8
MBM 337 Z inger Props 10x6  - 6 each .......................... 8 .4 0 5 .8 8
MBM 338 Zinger Props 1 1 x 7 - 6  each .......................... 9 .6 0 6 .6 8

Remember, these are only a few of the several thousand different 
items that Tower Hobbies stocks. If you need an item that does 
not appear in this issue, give us a call to see if we have it. The 
chances are good that we do. By all means compare our prices 
before you buy elsewhere; you'll be dollars ahead.

MODEL
NOW

ONLY
STOCK

NUMBER

TOWER HOBBIES ▼ TO W ER  HOBBIES TOWER HOBBIES
6 Channel w/2 KPS-14II Servos . $169.95 MBM397
6 Channel w/3 KPS-14II Servos . 194.95 MBM398
6 Channel w/4 KPS-1411 Servos . 219.95 MBM339
6 Channel w/4 KPS-1511 Servos . 229.95 MBM340
Tower KPS-14II Servo................... 25.00 MBM399
Tower KPS-15II Servo...................
T H IS  S A L E  IS N O T  R E T R O A C T I V E

30.00 MBM480

KR A FT  K R A FT  KRA FT KR A FT K R A FT KR A FT
KP-2AW (Wheel) w/14IIA's. . . $149.95 $101.98 MBM 344
KP-2AW (Wheel) w/15IIA's. . . 155.95 105.98 MBM345
KP-2A (2 Stick) w/14IIA's . . . 149.95 101.98 MBM 346
KP-2A (2 Stick) w/15IIA's . . . 155.95 105.98 MBM 347
KP-2AS (1 Stick) w/14IIA's . . 149.95 101.98 MBM 348
KP-3AS w/KPS-14IIA 's............. 164.95 109.98 MBM433
KP-4A w/KPS-14IIA 's................ 329.95 209.98 MBM350
KP-4A w/KPS-15IIA 's................ 341.95 218.98 MBM351
KP-6A w/KPS-14IIA 's................ 359.95 229.98 MBM352
KP-6A w/KPS-1511 A 's ................ 371.95 237.98 MBM353
KP-5C w/14ll's or 15 ll's............ 414.95 299.98 MBM354
KP-5CS w/14ll's or 15 ll's_____ 424.95 305.98 MBM 355
KP-7C w/14ll's or 15ll's............. 549.95 389.98 MBM356
KP-7CS w/14ll's or 15 ll's_____ 559.95 399.98 MBM357
KPS-14II Servo............................... 44.95 32.98 MBM358
KPS-1511 Servo............................... 44.95 32.98 MBM359
KPS-18 Servo (Super Mini) . . . 59.95 47.98 MBM360
KPS-14IIA Servo............................ 39.95 27.98 MBM361
KPS-15IIA Servo............................ 42.95 29.98 MBM362

FUTABA FUTABA FUTABA FUTABA FUTABA
FP-2GS............................................... 109.95 74.98 MBM363
FP-2F w/S-7's.................................. 149.95 98.98 MBM364
FP-2F w/S-23's............................... 134.95 89.98 MBM365
FP-2E w/S-7's.................................. 149.95 98.98 MBM366
FP-3S w/S-23's............................... 144.95 94.98 MBM368
FP-3S w/S-20's............................... 169.95 109.98 MBM369
FP-3FN w/S-23's............................ 219.95 139.98 MBM383
FP-4FN w/S-23's............................ 289.95 179.98 MBM370
FP-4FN w/S-16's............................ 319.95 199.98 MBM371
FP-5FN w/S-23's............................ 319.95 204.98 MBM372
FP-5FN w/S-16's............................ 359.95 222.98 MBM373
FP-6FN w/S-23's............................ 339.95 209.98 MBM374
FP-6FN w/S-16's............................ 369.95 229.98 MBM375
S-7 Servo........................................... 39.95 29.98 MBM379
S-16 Servo........................................ 39.95 29.98 MBM378
S-23 Servo........................................ 29.95 22.48 MBM483

MRC MRC MRC MRC MRC MRC MRC MRC
No. 2000 2 Ch. w/MR-12's . . . 99.98 69.98 MBM474
No. 4000 4 Ch. w/MR-12's . . . 249.95 169.98 MBM475

SANWA SANWA SANWA SANWA SANWA
No.8120 2 Channel...................... 99.95 69.98 MBM520



FLY ELSTRfC
• VL-101 Electric propulsion system 

shown—using Hytork 48 motor and 
planetary gear box, SJ-3 switch & 
charging jack, and B-33L fast charge 
ni-cad flight battery—totabweight 
2>/2 oz.—will power models 25 to 
50” wingspan weighing up to 10 oz.

• Send 50c for latest catalog showing 
full line equipment & accessories.

• Hobby dealers send for information.

vnTAii E C ru n

i / λ  c r A i  p  [P 0 C P C E 0 8  ( S Q I t B  1/4 o C A L t  .. SUPER c r u is e r ”
9 f t . w in g  s p a n
« LARGE PLAN SMTS.- PLANS t  20.00
OUAOWA 0» GLO EMGINES tDO |  200POSTAGE

CATALOG-OVER SO PLANS SO 4 DEALERS WP1TE
SID MORGAN

13157 Ormond, Belleville,Mich.48111 usa

Ml·
V L PRODUCTS

Division ol Vista Labs 

7023-D Canoga Avenue 
Canoga Park. California 91303

If you think you can identify the 
critter, send in your guess to the RCMB 
office. First correct answer wins the free 
subscription.

Now, let’s go flying! ·

F/F Scale . . . .  Continued from page 63
were cut as shown in Fig. 3. The lower 
portion of each rib was pinned down, 
followed by the spars, then the upper rib 
halves. Pretty easy, actually. Some of you 
may wonder if I indeed saved any 
weight, considering that the stock model 
uses only four 1/16 square spars, where
as the spliced rib method required wider 
tapered spars. I think so.

One last parting shot on wings. When-

I take Pattern Birds straight up!

Hi — I’m the
FOX 20cc OPPOSED TWIN

ever I build from a kit with printed 
wood, I try to cut out each part a hair 
above the line, then sand the part to the 
line. The Seagull was done no different
ly. However, when I painted the wings 
chrome yellow, the black ink edge of the 
ribs was very noticeable. The next time, I 
will sand the ink line until it no longer 
shows. No big deal, but something to 
think about. Enough about wings for a 
while!

I have an addendum to the covering 
technique I mentioned sometime back. 
This involved the use of drafting tape to 
help trim tissue after it has been applied. 
I won’t go into detail for those who 
might have missed it, since I feel I have 
improved upon that particular method. 
This system is particularly for covering a 
multi-stringered fuselage typical of 
WW-II types, where the covering can 
only be done between a pair of stringers 
at a time, due to the compound curves 
of the fuselage. In the past, I have 
preferred to apply the tissue wet for a 
smooth, taut finish. However, I have 
been having trouble with the tissue 
overshrinking, causing the stringers to 
sag between bulkheads. Needless to say, 
this is most aggravating. The following is 
what I ’m doing now, and I ’m most 
satisfied with the outcome.

Each section of tissue is applied dry, 
using thinned-out white glue. I follow 
this with a light mist of water. When the 
water dries, I coat that section with 
thinned nitrate dope (50-50 dope and 
thinner). When the dope dries, the 
edges are trimmed. (On the first section 
covered there are two edges which can 
be easily trimmed.)

Next, take some 1/4-inch drafting 
tape and lay it over the tissue already 
applied so that one edge overlaps the 
stringer where the next strip of tissue 
will be attached by 1/32 inch (just half of 
the stringer). Clue is brushed onto the 
taped edge as well as the next stringer, 
followed by the strip of tissue. That strip 
is water shrunk and coated with nitrate 
dope as before. When this dries, take a 
very sharp razor (I use a double-edged 
razor blade broken in half, with a point) 
and cut right on the tape edge. Pick one 
end of the tape and pull it back on itself. 
The excess tissue will peel off clean, 
leaving a sharp edge every time. A 
couple of careful swipes with some fine 
sandpaper will help feather the edge 
before adding any more clear dope. The 
Seagull was done in this manner, and I 
found it to be the easiest way yet tocover 
these types of fuselages. One last com
ment: start on the bottom and work 
toward the top. Each overlap will be 
facing downward, making the covering 
look even better.

For the Big Scale Birds too, and Seaplanes and Dream Ships!

2.74 lbs. with engine mount Included. Move firewall aft. 6-3/16" 
firewall to prop face plate. Four holes in a rugged firewall mount 
it (drilled in a square, 2-1/8" on centers). Features the new MK X-C 
carburetors, connecting linkage. Stacks and mufflers are available.

$ 2 5 0 .0 0
(Fox Mufflers/Stacks available)

FOX M FG. CO.
Hot Line: (501)646-1656

5305 Towson A v · . ,  Fort Sm ith, A rk a n ta i 72901 U .S .A .

D O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O

* ·  »
George James has come up with a neat 

idea using Jet, Hot Stuff, etc. When you 
drill a piece of balsa, it usually happens 
that as the drill comes through the other 
side, it splinters. To avoid this, Jet the 
backside of the sheet or block before 
drilling, and this will no longer happen. 
Clever, eh?
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WE, THE PEOPLE OF THE / UNITED 
STATES, IN ORDER TO Í FORM 

AMORE PERFECT
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

ADHESIVE 
DIVISION \  

PACER TECHNOLOGY & RESEARCH 
1600 Dell Avenue 

Campbell, California 95008

(408) 379-9701

REVOLUTIONARY SUPER GLUE
SUPER STRONG . . . SUPER FAST. . .

SUPER CLEAN AND EASY TO USE!
The precision adhesive for

Modelers 
RC Aircraft 
RC Boats

RC Automobiles
Miniatures
Hobbies

Get revolu tionary  SUPER ZA P  at your hobby dealer's.

I’ve had a chance to see the latest 
Flyline product, the Farman Moustique. 
In the typical Flyline tradition, this kit is 
of the highest quality in every respect 
and should provide many hours of 
building and flying fun. Included is 
much documentation provided by an 
article written by Bill Hannan. It is 
designed primarily for R/C but could 
easily be made into a great F/F scale 
model. I hope to be able to get started 
on this one by summer.

I feel that I need to make an explana
tion regarding the reason I mention 
Flyline models and their products so 
frequently. First off, I am primarily a 
scratch builder and seldom build from a 
kit. Flyline sends me one of each of their 
kits for review. When I build one of 
these, I will tell them if everything has 
gone off without a hitch. If it doesn’t, I 
tell them where I had found some errors 
and they make changes to correct them. 
Every kit that I have already constructed 
has flown, many of them as F/F models. 
Flyline has an excellent product, as most 
of you already know. No other manufac
turer sends me its F/F scale models for 
review, and certainly, I will not spend 
the money and time to give them a 
review for nothing . . . time is too 
valuable!

* * *
Late in March I had the pleasure of 

meeting another modeler friend from 
England. Cedric dela Nougerede and I 
have been writing to each other for

quite some time. He had a chance to 
come to this country on business, so we 
had a chance to meet each other in 
person. Unfortunately, he did not have 
too much time to spend, but we did the 
best we could with the time available. 
Ced left me with several photographs of 
beautiful F/F scale models built by him 
and his friends in England. I hope these 
will help inspire you to tackle some 
project you’ve been dragging your feet 
on!

In closing this month’s column, I 
would like to mention a fine F/F scale 
newsletter, Max-Fax. This fine publica
tion is put out by the Washington, D.C. 
Maxecuters model club. They boast 
such well-known modelers as Don Srull, 
Hurst Bowers, and Pat Daily. Pat does the 
editing chores with zeal and diligence. 
For those who are interested in receiv
ing this outstanding publication, send $9 
to Pat Daily, 14908 Rocking Spring Dr., 
Rockville, MD 20853. ·

I nstructor . . . .  Continued from page 24

develop a technique of sanding most of 
it off. At 8-1/2 pounds, it is possible your 
weight increase is in other areas also, for 
example, careful wood selection can 
save four ounces and lightening holes in 
wing joiners, formers, landing gear 
plates, and tank floor can save another 
three to four ounces. Remember, every 
little bit adds up, and if you start out to 
save every gram possible it’s amazing

how light you can build an airplane. I 
once built a Phoenix 6 at 6 lbs. 14 oz. 
ready to fly with retracts and muffler. I 
use acrylic enamel over automotive 
primer and simply paint the whole 
airplane one coat of white and mask it 
for one coat of bronze.
Dear Dave.

f  irst of all, congrats on your 2nd place 
win in Johannesburg. I bet if you drank 
something other than water you would 
have had 1st place.

Dave, I have a problem and I have 
asked several experts and gotten exactly 
opposite answers. I have a Cox Cere 
Sport with an O.S. Max .75 and it is a real 
pleasure to fly. It is built stock and the

m  Ř 0 4 * e í  

PR O D U C T S
W O R L D  W ID E  M A R K E T IN G  

F O R  D A R  A N D  O T H E R  F IN E  P R O D U C T S

B U L K H E A D  S W IT C H  M O U N T  98ť
M O U N T S  O N :
B u lkhead  of a irp lane.
F lo o r of car.
Inside of w aterproof 
boat boxes.
. . .  O r any  place you  
desire.
Push-rod can 90 in any  
of three d irectio n s.
C om p lete  w ith m ounting screw s.

3501 -C West Moore S t .. Santa Ana. 
Phone (7 1 4 ) 5 5 7 -1 4 S 3  C A  92704
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ENGINE CYLINDER HEADQUARTERS!
SUITABLE FOR SCALE OR STAND-OFF MODELS

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Take the hard work out of radial 
engined models! These highly de
tailed cylinders are precision mold« 
from high-impact styrene, and fea
ture deep cooling fins.
SIZES: Whirlwind: 1", 1 2 "  scales]

U  Rhone: 1", 1 2 "  scales
W asp: 1", 1 V i", 2 "  scales
Universal: J/ ,", y4 "  scales

ALSO AVAILABLE! MACHINE CUN KITS ·  SCALE WHEELS ·  PILOTS ·  CANOPIES ^  g p j j l L U A M *  
S1 .00  FOR COMPLETE CATALOG DEPT. MB ·  I ( I  PAWNEE STKEET, SAN MABCOS, CALIFORNIA ·  9 2 M f  *  ____  B R O I, » * "

W HIRLW IND
LE RHONE ► i  UNIVERSAL

BOATS
ARE OUR BUSINESS
FIBREG LASS H ULLS, K ITS 

& SCALE ACCESSORIES
SEN D  FO R  O U R  NEW  36 PG . 
IL L U S T R A T E D  C A T A L O G . 

O NLY $2.00
(Refundable F irst Order)

DRAWER ‘*C*·
FORT JEFFERSON STA . N Y . 11778 

T E L : (5161 928*200

CC is as specified. The wheels are about 
2-1/2 inches forward of the CC. My 
problem is that I can’t get the thing to 
R.O.C. I first tried to take off with the 
fixed tail skid as shown on the plans, but 
I couldn’t get more than five feet down 
our asphalt runway before the fool thing 
would start to spin either to the right or 
left. Then I switched to a steerable tail 
wheel connected to the rudder. This 
helped quite a bit; now I can get rolling 
down the runway and up to about 95% 
of flying speed before it goes into its 
little dance. Holding a little right rudder

doesn’t seem to help, neither does a 
little up or down elevator, nor does 
quick application o f pow er vs. slow  
application of power. Also, there is no 
preferred direction of the spin, it goes 
either way. I have read many articles 
saying that toe-in will help a taildragger 
to track straight. In a right turn the left 
wheel drags more and the right wheel 
rolls freely, thus tending to turn the 
plane back to the left.

OK, fine. However, I received a real 
nice letter from John Elliot of Cox and he 
says that toe-out is the possible answer 
to my problem. The reasoning goes like 
this: if the plane starts to swerve left, the 
weight transfer is to the right wheel 
which is toed out, and due to the extra 
weight, this wheel will try to toe-out 
further, tending to pull the plane to the 
right.

Well, since the wind chill factor is 
about -20 for the past month, I thought I 
would try you. Anyway, it will be quite a 
while before the weather permits me to 
try either toe-out or toe-in, so perhaps 
you could use this problem in your 
RCMB column. Happy Landings, Alan 
Knight.

This was part of my first-ever column, 
and I immediately got a letter from Phil 
Kraft who disagreed with my suggestion

that toe-in would help, saying that a full- 
scale Pitts requires toe-out in order to 
make it stable on the ground. I believe 
both theories are valid, and which one 
will work best depends on the vertical 
position of the C C , position of the 
landing gear fore and aft, and the 
spacing between the wheels. Basically, if 
the CC is high (tall landing gear), the 
landing gear mounted far forward, and 
the wheel tread narrow (as in the Pitts) 
the weight transfer theory works well 
and toe-out is required. This also pre
vents the airplane from flipping over 
when landing slightly sideways in a slip. 
With short, widely-spaced landing gears 
placed just forward of the CG, toe-in 
helps create the directional stability 
required. Basically, if the airplane tends 
to ground loop in a skidding manner 
with both wheels remaining on the 
ground. I'd try toe-in, but if the airplane 
tends to ground loop with one wing tip 
scraping on the ground in a large circle 
or arc, I’d try toe-out.

That’s all for this month . . . keep those 
letters coming. Dave Brown, 8534 Hud
dleston Dr., Cincinnati, OH 45236. ·

Pattern..............Continued from page 25
Usually a tricycle gear plane which

H B -E N G IN E S
Made in W.Germany

P E R F O R M A N C E  ·  P R E C I S I O N  ·  P O W E R

DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED TO MEET 
THE HIGH PERFORMANCE DEMANDS 
OF TOMORROW’S COMPETITION-TODAY!

The HB-CAR EN G IN E is an engine with 
one purpose in m ind . .  .T O  WIN AUTO 
R A C E S ! Th is  is not an a ircraft engine 
that was modified for ca rs , but a car 
engine intended only for cars .

W R IT E  FO R  F R E E  C O LO R  C A T A LO G  

BAVARIAN PRECISION PRODUCTS CO. ·  New Canaan. Conn 06840

HB.21 PD P* (3 .5  ccm )

‘ Perry Directional Porting

D E A L E R  IN Q U IR IE S  IN V ITED
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NEW 1/8 GAS CAR 
NEW WHEELS 
NEW FRONTEND  
NEW REAR END 
NEW GEARS 
& MORE!

Send 
for 

free 
catalog

ASSOCIATED RC  300

ROAR CHAM PION  
EFR A CHAM PION  
WORLD CHAM PION

ASSOCIATED
1928 East Edinger ·  Santa Ana, CA 92705 USA

RC 300 PERFORM ANCES A T  
1979 M AJO R  WORLD RACES.
W IN TER N ATIO N ALS, FLORIDA  

1st, 2nd, 3rd & TQ
WORLD’S CHAM PIONSHIPS, 

G EN EVA 2nd, 3rd
GRAND PRIX, GERM ANY  

1st, 2nd & TQ

bounces is simply going too fast. We do 
not recommend setting up the plane 
with a short nose gear so that it assumes a 
negative lift profile upon touching the 
ground. I really don’t know who thought 
out that set-up in the first place. It’s quite 
squirrely on takeoffs especially, usually 
resulting in a jump-off instead of smooth 
rotation.

5) Does the plane steer badly on 
landing? If so, try the landing gear set-up 
recommended in the first article (April). 
It allows the plane to land on the mains, 
then continue to coast on the mains with 
the nose wheel held off until the plane is 
almost stopped. It's much easier to steer 
this way because the rudder is gentle at 
low speeds. If possible, use a spring 
centered nose gear and keep turning 
capabilities to a minimum. There are no 
taxi demonstrations required anymore.

Next month we will start on the 
additional maneuvers required for the 
advanced pattern.

I hope these reviews are helpful to 
those of you who live in areas remote 
from active pattern flying. The real way 
to learn quickly is to have lots of active 
competition. Where possible, get a 
flying buddy to review and critique your 
maneuvers. Here is a situation where 
two heads are definitely better than one. 
Try to teach a maneuver you have 
learned to someone else and you will be 
surprised how it will help you analyze 
your own flying. In many cases you will 
improve after you have taught someone

else. And that’s a fact. ·

Schneider. . . .  Continued from page 27

Maneuvers are tight and precise and 
very realistic. The plane is so stable that 
Alex had alternately to pulse down and 
right or left rudder to hold it in the 
three-turn spiral dive called for by the 
rules. Ground control on both takeoff 
and landing are excellent. Common 
practice is to start the engine and leave 
the plane sitting by itself on low engine 
while Alex checks the controls; then, a 
punch at the engine button on the 
control box puts the engine on high 
speed and the plane is off. Landings are 
often made on low engine and the plane 
is taxied back to the transmitter.

"Two weeks before the 7 952 Nats, 
Alex had the wing on his ship pull off in a 
high speed spiral dive. The fuselage was 
completely demolished and the post 
mortem showed that the 7/4 in. dowels 
used (or the wing rubber bands had 
broken. With some hard, fast work, a 
new fuselage with 3/8 in. dowels was 
completed in time for the Nats. Spiral 
dives and power dives are done on low 
engine now, instead of high.

"After the 7952 Nats, Alex worked on 
lightening the control equipment and 
no changes were made in the design of 
the plane. The plane flown at the 1954 
Nats was essentially the same as the 7952 
model, but a little lighter. The overall 
weight of the present model is 8 lbs.;

wing loading, 18 oz. per sq. ft. The 6412 
airfoil used has been thinned out a little 
to increase airspeed. The flying charac
teristics are similar to the 1952 model, 
but maneuvers are quicker and cleaner.

"A scaled down, 6 ft. span version of 
the Cub was built in 1953. This ship out
performs the larger version, but fuel 
feed problems prevented its use at the 
1954 Nats. Originally powered by an 
Orwick .29, it is now being equipped 
with a Fox .35 with two-speed ignition. 
Experiments, primarily with the wing 
design, will be conducted  with this 
plane in an effort to im prove flight 
characteristics during inverted flight and 
outside loops without sacrificing normal 
flight performance. This 6 ft. version is 
what Alex will probably fly at the 7955 
Nationals. (He did, and he won again, 
wen.)"

Like many R/C’ers back in the '50s, we 
heard a great deal about the fabulous 
"Schneider Cub," but never actually saw 
it. Surprisingly enough its plans have 
never been published until now. The 
same Bob Beckman who wrote the 
M.A.N. article also drew up the original 
formal plans for the Cub, and prints 
could be obtained. One set of prints 
found their way to our old Delaware 
R/C club , and then member M ike 
Hudak built a copy. For that time in 
history, it was a big model, though 
extremely light. Mike was a telephone 
company employee, and electronics 
experimenter, and built up his own reed
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r ANNOUNCING ANOTHER NEW BRID/K IT

THE GLA BASIC TRAINER
Wing span: 

Wing area: 

Wing chord:

59-1/4" 

625 sq. in. 

10-5/8"

Engine:

Weight:

Channels:

With machine cut and sanded parts at lower than die-cut prices.

Designed by Joe Bridi, this mid-size stable flying R/C model aircraft boasts sturdy, step-by-step 
construction. This kit includes photo-illustrated building notes written for the first-time builder, a clear canopy, 
dural main landing gear, piano wire nose gear, Bridi Hobby engine mount, and special hardware. For the beginner 
to R/C, it’s a great first plane. For the experienced R/C pilot, it’s a quick building, economic, superb fun flier.

Introductory price: $42.95
S EN D  s i . 00  F O R  A  C O M P L E T E  S E T  O F B R ID IK IT  C A T A L O G  S H E E T S

.25 - .45

4-1/2-5-1/4 lbs.

3 -4

B R I D I  H O B B Y  I M  I K I M l lS I  S
1611 E . Sandison S t ., W ilm ington, Califo rn ia  90744 213/549-4971

radio and servos. His experimental radio 
went into the Cub, and for one brief, but 
exciting Saturday summer afternoon, 
the club members present at the flying 
field were treated to a display of slow, 
majestic, and realistic maneuvers that 
none of us had ever seen performed by a 
model. Unfortunately, when Mike got 
something working, he went for broke, 
and in spite of our warnings, flew 
repeatedly on already used dry cells 
picked up at work, when the cells went 
out, so did the Cub, its light framework 
exploding like an eggshell when it dove 
in full bore.

The plans shown are for the final 
version of the Cub, the one that went on 
to win the 1955 Nationals. We would

EMS SR-1 
SERVO 
REVERSER
Price $10.95

Plugs into your system between the Receiver 
and Servo and reverses the direction of that 
servo w ith relation to the Transm itter Stick 
motion. Available for all popular positive or 
negative pulse systems w ith  connectors in
stalled. An extrem ely handy device when 
installing your system in a new airplane.

Master Charge and V IS A  
Dealer Inquiries Invited

ELECTRONIC MODEL SYSTEMS 
P.O. Box 1242, Placentia, CA 92670

especially like to thank Alex for lending 
us the original photos used with this 
article, and include excerpts from the 
letter he sent with them, as follows:

"When I think back about the primi
tive radio equipment we used in those 
planes at that time, it makes one wonder 
how we had the encouragement to 
continue. As you probably know the first 
R/C planes were free flight planes, quite 
large and extremely light. The radio 
contro lled  the rudder only (escape
ment) and not too dependable. With the 
developm ent o f the resonant reed  
receivers we had much more to work 
with and could build models that not 
only looked like full-size planes but also 
flew like them. I am very glad to see the 
modelers today building the 7/A scale, 
because they fly very rea listic  and 
maneuver like an airplane should. Of 
course, the radio equipment has come a 
long way since those early days in R/C; 
very reliable, and with unlimited possi
bilities using the servos available.

“Although I am no longer active in 
R/C modeling, I still keep in touch with 
my good friend, Jack Albrecht, in Ocean- 
side, California, who is an 'Old Timer' 
and really enjoys building and flying the 
older models. I have not flown much 
since the early ’60s, when I belonged to 
the 'E.B.R.C.' o f Oakland, California. I 
was a member of the 'Mustangs’ in San 
Francisco from 1948 through the late 
’5Os, and during those years we flew 
control line, free flight, and R/C. I won 
the R/C Nationals in ’52, '54, and ’55 with

my 'Cub' I developed from the Capitol 
kit that was available at that time. The 
radio gear was made by Rockwood with 
8 channels (resonant reed). Hard tube 
receivers in those days required lots of 
batteries, as did the servos, which were 
home built, plus the engine ignition 
batteries, so the wing loading was quite 
high, but it made good flying planes with 
good penetration in windy weather. ·

1 to 1 ................Continued from page 31

If it is a hot, sunny day, try to use a 
shelter. Hot sun can be a severe problem 
with heat build-up in the model and can 
hurt your radio system. Canopies and 
finishes are not always compatible with 
old Sol.

Check in with the contest manage
ment and prepare any paperwork neces
sary. Pay attention to any special contest 
or field requirements. These include a 
wide range of items, from scoring to 
flying procedures. Be certain you are 
completely clear on any of these items. 
During the pilot’s briefing that is gener
ally held, be sure you ask any necessary 
questions.

Walk the takeoff area and select your 
best takeoff path. Look for bumps, 
rocks, tar strips, grass clumps, etc. that 
might cause trouble. Check out refer
ence points you might use to line up on 
during the flight. Distant signs, trees, etc. 
make excellent points to use. Pay close 
attention to wind direction and pecu
liarities. Is there any chance the wind
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When you think retracts...
T H I N K

JMMMJUR
*  STANDARD MAINS

It«v«r»lbl.-Jnboard or outboard cylinder·

COLOR CODED HOOK OP TURING

H

HAND VALVI

OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE:
•FJLL MAINS CyiiiMUr Outboord - Not RovOftMo 

MAINS for PLATT FW 190-D9 -with 3/14” Proformod Wir. 
90 ROTATION MAINS for P-40 Tomahawk or HU Cor*a»r 

•HEAVY 3/14" STRUTS on «podol order only.

”  R O M  A I R - C H O I C E  O F  C H A M P I O N S

j o  RHOM PRDDUCIS MANUFACTURING CHRP.
_ _  9 2 4  6 5 t h  S t r e e t ,  B r o o k l y n ,  N e w  Y o r k  1 1 2 1 9

might bubble over nearby trees? Check 
out the remainder of the field. Often 
strange dips can cause problems if an 
emergency landing is required away 
from the regular landing area, and it’s 
nice to know whether your model is 
going to disappear from view two feet in 
the air before it touches down.

Acquaint yourself with the manner in 
which the management has set up its 
operation. Do you fill out one master 
copy of flight maneuvers or all copies? 
How many are needed? Where will the 
impound be located? How are they 
labeling flight lines? What method is 
used for frequency control? Do you 
have a call sheet ready for your intrepid 
pit crew? (And for heaven’s sake, make 
sure that it’s filled out the same as the 
score Sheets you give the judges!)
KEEP THE STATIC OUT OF THE STATIC

You will be called to the static judging 
area. It helps to determine ahead of time 
how your model looks best, and when 
you place the model in the judging area, 
work toward that presentation. This can 
include such things as flap position, gear 
door position, scale prop, etc. Use care 
in placing the model in the area so that 
the sun works for you. Many aircraft 
have a “ good side” which you might 
want to show off. Determine whether 
they want you to remain in the area to 
move the model to different positions.

You may wish to point out some 
specific items concerning the model 
that may or may not be in the presenta
tion. Be on hand to promptly remove 
the model from the judging area.

At this point promptly proceed to 
prepare it for the flying rounds. This will 
include mounting the flying prop, fuel
ing the model, and if the antenna is in a 
retracted position, remember to pull it 
out. You may be able to run up the 
engine prior to the flying. Should you 
have a servo controller like that sold by 
Kraft, a transmitter is not needed. Be 
certain, however, that in running any 
engines you obtain permission and 
remove your model to a remote pit area 
so you don’t disturb the others. Do not 
do this at the flight line.
FLIGHT LINE NEXT!

When you are called to the flight line, 
proceed promptly to the ready areas. If 
required, have your score sheets handy 
and be certain that your caller has his call 
sheets. It helps, especially the first few 
contests, to include on the call sheet 
those things necessary to remind you 
when things happen. I have often in
cluded such things as when to lower 
gear, flaps, etc., so they are not forgotten.

Make certain your box contains items 
that might be needed for any flight line 
emergency. Include spare prop and 
plug (and items necessary to change 
them), retract pump or freon, etc. (Did 
you get the transmitter from the im
pound?)

When you turn is next, place your 
model on the runway, positioning it so 
you won’t blow dust on the judges. 
Whether you head into the wind or not 
will be determined by your taxi maneu
ver if you are using one. It is far nicer to

taxi out to a takeoff position rather than 
carrying it out.

The judges have the score sheets, 
you’ve cleared up any unusual maneu
vers or items of your presentation and 
you fire up. Don’t rush it unnaturally. 
Make your moves deliberate and think 
ahead.

Much more leeway is given in scale 
than pattern, relating to where you 
stand during takeoff. Purists certainly 
will suggest that you stand at the runway 
edge, but if you feel more comfortable 
behind the model, by all means stand 
there! Many models, especially with 
conventional gear and tail skids, are 
bears to keep straight. Incidentally, be 
very alert while on the line, especially if 
there is a flier downwind of your line. A

spinner in your ear tends to cause a 
headache.

Once airborne, move to a position 
near the judges. You may wish to stand 
at either end of the judges' line, but 
stand back a step or forward several to 
eliminate the possibility of blocking 
their view of the model at any time 
during the flight.

Call out your maneuvers loud and 
clear and remember to call them com
plete. In addition, remember the entire 
flight is in essence being judged for 
realism. As a result, watch the intervals 
between maneuvers in order to keep 
that portion of your flying realistic as 
well. When it's over and you've greased 
in a 10-point landing, let the judges 
know you’ve enjoyed flying for them
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CENTRAL AVIONICS
(formerly Kraft Central)

7843 Ramsgate Drive 
Knoxville, T N  37919

HIGH QUALITY —  PROFESSIONAL REPAIR 
AND PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SERVICE FOR: 

KRAFT —  TOWER —  KSE —  KGL —  PCS
Complete Parts and Replacements Inventory 

Licensed and Certified Personnel 
Independently Owned and Operated

Carl Smith
Fast — Safe Sales — Service
UPS Shipping 615-693-8605

was surprised at the amount of partici
pation. Perhaps my memory is clouded, 
but there seemed to be far fewer models 
presented. Several other persons ex
pressed the same thought, and one can’t 
help but conjecture as to the reason. 
One problem, and one which is virtually 
impossible for the management to solve, 
is the handling of the models by the 
spectators. As I photographed Bob 
Godfrey’s model, I was surprised to see it 
shaking in the viewfinder, i assumed that 
it wasn’t taking off, and as I checked I 
found a gentleman kneeling before it, 
intent on determining how the gear 
tucked up so neatly into the belly. He 
managed to get one gear out!

At any rate, the winners were: 
PRECISION SCALE
1) Glen Bussman Wilga

(also Best of Show)
2) Bill Mikesell Grumman Hellcat
3) Jim Funduk Starfighter

(also Achievement Award)
4) Bill Raferty F.W. TA-152
5) Bob Godfrey Grumman F3F-1
SPORT SCALE: NON MILITARY
1) George Clapp Fairchild

and go sit down and relax. Next time it 
will be easier!
TOLEDO

It’s been a couple of years since I’ve 
been able to get to Toledo, due to small 
things such as an operation and my 
parents' 50th anniversary. We’ve in
cluded some photos of some of the scale 
types this month. I must confess that I

2) B. Fehrenbach Cessna 180
3) M.A. Zimmerman Gypsy Moth
4) Ron Saporito Fairchild 24 
SPORT SCALE: MILITARY
1) Joe Spallone
2) Andy Wallace
3) Gerald Snelling
4) Walt George
5) Bob Vail 

Enough for now .

Corsair 
Nieuport 24 

Fiat CR42 
Thunderbolt 

Fokker Triplane 
on to Ottawa! ·

R/C World . . .  Continued from page 19

the elevator and rudder seemed huge, 
and suddenly I got the strange feeling 
that I wasn't playing with a model 
airplane anymore . . .  I plunged ahead 
into those four massive wing panels and 
chewed up sheet after sheet of balsa 
producing an unending line of under
cambered ribs . . . there were 136 sub
ribs, incidentally!" But when the aircraft 
was at last com pleted down to the 
functional rigging, struts, cabane, and a 
"grim looking pilot . . .  I realized later 
that it was no wonder he looked grim 
after enduring engine failures on his 
maiden flight!!," the project weighed 
but 11-1/2 pounds, certainly very light 
for over 2,000 square inches of area.

On October 28, the Gipsy was dis
played at the Cape Radio Flyers "Giant 
M odel" air show, one of their continu
ing public events. Present were a num
ber of large, or quarter-scale models, 
including a reduction drive powered 
quarter-scale Liberty Sport, a Blériot, a 
Nosen Citabria, a beautiful Cessna 150 
now being kitted  by Radio Control 
World in South Africa, several Piper 
Cubs and Aeroncas, plus others. Inter
estingly enough, a substantial propor
tion o f South African quarter-scale 
models seem to fly very well, even at 
higher altitudes, with a good 60 engine 
sw inging a 14x4 to 15x6 p ro p e lle r . 
Realism, not toy model performance, is 
the name of the game in the view of 
most.

SPORT SCALE SPORT TRA IN ER

THE PORTERFIELD COLLEGIATE is the ideal model for the spon 
scale flyer. Its gentle and forgiving nature make if perfect for begin
ners, yet it is quite responsive in skilled hands. The all balsa construc
tion is light and strong. The Porterfield can rog from a grass field and 
climb steeply to avoid obstacles. Its light wing loading lets it land on a 
dime and give nine cents change! Join the quiet revolution and enjoy 
the Porterfield Collegiate in your neighborhood park or school yard. 
Wing span 69.5 in. Area 695 sq. in Weight 4 lbs. with 3 channel radio 
and Astro 15, can also use Astro 25 or 15 to 25 glow engine.

1018

The ASTRO SPORT is a pert little sport trainer designed for the 
popular Astro 05 fight system. It can be built with a high wing and cabin 
for rudder and elevator control, or as a shoulder wing with ailerons for 
pylon racing and aerobatic flying. Span 37 inches, wing area 292 sq. 
inches, weight 28 oz. with a light weight 3 channel radio. 1019
ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ^ yr 'r ^ ^ *
4; jk  4  ±  ik.^  rp /p /p. /p Λ

>J/ \J/ ^  ^*  ^ ^  ̂ ^ <T

13377 Beach Ave., Venice CA 90291
RSTR0  FLIGHT inc.

PIONEERS IN SILENT FLIGHT
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No dummy 
engine for this
ΡΓ17!
It’s powered by a 
TECHNOPOW ER 
7 cylinder engine. This 
plane not only looks 
scale, it sounds scale.
• The  7 cyl. develops 1 hp at 

8500 rpm turning a 14 * 6 prop.
• Doesn't need a muffler.
• 6" outside diameter
• Carb  located center back
• 4 cycle , overhead valves
• 7 cyl. available in glow ignition 

only
• A lso available, 5 cyl. engine 

with glow or spark ignition

Send S1.00 (or more information or call
TECHNOPOWER Π ilMC.
16650 South 104th Avenue 
OrlandPark, Illinois 60462

After having the 78 engine he had 
originally installed in the Gipsy freeze 
up on the first two attempted flights, 
Dennis replaced it with an O S. Max .60 
FSR swinging a 14x4 propeller. "With the 
motor set a little rich, one felt that a lift
o ff might be possible at about 3/4 
throttle, and so it proved to be. After a 
run of about 10 feet the tail lifted and I 
found a little up elevator was needed to 
keep it running smoothly with the 
wheels still on the ground. After about 
75 feet she lifted so gently and gracefully 
that it was difficult to tell at which exact 
spot she had become airborne. The 
Gipsy climbed straight out over the trees 
and marine drive without faltering or 
showing any signs of instability. The 
glorious sight of that large red and silver 
bipe in the sky certainly quickened my 
heartbeat if nobody elses! A ileron  
response was positive with no rudder 
required in the turns. Elevator reaction 
was reasonable . . .  scale cruising speed 
seemed right at about 1/3 throttle and 
very little more was required in general 
flight. Touch-and-go’s needed 3/4 
throttle to get the wheels unstuck from 
the runway. Realism in flight was superb 
and one very experienced judge com
mented that he would have given it 
perfect marks in that department. I was 
almost caught out on the landing, as I'd 
overlooked the effects of all those struts, 
rigging and undercambered airfoil. On 
the approach, the throttle was cut right 
back and the Gipsy almost stopped dead 
in her tracks. . . this bird had to be flown

right in and the throttle chopped just 
before touch-down. After that, a 20-foot 
run brought her to a standstill. So now 
you’ve met my new sweetheart. .  . and 
what a love she is! We hope to be 
together for some time, and to keep you 
company down at the field for many 
Sundays to come!"
MAN WITH THE GOLDEN THUMBS

The following story was written by 
Laurie Gamier and published in the 
SACRAT (Southern Alameda County 
Radio Controllers, Inc., California) 
newsletter, edited by Helen Marco. It is 
excellent.

He woke up before the alarm could go 
off. It was as though there were a ringing 
in his head, a special alarm that would 
not wait for an ordinary clock. That 
ringing said, " Wake up, wake up, today 
is your day."

With an unacustomed vigor he rose 
from his bed. Gone today was his usual 
muzzy, slow waking up. He fell alert, 
active, years younger and pounds lighter. 
He glanced at his sleeping wife and 
smiled. A thought crossed his mind but 
was quickly discarded. That could wait. 
He made his ablutions, dressed and 
went into the kitchen , ignoring the 
crunch under his shoe as he crossed the 
living room. Nothing, not even un-put- 
away toys, was going to spoil today.

He put water on the stove to boil and 
looked out the window. He was dazzled 
and yet he knew that was how today had 
to be. The sky had been rinsed clean the 
night before and was clean and sparkling

blue, blue, blue. There was enough 
breeze to keep it cool but not enough to 
call it windy. Impatient, he turned off 
the water before it came to a boil. 
Enough of waiting . . .  he would buy 
coffee on the way to the field.

Fingering his car keys in his pocket, he 
walked to the garage. There stood his 
beauty, his electric blue and gold pin
striped scratch-built and designed, un
named, untested, and unflown pattern 
ship. Alongside, also on charge, was his 
trusty, sturdy green and yellow Ugly Stik. 
It showed careful repairs and hasty 
patches, like combat medals, but still 
flew with the best. He unplugged them 
and put the chargers away. He loaded 
the two airplanes carefu lly into the 
station wagon. The flight box and fuel

G R A P H IC S
TH E R O LLS  R O YC E '· OF 
NUM BERS & LE T T E R S  
T H EY  S T A Y  ON EVEN  
WHEN DRENCH ED 
W ITH FU EL!
M ICRO-THIN.
C A ST  V IN YL 
P EEL  'EM 
O FF  &
S T IC K  EM 
ON!

COVERITE JL
420 Babylon Rd., Horsham, Pa. 19044
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had been stowed there the night before. 
The whole operation took only minutes. 
Nothing would slow him down, delay 
him or keep him from flying . . . not 
today.

After arriving at the field he nodded at 
the other fliers, unloaded the car. He 
took his transmitter to the impound 
table. Hot dog! He was the only one on 
red-and-white. It really was his day.

He knelt and assembled the two 
airplanes. It seem ed as though the 
toughest thing he would do today was 
decide which to fly first. There was no 
conflict. First the Ugly Stik to build  
confidence and warm up the fingers. 
Fueled, he took it to the pit area, tested 
the controls. The Super Tigre started on

the first flip. Satisfied that the old bird 
was in prime condition, he took it out to 
the runway. Balls to the wall, off and up, 
up, up. It soared and screamed and 
looped and rolled for what seemed like 
an eternity. Then three smooth touch- 
and-goes and a final landing so smooth 
he had to check twice to see if it was 
really on the ground.

Now the test. The pattern bird. Fill it 
up. Fire up the Rossi Peg had given him 
for his birthday. Started on the first flip. 
Out to the runway. Off and up. Oh, what 
a bird. No. Not a bird. A bird would be 
jealous of this ship. An angel, then. Yes. 
This must be how an angel flies. Smooth 
and straight, responsive, powerful, yet 
light and sensitive on the controls, even

at quarter throttle. Fly, angel, fly.
Sam waved to Ed who nodded. "Nice 

day, huh." " Fly your Chaos yet?" "No, 
too many on red and white . . . I ’m still 
waiting my turn. Damned shame about 
Frank yesterday, just keeled over and 
died at his workbench. Heart, I guess. 
Hell of a builder too. Never could fly 
worth a damn, but he could really build 
'em. "

Frank smiled at his unnamed pattern 
ship, did a four-point roll, and glanced at 
his hands. His thumbs shone gold in the 
sun and he thought, this must be what 
heaven is like. ·

Power Boats. .  Continued from page 49

found it best to keep the weight as far 
back as possible in the deep-vees. 
However, I have seen hunks of lead 
taped to the bows of deep-vees to keep 
the bow down in windy weather.

To compensate for engine and prop 
torque on a hydroplane, the prop shaft 
and strut are sometimes offset at be
tween three to five degrees to the left 
(looking at the top of the boat). Lead is 
often added to hydros on the left side to 
help keep that sponson from lifting. On 
deep-vees and monoplanes, the aft 
rideplates or trimplates are used to assist 
in correcting for ride problems caused 
by prop and engine torque.

I suppose the main reason that you see 
the water intake line running up the 
right side of the hull is because most 
model boaters like to exit the water on 
the left side of the hull. Exiting the water 
on the left side allows the operator to 
see if the water is exiting the hull during 
a race . . . although I must admit that 
during a race I’ve never really had time 
to look for the water coming from the 
cooling system. It really doesn’t make 
any difference to the water.

Although some model boaters break- 
in new engines on an air prop. I've 
always done my first running in a boat. It 
is always a good idea to take any new 
engine apart to check for any problems 
prior to running. I ’ve never found 
anything wrong, but I have discovered 
that bolts were not sufficiently tightened. 
Many modelers like to reassemble the 
engine using a product like Loctite on 
the bolts. This is a very good idea if the 
engine is a high performance racing 
engine. The engine should be run on the 
rich side for the first 20 to 30 minutes. I 
have found that the manufacturers are 
doing a good job of giving break-in 
information in the instructions furnished 
with their engines. If these instructions 
are followed, the engine should receive 
an adequate break-in process.

Regarding the column I wrote back in 
July of 79 on "IMPBA vs. NAMBA," I 
find it very interesting that only two 
people responded in writing to that 
column, and you were the second. Don 
Typond, editor of Model Airplane News, 
was the other and he expressed the same 
sentiments as you about having two 
organizations for model boating. The 
only reason that I am so involved in

»«*

The "Zingali Propeller

TH E ULTIM ATE IN F IBER  F IL LE D  PROPS!

Jo-Z products is introducing the most efficient fiber filled 
propeller ever manufactured. Its quality and price exceeds 
any prop of its kind.

Here are just some of the outstanding features.

•  TO TA LLY  BALANCED

•  TRU E H ELIC A L PITCH

•  NO TIP  CAVATING OR FLU TTER

•  EX TR EM ELY  TOUGH AND DURABLE

•  TESTED  FOR H I-R P M

A V A IL A B LE  IN THE  
FOLLOWING S IZ ES :

11-7

11-7%

10-6
9-6

Jo-Z PRODUCTS, Inc. 25029 S. VERMONT A V E ., HARBOR C ITY . CA 90710 (213)539-2313
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MAKE A “NEW” MODEL BUILDER 

START WITH OUR NEW “KID” SERIES

featuring a true teaching plan to build on, plus instructions on 
optional covering and painting. Complete flight instructions 
explain balancing, trimming and launching techniques. Truly 
basic Kits give complete satisfaction to “new" builders of “all 
ages" . . . Coming soon from the manufacturer of Kits for all 
classes of building and flying, airplanes and boats. . . .

SUer/inq
I m o d u s U

IN C .

***•1.* » A  *<»114 U S  A

STERLING MODELS IUILDIN6 

3820 "G" S tm t Philadelphia. Pa. 19134

□  Catalog ot entire tme c* airplane· control Un* modet kits R C state ana 
Tramer kits, boat modet kits, accessories etc bO enclosed

Address _

Oty----- -State _ —Zip

NAMBA is because I live on the West 
Coast. Like most situations where you 
have two groups doing the same thing, 
politics and personalities sometimes 
stand in the way of what is possibly a 
better answer. I still don’t think two 
model boating organizations is the best 
answer. But I’m finding it much more 
rewarding building a new model boat 
than attempting to design a new model 
boating organization. I can live and 
operate with two model boating organi
zations if that’s the way it has to be. 
LOU FOSCHI STRIKES AGAIN

Lou wrote me another letter and sent 
along some photos of the race held at 
Legg Lake, in Southern California, on 
the weekend of April 19 and 20. I 
certainly want to thank Lou for taking 
the time to do this. We’re always open to 
coverage and photos of your events. 
Here is Lou’s report.

Thank you for the letter in answer to 
my quest ions, your answers helped out a 
lot. Since my first letter to you, I have 
been in touch with one of the local 
clubs in my area, and was asked to be an 
official at a weekend race. The races 
took place on the weekend of April 79 
and 20. The events consisted of Out
board Deep-Vee Enduro, Sport 40, Stock 
Outboard Tunnel, and Modified Out
board Tunnel Enduro.

The races were hosted by the "Prop 
Nuts” and were attended by the " Fish & 
Chips," "A lii,”  and "Ron’s Drain Lines" 
racing teams and the "Cavitators”  and 
"Modeleers"  model boat clubs. The 
"River Rats" R/C club from Needles, 
California, were also in attendance. 
They did not go home empty-handed, 
with a first and second in Stock Tunnel 
and a third in Modified Tunnel.

Also in attendance on an individual 
basis was Norm Teague, who is with 
Powerboat magazine. I understand  
Powerboat gives trophies at the end of 
the year for what is called the Outboard 
Series, lohn Brodbeck from K&B was 
also there.

I am enclosing some pictures that I 
took. They turned out a little dark but I 
hope you might be able to use them 
anyway. One of the pictures is of Debbie 
Arnold, who competed in Stock Out
board Tunnel. I must apologize for not 
getting pictures of Rosie Garcia, who 
competed in Outboard Deep-Vee, and 
Rich Fish’s wife who competed in Sport 
40. My hat is off to these gals and also to 
the ones who were pit persons. They are 
really something else. This shows that 
model boating is a family hobby/sport, 
possibly more so than planes or cars.

Thanks again for your helpful letter. 
You are the first writer in any magazine I 
have ever written to. Hopefully I am not 
making a pest out of myself, because I 
(eel I have made another friend. Sin
cerely, Lou Foschi.
1980 DISTRICT 8 R/C UNLIMITED 
SCHEDULE OFF TO EXCELLENT START

The 6th Annual Silver Cup for R/C 
Unlimiteds was the initial event for this 
class in District 8. Thirty-three of the 
mini-Unlimiteds showed up on April 13 
at Kent Lagoon to begin the season-long

racing schedule. Stops along the sched
ule will include Tacoma, Olympia, Port
land, Spokane, Kennewick, and return 
engagements at the Kent Lagoon. The 
Silver Cup event features a course shape 

atterned after the full-scale race that is 
eld in Detroit. The left turn is large and 

the right turn is smaller. This is the only 
such event during the entire year that 
doesn't use a traditional oval course. The 
pear-shaped course makes for some 
interesting racing, especially in that very 
tight right turn. The weather was ideal 
for a model boat race, or any outdoor 
activity. Lots of sun and only a slight 
breeze made for an excellent racing 
situation.

The race format was total points based

on three qualifying heats and a final 
heat. The final results were rather 
interesting when one considers the 
boats that placed in the top six positions. 
All of the top five boats were not boats 
that one might consider the real "hot” 
hulls. Here is the list of the top six boats.
drivers, and points:
1) Hamm’s Bear, Curt Weston 1500
2) Slo-Mo-Shun V. Bill Osborne 1369
3) Smoother Mover. Jerry King 1325
4) Smirnoff. Al Rock 1225
5) Slo-Mo-Shun IV.

Doug Schultes, Jr. 1152
6) Atlas Van Lines, Don Bronson 1100

It is also interesting to note that the 
boats that placed second through fifth 
are conventional, round-nosed hydro-

The AERONCA C H IE F__ Scaled from factory drawings, one o f the most
accurate quarter-scale models available. K it  Features: 108.5-inch span «Scale 
structure and rib placement »Quality spruce and plywood construction »Pre-welded 
scale oleo-type landing gear »Formed nose-bowl, aluminum cowling »Formed wind
shield »Full-size drawings »Designed

»tabt Zrupclin I<UorU5.a&i>
Dealer inquiries invited. of” ce B0X ' UH,°*Cl,v· « * ’ · «’«’«·-»«
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N EW ! T H E  M .E .N .“B IG  JO H N
BY BILL NORTHRUP

Big John.'' a big easy building biplane from the 
"workbench" of Bill Northrup. Designed back in 
1963 Big John is a proven design and proven 
performer with over 2 thousand sets of plans 
having been sold since its introduction M E N.'s 
kit simply updates this classic, with modern 
building and construction techniques, designed 
to create a stronger, lighter, easier to build model 
Weighing in at only 8% to 9 lbs complete this is 
one t>g model that really can perform on only a 
60' Quoting Bill Northrup. "This biplane will do 
just about any maneuver if you don't mind wait
ing a little while for them to get completed!!!! 
A great exhibition airplane ."

M EN 'S kit engineering was specifically 
planned for fast, easy building. Our "THRU-CUT'· 
die cutting combined with "TRI-SQUARE-LOC" 
construction of lite plywood and balsa makes 
construction fast and simple The inherent 
strength of lite plywood construction provides 
durability and lasting performance

TRI-SQUARE-LOC enables us to bring to you 
the best in lite plywood construction, this method

of squaring, straightening, and holding parts in 
relation to one another revolutionizes construc
tion in lite plywood

BIG JOHN is designed for four channel radio 
control operation with 60 to 90 model engines 
The 76V4" wing span combined with 8% lbs flying 
weight gives a wing loading of 13 ounces per 
square foot

The kit features THRU-CUT die cutting, quality 
materials, rolled plans, building instructions, wing 
jig building fixtures, complete hardware package, 
pre-bent landing gear and cabane strut wires 
Building time for the BIG JOHN is 25 to 45 hours 

The following items are needed to finish the 
model 2-4%" wheels. 1-1V4 wheel. %, wheel col
lars. wheel collars, a 12-16 oz. fuel tank, fuel 
line, throttle cable, elevator and rudder pushrods. 
glue and covering material

M.Ě.Ň.
Model Engineering of Norwalk
54 Chestnut Hill · Norwalk Connecticut 06851

REVOLUTIONARY NEW CHARGER
C-50/4 M.E.N. 
AUTOMATIC R/C 
SYSTEM CHARGER
•  Extends the life of any nicad!
•  Extends the capacity of any 

nicad!
•  Adds reliability to nicads never 

before achieved by any charger!
•  Restores marginal batteries to full 

power potential!
•  Batteries can be left on charge 

Indefinitely without damaging 
cells.

•  Fast charges—automatically!
•  Renders all other chargers 

obsolete!

Now after 1V4 years o! development and 
tesling, ME N. Inc confidently intro
duces its revolutionary C-50/4 Auto
matic Pulse R/C System Charger! It is 
unlike any other charger you have ever 
used It is not a D C. charger but a 
pulsed charger and therefore operates 
differently giving drlferenl results. By 
suitable control of pulse height and 
pulse rale, charging ol your batteries is 
accomplished. In addition to the out
standing battery reliability produced by 
the charger, several side benefits occur 

First, batteries can be left on the 
charger ipdefinilely That simply means 
that after a flight session you can put 
your R/C system on charge and leave il 
there until you're ready lolly again; next 
day, next week or even next year—no 
need to ever wonder about when to

charge or how long to charge Just plug 
the system in and leave it on till you're 
ready to fly again

Second, many battery tests can be 
done with the charger. For example, you 
can test for open battery cells, shorted 
battery cells, hi-leakage cells, low ca
pacity cells and hi-impedance cells. All 
conditions that can. if not detected early, 
lead to disaster

The new M EN. C-50/4 charger is 
available in 3 models to cover all R/C 
needs; 4 8 volts/9.6 volts, 4 8 volts/60 
volts, and 4.8 volts/12 volts All are ca
pable ot charging systems of 240 
M.A.H. through 4 amps, hour capacity

The new M.E.N. C-50/4 Charger rep
resents the latest state of the art in 
battery chargers No serious R/C en
thusiast should be without one!

planes that raced in the 1950’s and 
1960’s. This just goes to prove that the 
R/C Unlimited design isn’t as important 
as good preparation, skillful driving, and 
some plain old luck. The results of the 
consolation and final heats were as 
follows:
2nd CONSOLATION
1) Notre Dame Jack Haugen
2) Pay’N Pak Roger Newton
3) My Gypsy Doug Schultes
1st CONSOLATION
1) Miss Circus Circus Gale Whitestine
2) Squire Shop Rocky Fridell
3) Smirnoff Al Rock
FINAL HEAT
1) Hamm's Bear Curt Weston

FLYING SCALE MODELS
Τ ' - / —

SPARROW HAWK F9C 2  I3 sheels).......................  $11.50
1-3/4" Kale C/L. 44-1/2" «pan

CURTISS HAWK P6E (3 sheets)...............................  S14.50
2" scale R/C. 63" span

GRUMMAN J2F-6 "DUCK" (4 sheets).....................$19.50
1-1/2" scale R/C. 58" span

VOUGH7 OS2U-1 & 3 K IN G FISH ER .................... $19.50
(4 sheets) 13/4" scale, 63" span

A dd $1.50 handling & postage 
Brochure 50d 

SMITH PLANS
9422 N. Fairway Bh/d„ Sun Lakes, AZ 85224

Al Rock 
Jerry King 

Bill Osborne 
Doug Schultes, Jr. 

Les Ruggles 
Dan Bronson

2) Smirnoff (alternate)
3) Smoother Mover
4) Slo-Mo-Shun V
5) Slo-Mo-Shun IV
6) Notre Dame
7) Atlas Van Lines 

The second District 8 R/C Unlimited
event found thirty-two boats in Wenat
chee prepared to race it out for the 4th 
Annual Apple Blossom Regatta. This 
event is hosted by Doug Simon and the 
Red Apple R/C Flyers and is one of the 
most popular events on the schedule. 
Doug and his friends in Wenatchee 
really knock themselves out to put on a 
fine event. The Apple Blossom Regatta 
race format featured the "Winner-Take- 
All”  final heat with two consolation 
heats. All entries raced in three qualifi
cation heats, gathering points for the 
final heat or consolation races. Good 
racing conditions graced the qualifying 
heats. The wind picked up just as the 
consolation races were beginning, and 
the two consolation races and the final 
were run with a strong wind kicking up 
ten-inch waves. But after all the spray 
had settled from the final heat, Gale 
Whitestine’s new Miss Circus Circus had 
withstood all the challenges to take 
home the Apple Blossom Regatta trophy. 
The results are as follows:
2nd CONSOLATION
1) Atlas Van Lines Dan Bronson

Hamms' Bear Curt Weston
Gale VI Skip Churchhill
Valu Mart Morrie Lemke

2)
3)
4)
5) Miss Supertest III Doug Schultes, Jr.

6) Cott Beverages Ken Haugen
1st CONSOLATION
1) Esquire Products
2) Country Boy
3) Squire Shop
4) Slo-Mo-Shun IV
5) Olympia Beer
6) Hallmark Homes

Joline Fridell 
John Earnest 
Rocky Fridell 

Doug Schultes, Jr. 
Larry Knudson 
Kraig Duncan

FINAL HEAT (WINNER-TAKE-ALL)
1) Miss Circus Circus Gale Whitestine
2) Notre Dame Jack Haugen
3) Miss Bardahl Butch Melewske
4) Smoother Mover Jerry King
5) Notre Dame Les Ruggles
6) Pay’N Pak Bill Smiley
MORE INFO ON R/C UNLIMITEDS

Up here in District 8, the name Les 
Ruggles and Mutiny Model Marine are 
well-known by those who race and 
follow the R/C Unlimiteds. Since the 
founding of this event some half-dozen 
years ago, Les has provided a great 
amount of leadership in the way of 
building hulls, providing plans, organiz
ing races, and serving on the District 8 
R/C Unlimited Contest Board. Through 
Mutiny Model Marine, Les is currently 
offering a number of services that could 
be of interest to participants in this class.

An item that is creating a bunch of 
interest is the new Picco engine that is 
now available for model boating. Mutiny 
Model Marine now has this engine 
available. Les and others have been 
using the engine in their Unlimited 
boats and report the performance is 
excellent. The cost is around $180. Les 
also does engine modification on any
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HRE chassis kits are aerospace quality with aluminum 
parts anodized. They also have: ALUMINUM FRONT A X LE , 
DISC BRA KES for consistent braking, AERODYNAMIC 
WING for lowest drag, BA LL  or RO LLER  BEARING 
CLUTCH for trouble-free operation, NYLON SPOKED 
W HEELS for appearance and life, POWER ADJUSTABLE 
REAR END, an HRE exclusive.

M chassis kits for K&B 3.5cc engine have an 8mm 
TITANIUM REAR A X L E ; more strength, less weight.

Other HRE exclusives are: A IR  PUMP FLYW H EELS, 
FRONT and REAR RO LL SUSPENSION kits, TECH 
MEMOS.

SEND 20d (stamps OK) FOR BROCHURE 

HRE, 18276 Foxglove Way, Irvine, California 92715

type of engine. Mutiny Model Marine 
provides a plan service for building 
models of the Unlimiteds and does 
sponson refinishing to improve per
formance. Les reworked the sponsons 
on Ron Erickson's record-holding Miss 
Circus Circus. Those interested in find
ing out more about the services of 
Mutiny Model Marine can write Les at 
13417 S.E. 233rd St., Kent, WA 98031.
NEEDLES RIVER RATS R/C CLUB 
HOSTS DISTRICT 19 RACE

Richard Hazlewood, Commodore of 
the Needles River Rats R/C Club, sent a 
nice letter and some photos of their race 
back in March. It sounds like good 
things are happening in that area in the

way of model boating. Here’s Richard’s 
letter:
Dear jerry:

We are enclosing pictures of the first 
four place winners and their boats from 
the race we had here at Needles, Cali
fornia. This is the first race that the 
Needles River Rats R/C Club has spon
sored. We felt that it was a big success 
and everyone had an enjoyable time. 
The race was held on March 22 and 23, 
7 980, at Park Moabi, which is a San 
Bernardino County facility on the Colo
rado River at Needles. There are excel
lent camping facilities, clean restrooms, 
and good fishing and hunting, if anyone 
is interested.

This was the first race of the Power
boat Magazines Outboard Champion
ship Series this year. The first race was 
scheduled in Los Angeles but was rained 
out! The Outboard Championship Series 
consists o f three classes: Outboard  
Deep-Vee, Tunnel Hull Stock Engine, 
and Tunnel Hull Modified Engine.

We might have another race here this 
year the first part of November. But, 
during the L981 racing season, we will 
have at least three races here at Needles. 
We would appreciate it if you could use 
these pictures in your magazine to let 
people know that we do have a nice site 
and facilities, and we do have something 
here at N eedles besides just desert. 
Sincerely, Richard A. Hazlewood.
RACE RESULTS 
MODIFIED TUNNEL
1) Richard Hazlewood
2) John Brodbeck
3) Norm Teague
4) Dick Norsikian 
STOCK TUNNEL
1) Norm Teague
2) Frank Hu
3) Joe Monohan
4) Jack Garcia 
OUTBOARD DEEP-VEE
1) Craig Glasgow
2) Norm Teague
3) Jack Garcia
4) Richard Fish
NEW PRODUCTS FOR THE 
MODEL BOATER

Two items that have recently come my 
way that I think would be of interest are 
a new prop pitch gauge from Steve 
Muck’s R/C Boats, and some R/C carbs 
from Ed Fisher. Steve M uck’s Pitch 
Gauge is a rather neat little tool that 
allows the user to measure prop pitch 
with a scale provided with the tool. 
Besides measuring pitch very quickly 
and easily, this tool can be used in 
repairing props, measuring diameter, 
and repitching a prop. A very compact 
and handy instrument that fits easily into 
the tool box. Sorry, I don't have a price, 
but I’m sure that if you contact Steve 
M uck, 6003 Daven Oaks, Dallas, TX 
75248, he can give you the needed 
information.

Ed Fisher making carburetors? That's 
right. W ell, sorta right. What Ed is 
actually doing is reworking the new K&B 
outboard carb for use as a .21, .45, or .65 
carb. The carb, as reworked by Ed, will 
help fill the need for a barrel carb for 
marine use. The prices are as follows: .21 
and .45 carbs cost $23 and the .60 carb 
goes for $31. Please enclose an extra $2 
for handling and shipping costs. For 
more information, write Ed Fisher, 12004 
Marine View Dr. S.W ., Seattle, WA 
98146.
FULL SCALE RACER MAKING WAVES 
IN MODEL BOATING EVENTS

Norm Teague, who works for Nord- 
skog Competition Center as a boat 
rigger and mechanic, has proven to be 
very adept at model boat racing. Norm is 
well-known in the high performance 
full-scale racing arena for his work on all 
forms of racing boats. Last year Norm 
became interested in model boats, and

displacement ............................  t 20 cu. in
weight............................................................. 34V6 oz.
length 64i in
spinner and glow plugs not included

HP 120
PO W ERTW IN

Over 3 Horsepower 
Very Low Vibration 
Only One Carburetor 
Ideal for Prop Drives 
Use in AMA Standoff Scale 
and IMAC competition

AvaiiaN«* at your tavonle deete«

MIDWEST MODEL
SUPPLY CO.

BOX Sten ROMEOVILLE. ILL 60441

312-759-1955
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Tatone MaKes it Easy
Established in  1956. Tatone has inven ted  or de 
signed over 300 specia lized m odel a irp lane  ac
cessories. often im ita ted , bu t never equalled. 
Watch fo r more new  items.

Tatone products are a va ila b le  a t a ll lead ing  hobby shops. 
See your dea ler first. I f  no t convenient  —  ORDER DIRECT. 

Send SOC fo r illu s tra te d  p rice  in fo rm ation.
COD. VISA. MASTER CHARGE accepted.

TATONE PRODUCTS CORP.
1209 Geneva Ave San Francisco Ca 94112 (415)334-7189

the race results certainly show he knows 
how to set up and race models as well as 
full-scale boats. It appears like those 
trophies being sponsored by Powerboat 
magazine, owned by Bob Nordskog, are 
reappearing in the company’s showcase. 
FINISHING THE FINAL LAP 

This month's column contained a 
variety of material because someone 
took the time to get it up here. I cer
tainly appreciate the efforts of the 
people wno send in material for this 
column. What’s happening in your area? 
Material can be sent to Jerry Dunlap, 119 
Crestwood Dr. S.W., Tacoma, WA 98498. 
I’m waiting to hear from you. ·

Prather...........  Continued from page 51

flipped the boat on the deck. I usually 
secure the hatch cover even for test 
runs, and it was on when the boat 
flipped. The boat flipped while going 
down the straightaway and did what 
amount to a half-roll. The forward 
motion kept it going for about 30 feet 
because the hatch cover caused the boat 
to skip across the water. I had time to 
shut off the engine before the boat came 
to a stop. I would definitely recommend 
the hatch cover for use with the boat.)

I will offer a couple of other sug
gestions that should help improve the 
performance of the boat. A transom- 
mounted skidfin on the right side of the 
transom will assist in keeping the boat 
steadier in the corners. This fin can 
extend about 3/4 inch below the chine 
and be 1/2 inch in width. Extend the 
rudder as deep as possible without

placing the rudder shaft below the ride 
plate. This will help keep the boat from 
rocking from side to side while going 
down the straightaway.

Based on my testing of the Prather 
31-inch Deep-Vee, I think the boat 
should be very competitive in the .21 
deep-vee and heat racing events. At the 
time of this writing, the design holds the 
NAMBA Class A Deep-Vee oval record. 
Dick Aubert, past District 9 Director,

established the new record at last year’s 
NAMBA Nats. Because of its length and 
width, the boat is much better suited for 
calm water heat racing or enduro racing 
on calm water. I have tested the boat in 
rough water and it must be driven with a 
great amount of care, and the speed has 
to be reduced as well. However, since 
most model races are conducted on 
sheltered bodies of water, this usually 
isn’t a problem. But if it’s a rough-water

( (
LETTER S  TO

HOT STUFF II
T V

... I’ve built model planes for the past 42 years and in 
that time, adhesives available to the model builder have 
changed so much it’s like the difference between the 
Wright brothers first flight and the Appollo moon shot. 
When I started, I used some sort of banana cement. 
Since then I’ve probably used every glue they ever 
sold, but it wasn’t until I discovered “ HOT STUFF” , 
that I was really impressed. At first I used it only as a 
novelty, but, as time passed it became my primary ad
hesive. Now all my models are at least 95% “ HOT 
STUFF.”

Besides the obvious advantages of speed and high 
strength, I’ve found that you can’t beat “ HOT STUFF”  
for lightness. My V* scale Spad would weigh 20 lbs. in
stead of 15 lbs. if it weren’t for “ HOT STUFF.”  I could 
go on and on, but for short, Hove “ HOT STUFF” !

Sincerely,

:orzetting ( y  y  /Frank J . Forzetting

“ H O T  S T U F F ” )
%, 'A and 2 ounce

‘IT WASN’T UNTIL I TRIED ‘H O T S TU F F ’ 
THAT I WAS REALLY IMPRESSED”

FRANK FORZETTING 
Fresno, California

C LO C K W ISE  FROM  TO P :
SPAD ·  ME163 KO M ET ·  JU N G M EISTER  ·  F IE S E L E R  STO RCH

= B U Æ  LINE=
Va ounce

GAP FILLING
HOT STUFF

% , Va and 2 oz.

S U P E R

ALWAYS A T YOUR DEALERS -  JU S T TH E  WAY YO U W AN T IT!

SatetäteOito/ P.O. BOX 836, SIMI VALLEY, CA 93065 ·  PHONE (805)522-0062
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W E G ET  LETTERS

STARTED USING IT AND USED 
NOTHING ELSE SINCE - USED IT 
EXCLUSIVELY AT WORLD CHAMPS 
IN SOUTH AFRICA WITH MANY 
NICE COMMENTS.

PATENT
PENDING

$59.95

MARK 
1979 U.S.

RADCLIFF 
A. AEROBATIC

C & D  G L O - D R I V E R
TEAM

AVAILABLE AT YOUR 
CONDITIONS. HOBBY DEALERSURE STARTS UNDER ALL 

JOE BRIDI
C&D ENTERPRISES (714)968-6474 

10042 Merrimac Dr . , Huntington Beach, CA 92646

deep-vee you’re looking for, this boat 
comes up a little short in that respect.

The Prather 31-inch Deep-Vee will 
make a good boat for the new model 
boater or the veteran. It has the poten
tial to be among the fastest boats in its 
class, and since it currently holds a 
record, it’s safe to say it is quick. The 
whole package is well thought-out and I 
can recommend it for those interested 
in this type of boat.
LAST MINUTE NEWS

Just the day before mailing in this 
review I used the Prather 31-inch Deep- 
Vee to win the "A ” Mono and "A ” 
Deep-Vee events at the District 8 race 
held in Longview, Washington. Since 
this was the first time I had raced the 
boat, I was more than pleased with the 
results. ·

Fujavak...........Continued from page 21

lead into its nose. If the front part of 
model is too heavy set stabilizer to -4°, 
but not more! If this is not enough put

some lead in the tail or make the front 
part lighter. It is also possible to move 
the batteries a little bit backward or to 
use a lighter propeller. Try gliding with 
empty tank. Now fill it with fuel, start up 
the engine, set it at half rpm and throw it 
against the wind. Set the rudder and 
elevator displacem ents so that the 
model is controlled on both sides with 
the same easiness. If it turns to the left 
after the engine stalls, then engine axis 
must go a little bit to the left too. And the 
other way round. Then you must set also 
the rudder. After all that has been done, 
try flying with full tank. With full throttle 
model takes off quickly even from the 
ground. With a little throttle, nice flying 
can be performed at very little height. If 
you change your model to a sailplane, 
try slope soaring or thermic flights with 
the help of towline or hi-start.

That is all I can say about construction 
and flying with Fujavak. To anybody who 
will build it, I wish nice weekends and 
many flying hours. Questions can be 
answered by way of correspondence 
care of RCMB. ·

Simple..............Continued from page 33
Now here's a surprise for you: the 
sharper the leading edge, the slower 
your wing’s top speed will be. That’s 
right, a blunt entry not only stalls more 
gently, it also gives you a wider speed 
range! Sound ridiculous? Try it!

If you’re into designing your own 
ships, this wing offers lots of possi
bilities: everything from 36-inch slope 
racers using ailerons and very low 
cam ber, to seven-foot polyhedral 
floaters with high camber and big light
ening holes in the trailing edges.

A couple of words of caution. I’ve 
built gliders up to 90 inches in span using 
this construction method, but I consider 
any span over 84 inches to be unsafe, 
even when reinforced with strapping 
tape. Strength varies with the density of 
the balsa and the depth of the under
camber; flatter, faster sections are 
naturally not as strong as sections with a 
deeper camber.

Most failures occur right at the edge 
of the Celastic; staggering the top and 
bottom edges will help. And never, 
never run a razor blade along this edge 
when covering the wing as you're almost 
certain to score the wood and cause a 
later wing failure.

Next m onth : the "H o llyw o o d  
Square,”  a six-foot glider using this 
simple sheet-balsa wing. No full-size 
plans needed: build it today and fly it 
tomorrow from templates and instruc
tions in the September R/C Model 
Builder. ·

H a lf-A ..............Continued from page 46

I mean anything!) is to figure out where 
the heaviest components are. It makes 
no sense to spend a lot of time cutting 
weight out of a small component when 
you can easily do more good with less 
effort on something big. Second rule of 
thumb is that a bit of weight off the tail of 
a model will allow something like four 
times as much weight to be removed 
from the front. If you have a perennial 
problem with tail-heavy models, that is a 
significant clue that you are building 
heavier than the original model proto
types. Even if you have to add tail weight 
after lightening the aft fuselage, the total 
weight w ill still be less due to the 
moment arms involved (always put tail 
weight as far aft as you possibly can). 
There are several routes to go in making 
things lighter. You can use lighter wood, 
sand parts thinner, or cut holes in them. 
A better job of contouring solid balsa 
slab stabilizers is one of the most bene
ficial of all the lightening jobs you can 
do! Not only do you cut weight out of 
the most critical spot, you improve the 
aerodynamics, too.

On wings, the spars should be tapered 
by one means or another as you proceed 
from the root to tip. The tips of most 
models are overstrengthened, so the 
wings always break at the root. You can 
actually produce a less fracture-prone 
wing by lightening the structure of the 
tips.

WESTBITRG 
SCALE PLANS

•1/I2size 1“ = 1 ft
Boeing F4B-4/3 4 1200
Curtiss A-8 Shrike 3 $900
Curtiss N2C-2 Fledgling 4 1200
Curtiss Gulfhawk 1A 2 600
Curtiss 0-1B/A-3 Falcon 3 900
Curtiss P-1B Hawk 3 900
Curtiss XP/YP-23 3 900
Czech Avia 8-534 2 600
Davis D-1K 2 600
Douglas 0-25C 3 900
Douglas 0-31A/0-31B 3 9.00
Douglas O-31C/Y10-43 3 900
Douglas 0-38/0-38B 2 600
Douglas 0-43A 3 900
Douglas 0-46A 3 900
Fokker D-XVII 3 900
General Western Meteor 1 300
Stearman 4E. 1/12 size 2 600
Travel Air 2000 2 600
Waco ATO Taperwmg 2 600

•1/I0th size 1.2" s 1 ft.
Berliner/Joyce P-16 4 $1200
Curtiss BFC-2 Goshawk 4 1200
Curtiss F9C-2 Sparrowhawk 4 1200
Curtiss Hawk P-6E 4 1200
Fiat CR-32 3 900
Great Lakes Trainer 4 12.00
Hawker Fury Mark I 4 1200
Hawker Taper Wing Fury 3 900
Hawker Persian Fury 3 900
Monocoupe 90A 2 600
Sparmann P-1 2 600

Douglas 0-35/B-7 1 $3 00
Douglas XO-36/XB-7 1 3.00

Price includes handling and 
first class mailing within the 

United States, Canada, and Mexico. 
On foreign overseas orders, 
calculate postage based on 

80 grams per sheet.
No rolled prints — folded only.

All pnnts are blackline — 30 x 42 inches.

PETER WESTBURG
834 Seventh St., No. 6 

Santa Monica, Calif. 90403
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PROPELLORS
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NEW SIZE 
Z IN G E R  PROPS

1 0 -  6XW
1 0 -  8W 
10.5-7

10.5-7.5
1 1 -  7.5W
11-  8W 
13-5  
13-6 
13-8 
15-6  
15-8 
15-10

OUR  O TH E R  POPULAR PROPS 
AR E S TIL L  A V A ILA B LE  

IN T H E  FOLLO W ING SIZES:

DIA. PITCH DIA. PITCH DIA. PITCH

7" 4 5-6-7 lo  4 6 6 7 16" 6 6 8

7.5" 4 5 6 7 ir* 6W7W 18" 6 6 8

8" 4 6 6  7 11" 5 6 7  7.68 20" 6 8  10

8.5" 4 6 6  7 12" 4 6 6 22- 6 8  10

9" 4 6 6  7 14" 4 6 6 24· 6 6 1 0

* ★ ★ * * ★ * ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ * * * * * ★ * * ★ ★ ★ * ★ ★ ★ * ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

*
*
+
*
+
*
*
*
»
*
*
*
*
+
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
+
*
*
*
♦
*
*
*
+
*
♦
*
*
♦
♦
★

Clue is a sneaky but pernicious source 
of excess weight. First, really close- 
fitting joints will allow you to have 
strong joints without excess adhesive. 
Then, the cyanoacrylate adhesives are 
the lightest. Probably old Ambroid 
comes next, but it is a terrible pain to use 
correctly. After that, I prefer to use the 
aliphatic resin glues in most places. It has 
good filling power, fatigue resistance, 
and is easy to work with. You must use it 
sparingly, though, as it is relatively 
heavy. Don't forget to wipe off any 
excess and dribbles. Last in the world of 
heavy are epoxy and polyester. These 
aren’t inherently all that heavy, but they 
seem to always be applied with a shovel. 
If you want to fillet a joint, use a triangu
lar section of wood, not a glob of epoxy! 
Get some paper towels and wipe the 
excess off. Two wiped-on coats of epoxy 
seal as well and are much lighter than a 
single heavy coat (let it set up between 
coats, of course).

Finally, consider your choice of fin
ishing materials. There are startling 
differences in the weights just between 
the various colors of plastic film cover
ings. Clear doped silk is light, and tissue 
is lighter. Don’t think that the tissue 
covering won’t stand up; I covered my 
"Skydancer" design with good old 
lapanese tissue, and that was a model 
powered by 10-lb. thrust rocket motors!
I never had the tissue strip off, even 
when there were punctures. Painted 
colors, especially light colors, are typi
cally heavier than a transparent finish. If 
you feel like experimenting, make up a 
100 sq. in. panel of various finishes and 
weigh them (a pharmacist can give you 
accurate weights if you haven't access to 
a good scale). If you must paint the 
model, an undercoat of silver will allow 
you to use fewer pigment coats for the 
same even coverage. Remember, use 
filler for smoothing, color only for color, 
and clear overcoat for gloss for the 
lightest finish, and don't be afraid to 
sand like crazy.

I received some new photographs and 
a long letter from Tyrone Parker. Fie 
designed the Pusher Delta control liner I 
showed a few months ago. The two 
models shown are by Tyrone and the 
photos by Dave Purchase. I don’t know 
what these guys do for a living, but the 
quality of construction and photogra
phy is of a very professional caliber. He 
has a lot of hints on how he does things, 
so I'll be lazy and just publish his letter as 
is:

Dear Larry,
I am working on plans and instruc

tions for my best designs and hope to 
soon have them completed and in the 
mail to you for inspection.

I have enjoyed fine reliability and 
durability from the Cox 290 type engine 
found in "Wings”  and "UFO” plastic 
planes, which are occasionally on sale 
at various drug stores in this area at very 
reasonable cost.

I make A.J. Walker type fuel cells from 
Safeway latex neoprene household  
gloves by snipping off the digits and

slipping one end of a length of silicone 
fuel line half way over a 3/4-inch length 
of 1/16 I.D. brass tube. Trim the fuel line 
so that the uncovered half of the brass 
tube protrudes from the open end of the 
glove digit and the other end of the fuel 
line reaches to within 1/4 inch of the 
closed end. Then tie the open end of the 
glove digit around the end of the fuel 
line over the brass tube with nylon heavy 
duty thread. Seal the knot with cyano
acrylate adhesive, then slip another 
length of silicone fuel line over the 
protruding end of the brass tube and 
trim the other end of the fuel line to 
reach comfortably over the engine fuel 
intake tube. Slip a 1/2-inch length of 
neoprene fuel line over the engine fuel

intake fitting and slip a 5/8-inch length 
of 1/16 I.D. brass tube into this line till 
the tube touches the fitting. This leaves 
1/4 inch of the tube protruding from the 
edge of the backplate.

I have found this type of fuel cell to be 
really durable. I have enjoyed consistent 
engine runs on 5% nitro fuel when the 
cell is filled only until it reaches its 
natural contour. The fuel (lows easily 
into the vacuum created by the engine 
as the regular air pressure collapses the 
cell around the remaining fuel.

I have a mylar notebook cover that I 
cut reeds from; they are about the same 
thickness and flexibility as the brass ones 
and are more fatigue resistant.

I use Cox silencers and Cox 6x3 black

When you build your model around 
the best engine, doesn’t it 

deserve the best exhaust system?
If you chose Quadra as your engine, 

then you already know quality. And 
quite frankly, it means you should 
choose Quadra Charger by Cosmocon 
as your exhaust system.

The Quadra Charger is the only 
system authorized by Quadra. It in
creases power by 26.2%  at 8,000 
r.p.m.'s and has the best power-to-

Cosmocon Ltd.
R .R . 2, Uxbridge, Ontario, Canada L0C  1 K0  

Ph. (416) 852-7710

weight ratio available anywhere. And 
equally remarkable, the Quadra 
Charger reduced fuel consumption by 
25.7%  while reducing noise by 
approximately 75% . Of course, a 
system this good is fully guaranteed. 
Its price is $68.80 U.S. plus $2 
postage. For complete specs and to 
order, write:
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A L L  N E W  No. 2 F R O M  H O O

HOO Inc., 12 Mac Alva Dr., Hampton, VA 23669 / (804) 826*3400 Dealer Inquiries Invited.

A H A LF-A  SPORT T R A IN ER  FOR 
2 OR 3-CHANNEL RADIO 

CO NTRO L (RUD DER AND 
E LE V A T O R . TH R O TTLE  

OPTIO NAL). 
A L L  MACHINE 

CU T WOOD. 
STYROFOAM  WING. 

EA SY  TO FOLLOW 
INSTRUCTIONS.

29.95

H O O

D ttig n ed  by 
C ra ig  Wagner

C P  9  e r m i T  A  NEW  C O N C EP T  IN 1/2A s p o r t  T R A IN E R  
d B - Ι  d L U U I  T Y P E  A IR C R A F T  F E A T U R IN G

2-C H A N N EL R A D IO  C O N T R O L  
A IL E R O N  A N D  E L E V A T O R  

W ITH E A S Y  TO  FO L LO W  
IN S T R U C T IO N S  AND  

A L L  M A CH IN E  
C U T  W OOD. D E S IG N E D  

FO R  N O V IC E  A N D
E X P E R T S  A L IK E .

34.95

A Ur*Que C*t*tog
of the most .  ' S P ® ·* !? ·

W anted <* 
Merchandr*«

the World * 4 . 9 5

3 14  Fifth Avenue 
New York. N Y  10001 

1212) B R 9 -9 0 3 5

propellers. One of my engines set up in 
this way has used about a gallon of 5% 
nitro fuel during the past year and still 
runs just fine. Still has the same glow 
head it came with, too.

I use 32-foot lines of Conso 721 white 
bonded finish heavy-duty nylon thread 
tied directly to the nylon beUcrank, and 
have found this line to be fuel and 
abrasive resistant and of minimal weight 
and drag, as it is very small in diameter 
yet great in strength. It does stretch a bit 
when new, but after a few flights it 
becomes reasonably stable while re

taining a nice cushion.
I set the engine thrust line about 9° 

toward the outside of the circle, which 
keeps the plane right out on the ends of 
the lines. I don’t use any wing tip weight, 
as the plane flies level without it. I use a 
single safety pin type wire loop line 
guide set at the wing tip where the plane 
balances when suspended at the wing 
tips.

I use a m onowheel landing gear 
assembled from a 4-5/8 inch length of 
1/16 music wire and a Sig 3/4-inch 
diameter nylon hub wheel. I bend 1/8 
inch of one end of the wire back to a 
right angle, slip the other end through 
the hole in the wheel hub, slide the 
wheel over to the bend, and bend the 
long length on the other side of the 
wheel hub up to a right angle.

When the back o f the carburetor 
backplate o f the Cox 290 engine is

G t CURACAO MODELBOUW
U  φ  presents:

T H E  A M E R IC A N  B R IG A N T IN E  “ L A W R E N C E "  built in 1843

Scale: 1 :60 - L . 38 " H. 31 " 
A rt. nr. 8005

A  model building kit o f  a wood sailing vessel 
in a complete new construction design.

Featuring: 
a true scale replica 
• accurately detailed 
a hull of frame - and - stringer type design 
a sailcloth selected to resemble the 

authentic sails
a high quality bronze fittings 
a precision fittings 
a complete set of accurate drawings 
a step by step english instructions

Th is exellent quality model k it w ill be sent 
to you on receipt of US$ 195,—, air parcel 
post paid.
A llow  approx. 8 weeks delivery time.

CURACAO MODELBOUW 
P .0 . Box 470 - Curacao - Neth. Antilles

Mail orders - Retail - Wholesale - Import and Export - Design - Custom Bu ilt.

examined while se( in the side position 
with the straight side to the right and 
the curved side to the left, there is a 
small web projecting in from the top 
inside edge of the backplate just to the 
left of the top right screw head; directly 
across and projecting in from the bottom 
inside edge of the backplate, just to the 
left of the bottom right screw head, 
there is another web. I drill a 1/16-inch 
hole in the corner formed by the right 
edge of the top web and the inside edge 
of the backplate and parallel to the 
engine mount holes. Cut a 1/16x1/16 
inch notch in the bottom edge of the 
backplate just to the right of the bottom 
web. Bend 1/4 inch of the top of the 
landing gear wire forward to a right 
angle and slip it into the top hole; the 
down part of the wire sets into the 
bottom notch. The landing gear fits 
nicely between the webs and the screw 
heads and sets securely between the 
backplate and the firewall. The engine is 
secured to the firewall with No. 4x1/2 
inch sheet metal screws.

I have a 9x24-inch piece of insulation 
board with a one-inch length of 1/4- 
inch diameter nylon tube bolted to the 
outside back corner with a 1/2-inch 
diameter nylon washer on top. After 
starting and adjusting the engine, I set 
the plane on the board with the outside 
leading edge of the stabilizer set behind 
the tube, which prevents the plane from 
moving forward. The washer prevents 
the stabilizer from sliding up over the 
top. I sef my fuel/field kit and govern
ment Ni-Cd ignition battery at the 
trailing edge of the outside wingtip to 
prevent the engine offset from pivoting 
the plane around, and when I ’m out at 
the handle I just gently pull till the tip of 
the stabilizer clears the tube and the 
plane takes right off. Tyrone Parker, 2705- 
1/2 N. Proctor, Tacoma, WA 98407.

Next model isafun/sporttwo-channel 
design by Ken Willard. It was on display 
at the Pasadena IMS Show, in Bill and 
Charlie Cannon’s booth. You can guess 
what the model is named! A Tee Dee 
.051 provides the power, and consider
ing where it was displayed, you might 
even be able to surmise what R/C 
equipment was used.

Also on display at the Cannon Booth 
was Woody Woodward’s Jetco Cessna in 
framework form. I had a photo of the 
front end with the G-Mark Twin .12 a 
couple of months ago. This time I want 
to show you just how much room is left 
over in this model with Bill's latest 
airborne system. I have seen .40 sized 
scale models more crowded than that!

Final two photos are of a Jetco Naviga
tor as built by Philip Mahoney. His major 
changes to the model include remov
able floats and a water rudder. In addi
tion, the engine pod was made remov
able and the balsa pod was hollowed 
and polyester resin coated to become 
the fuel tank. Phil cautions that the 
model, as designed, is too weak in the 
windshield area and you should replace 
the clear windows and windshield with 
balsa sheet and paint the window areas 
in. He also said that he would prefer to
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two more classics 
from Flyline

IT 'S  H ERE!!

•SEE YOUR LOCAL HOBBY D EA LER · 

send (0 1 catalog

READY NOW U  M span

1-1/2" Seal s 24.95 single channel r/c

.049 Power free ťli«ht

020 power

>15.95

Farman Moustique

QUAKER 
\  FLASH

F L Y L IN E  M O D E L S ,  INC.
2820 OORR AVENUE (B Ιί} 
FAIRFAX VIRGINIA 2203: 

1703)573-2031

JOHN POND ^G) 
Old Time Plan Service

The largest selection of plans in the world at the most 
reasonable prices. Each list $1.00 *

All 4 for $3.00
No. 11 OLD TIMER F/F GAS 
No. 11 OLD TIMER RUBBER/TOWLINE 
No. 11 OLD TIMER FLYIN G  SCALE A through K 
No. 11 OLD TIMER FLYIN G  SCALE L through Z

♦New prices effective Ju. c 1, 1980 
P.O . Box 3215 

San Jose, C a lif . 95156 
Phone (408) 292-3382

reshape the rudder to make it vertical 
and give it a bit more area. The elevator 
needs to be full span and another half
inch more chord would be useful, 
although it requires reworking the 
stabilizer.

Phil uses a Webra 1.5 cc diesel with 
R/C carb for power, and control is by 
Cannon “ M in i,”  using three of his 
available four channels. Total weight is 
32 ounces dry with a 225 mah battery 
pack. Takeoff is in about 20 to 25 feet and 
very realistic. Hand launches are difficult 
due to unresponsive elevator and the 
high thrust line. Phil says that a 30-foot 
hill is useful as a starting point! (Perhaps 
some upthrust would cure that?)

Well, my fingers are wore out to a 
nubbin, so I guess that's it until next 
month. ·

Plug Sparks . . .  Continued from page 40

here are the results of the SAM 21 R/C 
Texaco Contest held April 12 and 13 at
Taft:
CLASS A B C  (10 entries)
1. Rich Kultti (Bom bshell/K& B 29 )· 23:25
2. Jim Kyncy (Gas B ird/K& B 29 )· 21:20
3. M onti Farrell (Lanzo/M erco) 12:44 
A N TIQ U E (15 entries)
1. Ross Thomas (C loudster/K& B 35 )· 31:47
2. Jim Kyncy (D a lla ire/O S 60 )· 31:28
3. N ick N icholau (D a lla ire/O S 50)· 30:00
As noted by the astericks ( · ) ,  these times 
include flyoff tim es which were quite sm all, as 
flights w ere lim ited to 10-second engine runs. 
That really separates the men from the boys!
TEX A C O  (21 entries)
1. Jim Kyncy (Gas B ird/O S 4/c) 36:38
2. Phil Bernhardt (Ehling/Super Cyke) 32:14
3. Ross Thomas (Eaglet/OS 4/c) 31:36
1/2A TEX A C O  (7 entries)
1. Jim Kyncy (Playboy Jr.) 16:42
2. Jack Alten (Playboy Jr.) 11:15
3. Ernie Payne (Lanzo) 9:32

At the close of the contest, C.D. Pond 
announced this prestigious seven-year- 
old R/C Texaco meet was being taken 
over by SAM 49. Inasmuch as this annual 
meet has literally been held in their 
“ back yard”  and the northern boys 
come anywhere from 250 to 450 miles to 
attend this meet, the Los Angeles Club, 
SAM 49, headed up by Bill Cohen, 
offered to take over the running of this 
meet. This will give SAM 49 two dates at 
Taft, one in April and the other in 
December, which fittingly closes out the
O.T. R/C season.

ENGINE OF THE MONTH
In trying to trace the ancestry of old 

engines through advertisements ap
pearing in the old model airplane maga
zines, one can easily get tripped up as 
some engine manufacturers advertised 
in only one magazine!

Such is the case of this engine of the 
month, the Fleetwind 60, as produced by 
the Hoof Mfg. Co., then located at 6543 
S. Laramie Ave., Chicago, Illinois. The 
initial advertisement of the Fleetwind 
appeared in the March 1946 issue of Air 
Trails, featuring a full page (and those 
old Air Trails pictorial magazines were 
large pages!) extolling the virtues of this 
new engine. Credit for development of 
this engine has generally been given to

V.S. Jennings.
After two consecutive fuli-page ad

vertisements in Air Trails, the advertising 
was abruptly dropped in favor of a photo 
appearing with a dealer/distributor, the 
first being Gene Robertson's in Char
lotte, North Carolina. Model Airplane 
News finally broke through with an 
advertisement by Ace Model Shop, 
featuring the Fleetwind in the May 1946 
issue.

Advertising by various distributors still 
followed with R&H Hobby crafters of 
Chicago, Illinois, featuring the Fleet- 
wind in their August 1946 ad in Air Trails. 
In an effort to generate sales over the 
Christmas holidays in the December 
1946 issue of Air Trails, the Hoof Co.

came out with the idea of a complete 
mount with a complete ignition system 
(designated Model E-2) which consisted 
of a 5 X 6-inch plywood base with suction 
cups to hold the mount on any table, 
box, etc. This item sold for $29.75 as 
compared to the unmounted version 
less coil and condenser for $24.75.

Advertisements were far and few 
between thereafter, with only American 
Hobby Center carrying the Fleetwind on 
their list of available engines. In August 
of 1947, the price was dropped to $19.50 
in an effort to spur sales, but to no avail, 
as the last mention of the Fleetwind was 
in the February 1948 issue of Air Trails. 
Another engine that succumbed to the 
tremendous competition for the .60 size

TREAT YOURSELF TO A 

CUSTOM BU ILT

Telephone:

5289 Lu cky  Clover La . 
M urray, Utah 84107

TIPOKARE
by DICK HANSON

Our custom  built a irfram es are used 
by m any of the c o u n try ’s to p  pattern  
filers. Fo r e x am p le , w e furn ished  
basic co m po nen ts for 1/6 of th e  m od
els f lo w n  In the  1 9 7 9  M asters T o u rn 
am ent. So m e w ere  T IP O R A R E S ,  
som e w ere not.
Building pattern  b ird s Is a business  
w ith us, not a sid e lin e . W e can  save 
y o u  consid erable bu ild ing  tim e by  
providing y o u  w ith  good, basic  
co n structio n .
W rite or ca ll us co n cern ing  your  
requirem ents. We w ill be happy to  
review  them  w ith  y o u  and q u o te  
prices and d e live ry .
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R/C S Y S T E M S

WORLD’S
7 N O W  - THE

SUPER-MICRO!
SM A LLEST SER V O ,  Rx & CO M PLETE R /C  SVSTEM

SUPER-MICRO Servo, .47 o z . ,  29/64 x 31/32 
X 1-3/32", 1 5 o z .- in . thrust. Works with most 
a ll positive pulse decoders. MICRO Rx (4 C H . 
m ax .) , 19/32 x 7/8 x 1-9 /1 6" , weight .54 oz . 
(2 C H .) (5 CH . uses larger MINI R x ). Flite 
packs compatible with Tx of most other mokes.

ITEM SYSTEMS FLITE PACKS

2 C H . $234.95
3 C H . 292.95
4 C H . 349.95
5 C H . 359.95

$169.95 (3.14oz.) 
2 0 7 .50 (3 .65 o z .)

244 .95  (4 .1 6 o z .)

247.95 (4 .16 o z .)

*SERVO $47.50 MICRO RX $89.95(4 C H .)
*Deans plug, Add $2.50 for other type plug. 

SH IPP IN G : Systems - $5.50; Flite Pocks - $4 .00; Servos or 
Rx -$ 3 .0 0 . 20% deposit required on orders. California 
residents add sales ta x . Brochure -  .5 0 U .S . ,  $ 1.50 Foreign .

13400-26 Saticoy S ir · ·»  North Hollywood, Calif. 91605 P h o n · (2 1 3 )764-1488

A. J. FISHER INC.
Manufacturers of Quality 

Scale Brass Ship and Yacht 
Fittings Since 1025 

Plan· - Fitting· - Κ ιτ β  - Book·

ILLU STRATED  CATALOG, $1.50

Z I P  -  4 8 0 6  7

motor market.
Many of the engines that came out 

after the war were the fertile brainwork 
of many engine designers who had four 
years to think up novel ideas for produc
ing a better engine with subsequent 
additional power. Among those, like the 
Barker with Manumatic valve, Melcraft

with a front ram induction, etc., the 
Hoof engine was quite innovative in the 
method of removing engine parts.

The dual bypass covers offered a new 
method of removal. Another feature 
was the removable cylinder head and 
barrel. This was removed simply by 
loosening the four hexagonal head 
bolts. Instructions say, do not remove 
the bolts as they are mounted in the 
crankcase. After loosening the bolts, 
simply twist the cylinder, and the whole 
assembly pops off. Of course, a special 
wrench was provided for the bolts. 
However, this did not prevent the 
modeler from making his own wrench 
from a nail file. This interesting "bayo
net”  type cylinder removal only re
quired a quarter of a turn to lift it from 
the crankcase.

As if this wasn’t enough, the Fleetwind 
motor also featured removable front 
and rear crankcase covers, the front 
carrying the crankshaft and rear cover 
having the rotary disc valve attached.

Actually, the engine was self-defeat
ing, as so many parts required constant

$10.95/set

Set Includes 22 Instruments

COCKPIT
IN S T R U M E N T S
1/4 SCALE FOR POWERED 
AIRCRAFT & SAILPLANES 
Full Color Dial Faces 
Detailed Bezels with Clear Lens 
Easy to Assemble and Install

Available at your («voňte dealer

MIDWEST MODEL
SUPPLY CO.

BOX 518R ROMEOVILLE. ILL . 60441

312-759-1955

attention to keep everything tight to 
insure good running qualities. Irwin 
Ohlsson found this fault in his early 
Miniature and Gold Seal engines, where 
removable bypass cover plates could be 
over-tightened, hence warping the 
covers.

For those interested in the fabrication 
of the Fleetwind, the cylinder barrel, 
and head (one piece) was machined 
from steel, as were the piston and 
crankshaft. The crankcase, bypass 
covers, connecting rod, and timer hous
ing were made from aluminum. Inci
dentally, the connecting rod was riveted 
to the piston, eliminating the need for 
wrist pin pads. (Strange, with so many 
other parts removable.)

The bearings were made of bronze, 
and the gas tank was made of light sheet 
metal with a light sheet metal cover 
pressed into the tank. The gas tank was 
held in place by hexagon nuts screwed 
over the needle valve body and locked 
onto the intake tube.

Performance figures were not the 
most encouraging to the modeler look
ing for the best available power plant. 
With a cylinder bore of 15/16 inch and 
7/8 inch stroke, giving a displacement of 
.60 cu. in., and weight of 12ounces bare, 
the engine was rated at .35 to .40 brake 
hp by the Hoof people. Claims were also 
made of 10,000 rpm using a 13-inch 
diameter propeller with a 3-inch pitch.

Strobatac tests by the Air Trails’ per
sonnel in charge of the engine analysis 
found the engine only turned 6.500 rpm 
using a standard 14 inch F/F propeller. 
Using a high-pitch 12-inch prop, per
formance was increased to 7,600 rpm 
and finally with a 10-in. dia., 9-in. pitch 
prop, the best rpm obtainable was 9,600. 
However, at the top end, the needle 
valve was noted to be quite critical, as 
the points had a tendency to float. It was 
generally conceded that a heavier spring 
or augmenting spring, such as produced 
by Bunch, would eliminatethisproblem.

Fleetwinds: Where are they all now? 
You’ll have to contact your local engine 
collector as this is where most of them 
ended up.
30 YEARS AGO, I W AS.. .

In connection with locating a suitable 
site for the Midwest SAM Champs 
(finally settled on Wright-Patterson 
AFB), Bryan Wheeler, who for a time had 
permission to use Richards Gebauer 
AFB, writes in answer to this columnist's 
inquiry about other sites in the Kansas 
City, Missouri area.

Your last letter relating your friend's 
recollection o f Swope Park brought me 
some chuckles; especially from your 
statement, "Why we had not considered 
Swope Park for the SAM Champs!" He 
indicated this was a huge area on the 
south side of town with all kinds of space 
(and only a few trees).

I am reminded of how tremendously 
large the football players looked to me 
when I first entered high school in 7938. 
To bring out my point:

Swope Park was indeed the site of the 
first Jimmy Allen Model Contests in 
which the Bluebird design was flown in
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competition. Before that, during World 
War I (1918), some hero type pilots were 
bringing some Thomas Morse Scouts 
into the Kansas City area to bolster a 
Liberty Bond drive. A heavy overcast 
moved in and dispersed the formation. 
In the confusion, some of the pilots 
mistakenly identified the Swope Park 
Mall as their intended airport and 
promptly executed a landing . . .  all of 
them successfully!

However, times do change. The field 
is much smaller due to encroaching 
improvements such as roads, shelters, 
etc., and the trees are now giants! To 
com pound our troubles, during the 
post-war days of wild and woolly control 
line flying, the city finally passed legisla
tion prohibiting the flying of model 
airplanes on the Mall.

In retrospect, one of my high school 
football heroes is the postman on my 
route and he doesn’t look so big either. 
As a matter o f fact, I have often threat
ened to fall on him (Wheeler is over 250 
lbs.) if he ever folds one of my airplane 
magazines!

Columnist note: Weren’t those the 
days when we didn't have all these 
environmental people telling us we are 
noise-polluting the air?
SAM CHAMPS

For those who don’t receive the 
Society’s newsletter, “ SAM Speaks/’ the 
Annual SAM Championships (Old Timer 
Nats to you) will be held in conjunction 
with the AMA Nats being held also at 
Wright-Patterson AFB. Dayton, Ohio 
(August 8 through 10).

The welcoming "bean feed” will be 
staged at Wright University on Thursday 
evening, August 7, beginning at 6 p.m. 
This social affair is intended for all the 
fellows to again meet and swap lies 
about what they have been doing for the 
past year. In addition, the get-together 
also serves as a meeting place where last 
minute announcements about the 
Champs can be made.

For those wishing to enter the SAM 
Champs, obtain an entry form from the 
SAM Champs Contest Manager Bob 
Larsh, 45 S. Whitcomb, Indianapolis, IN 
46241. Suggest you write immediately if 
you need dormitory space as this will go 
fast once the entries start coming in from 
the AMA contestants.

1l it e S par
CARBON FIBER SPARS

FliteSpar is the result ol space age develop
ments in tiber technology Hi-Flight Model 
Products now offers a carbon fiber-foam 
laminate tor use in model building These 
spars compare favorably with hardwood in 
weight while ottenng highly superior strength 
FlileSpars are available in all common sizes 
from your local hobby dealer or direct from 
Hi-Flight Model Products Send S.A S  E for 
information sheet.

43225 Whittier Avenue/Hemet. California 92343

Bob Larsh has been doing a terrific job 
as Contest Manager and the way this 
Champs is sizing up, it should be a real 
great meet. For those who love to fly, we 
have more events than ever.

While talking about events, Joe Be- 
shar, former SAM President, will run the 
Electric .020 Free Flight Event at W-P 
AFB. Rules are simplicity themselves: 
1) Any old timer m odel, scaled or 
otherwise, is eligible; 2) Power is .020 
Astro-Flight electric motor or equiva
lent; 3) Provide model with two-prong 
female Dean Connector with positive 
terminal coded red. All charging will be 
done by the C.D .; 4) Official flights will 
be 3 minutes with 10 seconds recorded 
as an attempt. Total high time of three 
flights wins it.
O.T. CONTROL LINE

On Monday following the SAM 
Champs, this columnist will stage two 
old time control line events on August 
11 at Wilmington AFB. These events will 
be stunt ignition powered and stunt 
glow powered.

Stunt rules will be the 1950 AMA Stunt 
pattern and judging will be headed up 
by Carl Hatrak. This should be a pack of 
fun, so don’t miss it! Enter on the field, 
it’s that easy!
FIREBALL

Picture No. 10 shows a real honest-to- 
goodness “ Fireball” as designed and

U Hflabby Morn

* *  ho bln ip r c t j l f i t t  ^

OLD TIMER KITS (Full and Partial Kits)
Midway Model Co. - -Full and Partial kits. F F iR / C  

.020 Replica Full Kits (Formerly by Micro Models) 
1940 Snilplnnc (Comet/Goldberg’s ) . 36” Span $14.95 
1940 New Ruler (Struck’s ). 31” Span $13.95
1940 Buzzard Bombshell (Knofes'). 30“ Span $11.95
1940 Playboy Sr. (Cleveland's). 38” Span $12.95 
Series ’ 50“ - -Full Kits. .10-. 15 R/C
1938 Powerhouse (Ta ib l). 50” Span $35.96
1941 Sportster (A ir Trails ). 50” Span $35.96
Partial Kits--Rib. Tip. and Former--Machine cut.
1937 Long Cabin. 78“ Span. Cabin (Plan Ex.)$15.00 
(Plan for Long Cabin--$5.00)

P t  Vi Se m i-K its (A ll M achine Cut P a r is i
1938 Powerhouse. 84“ Span (Plan Extra) $15.50
(Companion Stripwood "Kit" for Powerhouse $17.70) 
1941 Playboy J r.. 54" Span (Plan Extra) $10.50
1939 Zipper. 54" Span (Plan Included) $24.00
1938 Clipper MK I. 72" Span (Plnn Extra) $10.75
(Plans: P-house. $4.00. P-boy $2.50. Clipper.$4.5©

•IK'S Models- -Full K its.  G as and  R u b b e r
1940 ’Baby’ Buzzard Bombshell. 36". 020-049 $12.95
1939 Korda Wakefield. 44" Span Rubber $13.95
1939 Denny Plane. 72" Span. .19 . 35 $74.95

Fly line  M o de ls--F u ll K it. 020 Rep lica. F F  o r  R/C
1937 Quaker Flash. 34" Span $14.36

Micro M odels- -Fu ll K its.  0-I9-.15. R/C
1940 Panther (Peerless). 45" Low Winger $27.95
1938 Mercury (Scientific). 45" Span Cabin $26.95 
FREE FLIGHT KITS (Contemporary designs)
Witch Hawk (J. Clem). .049- 051. 42" Spun 
Tornado (Jetco). .049-.051. 49" Span
Patriot (R/N Models). .020. 30" Span 
Orbiteer (Comp. Models). .049-.051 
Ramrod 250 (S ig ). .049-. 051. 40*" Span 
Witch Doctor 800 (S ig ). .20-. 45. 803 sq.in 
Satellite 320 (4K’s ).  .049-. 051. 48" Span 
Satellite 450 (4K’s ). .15 .30. 56" Span 
Slats (R/N Models). 34" Coupe (Rubber)
Panda (R/N Models). 30" Span (P-30) Rubber $8.06 
OTHER PRODUCTS STOCKED. Indoor supplies 
from Micro-X; Rubber from FAI and Sig: Free 
Flight accessories from FAI. Sig. Peck λ Crocket.

$13.95 
$13.95 
$7.16 

$11.95 
$10.95 
$20.95 
$13.95 
$24.60 
$ 11.66

Shipping and Handling 
Up to $15.00 add $1.50. 
$15.01 to $40.00 add $2.00. 
$40.01 to $60.00 add $2.50. 
and over $60.00 add $3.00. 
(Calif. Addressees add 6% 
for State sales tax.) Send 
M.O.. Check or Visa/MC 
(# ♦ Exp.). COD = Exact 
Postage ♦ COD Fee.

Send $1.00 for latest 
catalogue, (a copy 
will be sent free, 
upon request, with

JUL
HORN 

P.O. Box 3004 
Seal Beach. Ce 90740 

(714) 894-6223 Imomlngs 
best or recorder-- 

(activates after 4 rings) L

W E ’ V E  E X P A N D E D !  .-

’ in tern a tio n a l

CATALOGS $2 00

manufactured by Jim Walker. John D. 
Macy of 5200 S.E. Jennings, =11, Mil- 
waukie, OR 97222, submitted this photo 
showing one of the two Fireballs he has 
built.

Macy is looking for help in tracing the 
history of the Jim Walker Fireballs. He 
intends to make drawings of each ver
sion. It is Frank’s dream to do the whole 
project up complete with Fireball logo.

ANNOUNCING A NEW JIM CROCKET PRODUCT LINE
It gives me great pleasure to announce that I now am a distributor for 
EM CO -LU X tools and accessories. I have used these tools for over 22 years 
in my hobby and professional work and credit them for the quality  of 
work and the wide range of products I've been able to develop for my 
clients. I am well acquainted with their precision and durab ility  and can 
recommend them without reservation not only for hobby and professional 
use, but also as an investment. For the past decade, quality tools have app
reciated rather than depreciated in value.
Fu ll color brochures are available describing each tool along with price lists 
and order blanks. Because these are expensive and not a ll my customers are 
interested in the tools, I am not mailing them with each Free-Flight Hard
ware catalog. If  you would like to receive these brochures, please send your 
name and address, along with $1 .50 to cover postage and handling.

JIM CROCKET REPLICAS 
1442 N. FRUIT AVE. 
FRESNO. CA. 93728
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history on Jim Walker, and the contribu
tion he made to aircraft modeling.

Macy further states that if the project 
is not feasible from a commercial stand
point, he will still do it and donate the 
drawings, models, etc. to a model air
craft museum so that posterity can learn 
and appreciate Jim W alker and his 
Fireball that started all this control line

business.
Columnist's note: At the recent MAC 

Show in Long Beach, California, a Fire
ball kit was introduced by Modeler’s 
Mansion, a hobby shop in Gardena, 
California. These two efforts should 
certainly preserve the old Fireball!

Picture No. 11 shows the SAM 7 gang 
giving George Armstead’s latest crea
tion, the Beaumont Soaring Champ, the 
once over. This excellent towline glider 
has not enjoyed the popularity one 
would think a Nationals win would bring 
it.

SAM 7 Chapter is to be commended 
for its efforts to revive and maintain an 
old time towline event. Although entries 
to start have been small, a gradual 
increase has been noted in successive 
contests. Perhaps by the time the SAM 
Champs gets back to their area in 1982, 
the event may again be reinstated in the 
SAM Champs slate of events.

Picture No. 12 comes all the way from 
New Zealand. Rex Bain of 3 Grassy- 
downs PI., Flamilton, New Zealand, sent 
in this photo taken of his three-channel 
R/C Zipper being flown at Fielding, at a 
Vintage meet organized by Rex.

Rex was the chairman of the N.Z. 
Association of Vintage Aeromodellers. 
Rules down under permit designs to the 
end of 1950 (similar to English rules). 
There are approximately 50 active O.T. 
modelers in New Zealand and still 
growing.

Rex states, after his visits to the World 
Champs at Taft and a SAM 30 O.T. meet 
at Sacramento, that Californians don’t 
know how lucky they are to have such 
excellent flying sites and most important 
. . . weather to add to their enjoyment of 
the hobby.

Picture No. 13 is from another faraway 
place, South Africa. Jack Abbott, who is 
one of the guiding lights of the O.T. 
movement in South Africa, sent in this

photo of his R/C controlled Comet 
Sailplane. Several months ago we did an 
article on the South African activity and 
this is the sailplane we mentioned that 
had trouble in the sun. Still a good flier 
after being rebuilt!

Our last picture. No. 14, shows Charlie 
Critch cranking on Bill Bowen’sairplane. 
This nine-foot Clipper, powered by an
O.S. .60 four-cycle engine, has proven to 
be an excellent flier. Unfortunately, the 
model was still being trimmed out 
during official flights. Some badly 
needed incidence changes in the tail 
were required between flights (with 
only two official flights allowed!). De
spite this, Critch did a nice flying job and 
did well over 20 minutes. Not too shabby 
for a starter!
SAM AT TOLEDO

For the fifth year in SAM history, a 
SAM booth has been manned at the 
Toledo Weak Signals Trade Show. No 

uestion about it, SAM enjoys a tremen- 
ous public exposure at this most heavily 

attended show.
According to Tim Banaszak, Secretary/ 

Treasurer, this is an excellent time to 
promote new members and catch those 
members who have forgotten to renew 
their membership. In this respect the 
SAM booth more than amply repays 
itself for the time put in by the SAM 
volunteers. These incidentally were Tim 
Banaszak, Karl Speilmaker (who opened 
the booth on Friday), Mrs. Clarence 
Andre and Cora Stevie from Butler, 
Pennsylvania, and of course, Clarence 
Andre. We missed you this year, Joe 
Beshar!

The real piece-de-resistance was the 
Static Show for Old Timers run annually 
at Toledo. This year was no exception, as 
the judges, Banaszak, Spielmaker, W.V. 
Stevie, and Bob Lonseth, were almost 
stumped when it came to picking a 
winner. All the old timer models were so 
beautifully constructed it was very 
difficult to separate them. As a matter of 
fact, the third-place winner. Bill Ferretti, 
was only third because his model was 
covered with Monokote, and some of 
the judges felt that silk and dope models 
rated higher. Regardless of the fore
going, Ferretti’s model won the regular 
open static exhibition as staged by the 
Toledo Club for the best Monokote 
application. This, incidentally, makes 
the second year in a row that an old 
timer decorated with Monokote has 
won the Top Flite Monokote Award!

Although to be eligible for the static 
judging, your model had to be radio 
controlled, there were an outstanding 
number of other varieties of free flight 
models on display. This all helped attract 
the crowd to the booth.

Finally, after much head scratching, 
the judges came up with the following 
winners of the Fifth O.T. Static Display:

1. Ken Kalaynik
Megow Cadet on floats, with igni
tion, finished in silver and blue.

2. Gordon Pearson
Guff with ignition, finished in red 
and black.

3. Bill Ferretti
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SPITFIRE
Still the best combination ot looks & performance you 
can buy Nobody ever designed a more elegant ship than 
the Spitfire. The model flies superbly and has won countless standoff 
scale contests. The standard kit builds into a Mk. 9. Plan includes 
details for other Marks, like the beautiful Mk. 22.
Kit features: Machined and diecut balsa, formed LG. nylon 
fittings, metal parts & mouldings. Two full-size plans: 
complete radio & retract gear installation 
shown. Isometric diagram & illustrated 
instructions make building easy and fun.
Six-color accurate decals. Span: 65",
Area: 714 Sq.". 4 to 6 channel. Engine 40 to .60

2657 N.E. 188th Slreel 
Miami. Florida 33180 
Telephone 935-1436

Dallaire Sportster in transparent 
yellow  M onokote, beautifu lly 
trimmed. This model won the Top 
Flite Monokote Award!

4. Tom McCoy
Super Buccaneer (just another 
beauty).

5. Steve Mozurkewich
Miss America. (How could this one 
lose?)

In all, about ten models were judged. 
Good thing the Toledo Trade Show was 
three days long; otherwise, the judges 
might not have been able to pick a 
winner. As far as this columnist is con
cerned, they were all winners, as they 
have discovered what makes old timers 
tick . . .  FUN!

A round of special thanks should go to 
the sponsor, Tom Schoneau, proprietor 
of M-N-M Model Shop, for providing 
excellent trophies to fifth place. Too bad 
we didn't have a prize for Karl Speil- 
maker’s Twin Pusher. That one aroused a 
lot of interest! Get ready for next year’s 
Toledo Show. It’s going to be a winner! 
1/2A F/F TEXACO

We published the 1/2A R/C Texaco 
rules a month or so back, but somehow 
or another we never did get the rules as 
promulgated by the SCAMPS. Quite a 
few free flighters are interested in this 
new phase of fun so here they are:

1. Model designs must be Antique; 
i.e., pre-December 31,1938 (SAM Rules).

2. Models may be scaled to any size 
not exceeding a plan form of 50-inch 
wingspan.

3. Construction shall conform to 
present SAM Rules.

4. No weight requirements.
5. Any glow engine (reed or rotary) 

not exceeding 0.05/cu. inches may be 
used. Diesel conversions are not per
mitted.

6. Any alcohol-based fuel (only) may 
be used (no restrictions as to nitrome- 
thane mixture).

7. A maximum of a 1/2-ounce of fuel 
shall be allotted for all models regard
less of size and weight.

8. Timer remains at point of takeoff or 
hand launch (depending on C.D. deci
sion). Time begins at release and ends at 
touchdown, or when model cannot be 
seen any longer by timer (no field glasses 
are allowed).

9. No maximum flights. Three (3) 
official flights allowed, with largest 
accumulated total time to determine 
w inners. Three (3) unofficial flights 
permitted, an unofficial being defined 
as any flight under two minutes. Any 
attempt may be declared official but 
only prior to taking any future flights.

Well, there you have it men. Another 
good way to lose models. In R/C assist, 
the boys are climbing darn near out of 
sight with 1/4-ounce of fuel. Imagine 
wnat those light weight free flight models 
are going to do with a 1/2-ounce! 
Goom-bye!
THE WRAP-UP

At this point, the columnist would like 
to thank all those fellows who have 
contributed photos, news items, contest 
results, and general information. This is 
what makes a successful column. As 
Walter Winchell once pointed out, “ A 
columnist is no better than his sources.’’

So if you didn’t see your stuff pub
lished this time, please don’t get dis
couraged. There are many reasons for 
non-use of material: i.e., write-up is 
badly dated, photos are not suitable for 
publication (this means photos not 
centered, faces in shadow, distracting 
background, etc.) and no information 
on subject submitted. By now you get 
the idea. Keep that stuff coming! After 
all, the other guy is interested in what 
you do, too! ·

Fuel Lines. . . .  Continued from page 15
than gasoline, and when operating at 
wide open throttle, your engine will 
consume more than twice as much mild 
glow fuel per minute as it would if 
operating on gasoline.

"W ell,"  you say, "considering the 
current price of glow fuel, I have been 
seriously thinking about going over to 
ignition. However, my main worry is that 
I just can’t sacrifice any of the power I 
presently have on glow with moderate 
nitro." My advice would be to choose an 
engine for ignition conversion with 
approx. 20% larger displacement than 
what you are using on glow. After all, if 
you find you don’t need all the available 
power, you don’t have to use it. It really 
seems silly to me to choose an engine for 
ignition conversion that requires it to

run flat-out all the time to put on a 
decent performance. A little extra in 
reserve is always nice to have, and gives a 
certain feeling of security. Also, a large 
engine operating under reduced throttle 
will run cooler and quieter and will have 
a lot longer life.

One of the fringe benefits of ignition 
over glow is a cleaner model, because of 
the reduced lubrication in the gasoline. 
Gasoline-to-oil ratios usually are about 8 
to 1 for engines with piston ringsand ball 
bearings. An idle speed of around 800 
rpm is not uncommon with large props, 
and starting can be done by hand. And 
let's not forget the cost of fuel. If the 
amount of flying you do now takes a 
gallon of glow fuel each week, you can
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fLI <fi 9HIRTC

We do custom work for clubs, 
special events, businesses 
Information sent on request.

HI dP SHIRTS
5132 DEL REY ·  LAS VECAS. NEVADA 

(702)876-1624 89102

ME AND MY RC
4 COLOR

(EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS 
FROM ROYAL CROWN COLA)

Your choice p la n e  
bo a t  c a r  on poly 
ester/ cotton T-shirt

AMA WINGS
4 COLOR

(PERMISSION FROM AMA)

Size S, M, L. XL

£

FLI CAP 
With

AMA Wings

$6.50
+ 50« Postage

get in the same amount of flying on 1/2 
gallon of gasoline. I’m sure you know 
the cost of glow fuel vs. gasoline these 
days.

Now, what about this business of 
ignition interference with radio? Well, it 
happens to be true. Every time the 
ignition points open, a spark occurs at 
the spark plug. Simultaneously, an 
electrical arc takes place between the 
breaker points. This also causes radio 
frequency signals to travel throughout 
the entire ignition system, and it is these 
signals that affect the R/C receiver, 
which in turnsendserraticcommandsto 
the servos, causing them to jitter and 
dance. We have seen some brands of 
R/C receivers that seem to be immune 
to ignition noises and work perfectly 
even when mounted right next to the

GOLDEN EAGLE .53 cu.in. 
Ignition Model Engine

5140.00
$4.00 for post. & insur.

SPIELMAKER ENGINES 
4690 Burlingame S W 
Wyoming Mich. 49509

GET ORGANIZED!
M ·# · s a set ol 4 sturdy Isos that trolds over 

4 years o · you« favorite 8W < 11 magazines

4 MAG FILES $4.95
Send $4 9S plus S i 00 

lor postage and handtag to:
DOM IN D U S T R IE S

P O BOX 388-G
DOVER. N.H 03820

ignition system. However, the vast 
majority of present-day R/C gear is 
greatly affected by ignition interference 
even when the two systems are mou nted 
as far apart as possible in the model. To 
the best of my knowledge, there are 
only two practical solutions to this 
problem:

Solution No. 1: Completely enclose, 
in a metal cover, all components that 
make up the ignition system and ground 
it to the engine. This would include the 
ignition points, batteries, co il, con
denser, spark plug, switch, and all 
wiring. When properly constructed, this 
system works flawlessly. I have had a 
system of this type operating with an old 
Heathkit R/C unit for over eight years 
without a single case of interference.

Solution No. 2: Install a transistorized 
ignition system. Here’s how it works. In a 
standard ignition system the points act as 
a switch to open and close a circuit of the 
batteries and the primary winding of the 
ignition coil, when the points close, 
approx, four amps of current are con
sumed by the coil’s primary windings. 
When the points open, an arc develops 
between the points, causing them to pit

and burn. This arc also is one of the 
major causes of electrical noises that 
play hob with your receiver. With a 
transistorized ignition package, current 
is made to flow through the primary 
windings of the ignition coil by the use 
of a switching power transistor. This 
switching transistor is turned on and off 
by a smaller signal transistor, which in 
turn is turned on and off by the ignition 
points. Instead of the normal four 
amperes going through the points, the 
little signal transistor requires only 1/10 
ampere. This amount of current is so 
small that no arcing occurs between the 
points, and therefore no radio inter
ference. This allows the breaker points 
to operate completely exposed and 
without shielding. It also eliminates 
pitting and burning of the points, giving 
them an almost unlimited life. Of course, 
all of the remaining electrical compo
nents of the ignition system must be 
enclosed in a metal cover (even alumi
num foil will suffice) to prevent stray 
signals from escaping and getting to 
your radio, but this should present no 
problem.

A word of caution. It has come to my 
attention that there are a few “ opera
tors”  who are advertising in certain 
model magazines who claim they can 
provide you with an ignition system that 
is compatible with any R/C system. My 
advice to you is to make them prove it. 
Insist on a full description and written 
guarantee. Finally, ask for a list of 
satisfied customers. After all, it’s your 
money, and you have the right to know 
if the ignition system you are paying to 
have installed on your engine was made 
from the top cover of a metal fence post 
or a piece of certified aluminum bar 
stock! ·

Hayseed...........Continued from page 40

they were the hottest engines of that size 
at the time.

Chester Kowalkowski of Bridgeport 
won the Connecticut State Champion
ships at New Haven in 1940 with one of 
the big ships. Carl Cappozi, Bill Wargo, 
and I also flew the model at contests all 
over the East Coast just before the war. 
Frank Bushey (the ex-AM A President) 
and )im Grant from Hartford picked up 
the design around 1947 and proceeded

49” span Slope Sailplane 
Area - 436 sq. in., Wt. - 32 oz. 
Wing Loading · 10.6 oz/sq. ft.

PIERCE 
AERO CO.

"PARAGON" - $69.95 
118" span Thermal Soarer 
Area - 1080 sq. in., Wt. - 48 oz. 
Wing Loading - 6.3 oz/sq. ft.

9626 Jellico Avenue, IMorthridge, California 91325 Phone (213) 349-4758
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to do fairly well with it. Jim made the 
longest official flight with the design to 
date by clocking over 57 minutes at 
Hicksville, Long Island, in 1947. A slightly 
smaller "C " version, developed for the 
.49 engines after the war, is shown in 
Zaic’s 1951-52 Yearbook.

With the low aspect ratio, this ship was 
not a fantastic glider in dead air. How
ever, it seemed to have an ability to 
utilize to its best advantage any thermal 
activity. It had what Frank Zaic used to 
call "thermal bounce,”  which I attribute 
partially to the smallish stab.

There were two Hayseeds designed 
for the Ohlsson .23 and of the two, the 
one shown turned out to be the best. It 
was flown throughout the summer of 
1941, placing fairly well in several of the 
smaller contests that were on the East 
Coast at that time. The auto-rudder 
idea shown on the plane was picked up 
from the Norwalk, Connecticut group, 
who were using it on Comet Clippers at 
that time.

In a Christmas card from Bill Wargo 
came the following news. "I finally lost 
my big 'C 'job (Hayseed) last July 1979. It 
caught the only thermal of the day at the 
contest. When it was last seen it was at 
about 2,000 feet heading toward Wind
sor Locks from Rocky Hill Meadows. I 
suppose they can't last more than forty 
years.”  Bill had been flying this ship 
steadily at Old Timer contests for most of 
that time.

The Hayseed B spans 47-1/2 inches 
and has 350 square inches, so a .15 is the 
biggest glow engine you could use for 
O.T. R/C events. The O.T. F/F rules were 
recently amended to include projected 
area (as if the rules weren’t complicated 
enough already!), so after laying it out 
on the drawing board we get a projected 
span of 46-1/4 inches and area of 340 
square inches. Minimum required 
weight at this area is 18.9 ounces. ·

Electric..............Continued from page52
loaded switch, normally on, so I could 
hold it off, then when I threw the model 
the motor would start. But I dropped the 
idea because of the nearly 1/2 ounce the 
switch would have added. If I were to fly 
the event tomorrow I would get rid of 
the switch and charge jack, and I would 
cut maybe an ounce off the plane by 
replacing some sheet balsa with tissue. If 
I were to start from scratch, I would keep 
close to the design and airfoil and area, 
but would try to get the ready-to-fly 
weight down to eight ounces. I wonder 
how it would be to use cells of less 
capacity, but use more of them? (I think 
this is the way to go. MP) At the Nats, I 
would run the battery down after each 
flight so I could fully charge without 
risking overcharge. I was using only 25 
seconds of an (estimated) two-minute 
capacity. If I were to work on this event 
with any seriousness, I would look for 
some cells lighter than the Astro 020 
pack, and maybe add some voltage. 
Maybe six 100 mahi The problem might 
be that cells of this size might not deliver 
the current. (The GE 100 mah cells 
will. MP)

SAIL CONTROL WINCHES

W-1 . . . $59.00 W-2 . . . $129.00
•  Custom R/C design for all boat sizes ·  Power - 40 in. lbs. »Travel 

time - 5 seconds »Voltage - 4.8-6 (W-1 > »Size - 2 x 2 x 5  inches.

The Probar W-1 is mechanically operated by a separate, neutralizing 
servo. The Probar Propo W-2 is designed to plug directly into the receiver, 
and requires no extra batteries. Specify Kraft, Futaba, or no connector. 
Both winches are fully assembled and tested, ready to install. A ll mounting 
hardware, switch pushrod (W-1 only), and winch arm blank are supplied.

S T A IN L E S S  S T E E L  H A R D W A R E : M IS C E L L A N E O U S  IT EM S :
Turnbuckles. Chainplates, Goosenecks. Sheet exit guides, Bowsie,
Boom vang pivots. Pad eyes, Tangs, Rudder posts. Mast head 
Deck cleats. Boom cleats. Rigging w ire , fitting . Dacron sheet line.

D **ltr inquirm  invin tí

PROBAR DESIGN P.O. BOX 639 ESCONDIDO, CA. 92025

RUBBER STRIP
FAI RU BBER : 4 out o f 5 in the 
F ly  o ff at the 1979 World Champs 
used FAI RUBBER. Made in U.S.A. 
S IZ E S : 1/4” , 3/16", 1/8” .3/32” , 1/16”  
1mm (.042") THICK. SPOOLED. 
G R O SSW T .: 1-1/4 to 1-1/2 LBS. 
P R IC E : $12 50 first spool PPD in 
U. S. Additional spools $12.00 each. 
NEW P IR ELL I
S IZ E S : 6mm, 5mm. 4mm by 1mm. 
P R IC E : $15.00 first hank PPD in 
U. S. Additional spools $14.50 each. 

Sole U .S . D istributor and World Wide 
sales. Send 254 for 1980 C A T A LO G .

F. A . I .  M od e l S u p p ly
POBOXM V TORRANCE CA 90510

Thank you, Bill, for all the good infor
mation. Bill taught me all I know about 
soaring and picking air, he knows more 
about reading the air than anyone I 
know, and his advice has a lot of experi
ence behind it.

Howard Evanson sent a photo of his 
M.E.N. Buzzard Bombshell charging up 
during a winter flying session. Since this 
is a summer column, I can’t resist run
ning it now! He said it was so cold and 
windy that no fly-bys for inflight photos 
were possible, but he did fly until the hot 
coffee ran out! The Buzzard uses an 
Astro 15 geared to a Y&D 13x10 prop. 
The weight is about 4-1/2 pounds, with a 
Benson SC-2H motor control with auto
shutoff and an EK three-channel radio. 
Howard says that the fancy "Spirit of St. 
Louis”  cowling took less than an hour to 
make. He used thin aluminum sheet, 
drew half-inch squares on it, and made 
the metal swirl effect with a drill press 
and a small round steel brush. Howard 
built a Bombshell in 1948, and remem
bering the problems he had in covering

The OCTURA CONNECTIONI-the

UE%HEX
FLEXIBLE SHAFT COUPLER

The Octura Flex-Hex Coupling lor flexible 
shafts uses an interchangeable collet, 
(available for .250. .187. .150 or 135 
diameter cable) to hold the cable securely 
without fraying the end as with set screw 
connectors. Available to fit %.-24, V.-28, 
7mm or 6mm threaded crankshafts. When 
ordering specify thread and collet sizes.
Order directly only it not available at your local hobby 
dealer — add 10% lor postage Illinois residents add 
additional 5%  tor sales tax

Sena 50* lor catalog and price lis t to

OCTURA MODELS, INC.
Celebrating our 25th year·”

7351 N. Hamlin Ave ·  Skokie. IL 60076

the undercamber, he decided to build it 
with a flat-bottom airfoil,an 11%Clark Y. 
He says this flies great and is much easier 
to build. I have had several columns on 
the virtues of Old Timers as electrics, 
they are superb.

Howard got started in electrics the 
hard way: he broke his leg! It was a
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SAVE $150 ON YOUR NEXT RADIO!

'  .A

Buy a Digital Commander F lite  
Pack K it  and Save Money w ith
out Compromising Q uality or 
Performance!

Three Servo O ptions; Tw o Receiver O ptions; K it  Prices Start at S74 .96 I

Fo r d etails, send $1 for our 
latest catalog. (A d d  $ .5 0  for 
1st C lass retu rn  and $1 h and 
ling for any  d irect orders.) 

(816) 584-7121

ACE R/C, In c .
BO X 511D , H IG G IN S V IL L E , MO. 64037

BARRONS SCALE CLASSICS
PLANS WITH CONST MANUAL 

■»SPORT SCALE^ T ITS FINEST »-
CURTISS HAWK P6E |  I2.50
CURTISS GOSHAWK FI I S I5.00
CURTISS GULFHAWK ΙΑ $ I5.00

2IN SCALE 63 IN SPAN

STINSON RELIANT SR9 $15.00
2IN SCALE 8 4 IN SPAN

PLEASE ADD $2.00 FOR P/H
ALSO AVAILABLE IN 1/4 SCALE 
SEND $1.00 FOR COMPLETE 
INFORMATION TO- 

RICHARD G BARRON 
1213 HOLLY SPRING LANE 
GRAND BLANC, MICHIGAN 48439

serious break which left him on crutches 
for six months, so he couldn’t pursue the 
high start or winch line in his main 
interest, R/C soaring. Electric power 
solved the problem, now he says that he 
passes the other gliders on the top of the 
winch with his Astro 15 powered sail
plane! Howard has been so convinced 
of the merits of electric power that he 
and his flying partner, Craig Christen
sen, have started a business distributing 
electric flying products. If you happen to 
be in the twin cities area in Minnesota, 
you might give them a ring or write to 
C&F Electric Airplane, 7118 123rd St., 
Apple Valley, MN 55124, phone (612) 
432-4975. Charge up and fly high! ·

Hannan...........  Continued from page 54

Scale" event in Las Vegas, Nevada. Over 
100 of them have expressed interest, and 
more than 20 models are being prepared 
for the trip. The magazine rounds off its 
prospectus with this optimistic note 
(freely translated); "Le t’s say to the 
American modelers, here we are!” 
PARIS INDOOR COMPETITION

At the other end of the scale, so to 
speak, Jean Frugoli and Alain Parmentier 
have reported on a very successful meet 
conducted during March in a Paris 
gymnasium. Classes flown included 
"Cacahuetes” (Peanuts), "Sainte For
mule,” and EZB.

The response was gratifying with 
about a hundred models entered, of 
which 59 were Peanuts. The variety of 
types reflected one of the chief attrac
tions of this class, and included aircraft 
from every era of aviation history. 
Indicative of the diverse entries is this 
random sampling: Gossamer Condor 
(three of ’em!), Blériot VI (two), Blériot 
XI, Hirondelle, PB 6 Racek, Puss-Moth, 
Dixon Nipper canard, Wright "L” Scout, 
P-38 Lightning, Waco SRE, and the very 
obscure Farman 1020 ultra-low aspect 
ratio design, which according to Frugoli, 
"has cut the grass under our feet.” The 
model, constructed by Alain Parmentier 
has considerably more wing area than 
most Peanuts, and when properly ad
justed is expected to be a world-beater. 
We hope to present additional photo-

YES-SIR, YES-SIR, THREE BAGS FULL t

\

WALT MOONEY NOW OFFERS 3 BAGS OF PEANUT SCALE PLANS 
ALL WELL TESTED DESIGNS, AT ONLY Í5 .0 0  EACH 
EACH BAG FEATURES FOURTEEN PEANUT PLANS,
ONE OTHER, PLUS PHOTOS AND INFORMATION 

SEND t l .0 0  FOR COMPLETE LISTING AND SAMPLE PLAN TO: 
WALT MOONEY, 2912 CABRILL0 MESA DR 

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA -92123

graphs from this important meeting in a 
future issue.
THOSE PESKY AUTOGYROS

Like ornithopters, model gyroplanes 
are seldom-seen birds, being perpetu
ated by a mere handful of persistent 
enthusiasts. Mechanically they are much 
simpler than helicopters, since their 
rotors are not power driven, yet they 
remain aerodynamically complex and 
frustrating to tame. Tom Nallen, of 
Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, has been 
experimenting with kite versions of the 
critters with the following results: 
"Never having messed with anything 
like this before, I’ve got a lot to learn. 
Flapping blades, coning angles and the 
vagaries of tethered flight in differing 
windspeeds can really test the old 
patience. Finally got one (36-inch rotor, 
three blades) to fly predictably in a 
moderate breeze. Took it down to Cape 
Cod a couple of weekends ago for the 
acid test. In two days (actually only 
minutes of flying) the wind tore a rotor 
head apart and caused maneuvers that 
I’d never even thought about before. 
After a number of splintered and broken 
blades (I brought plenty) I got one good 
flight and quit while ahead. My wife 
still snickers . . . quietly . . .  once in a 
while!

"So far, I think the most important 
discovery I’ve made about autogyros is 
that if you have one flying steadily, 
passing dogs will bark and jump at it.” 
Ah, the tribulations of experimental 
models!
GO-AIR

Remember the photograph of Walt 
W inberg’s charming compressed air 
powered model on page 49 of RCMB’s 
April ’80 issue? If not, look it up right 
now! Plans for this classic-looking jewel 
are now available from Buzzer Model 
Airplane Co., 52 Newbury Rd., Howell, 
NJ 07731. Provisions have been madefor 
adaption to the new Buzzer C02engine 
or an electric motor, in case you’d rather 
not GO-AIR. No price was stated, but a 
stamped envelope would undoubtedly 
fetch that information, along with a list 
of other offerings. Please tell them 
RCMB sent you!
MAX FAX

And while we’re plugging things, one 
of the enjoyable club newsletters re
ceived here at the hangar is the voice of 
the D.C. Maxecuters, and is edited by 
Pat Dailey. Featured is club news, con
test reports, handy hints, excellent 
photographs, model plans and opinions 
from a truly talented group of builders in 
and around the Washington area. This 
month's full-size plan is of the Santos 
Dumont 14 bis canard, a prize-winner by 
Don Srull.

Subscriptions to Max Fax are available 
at $9 per year from Allan Schanzle, 8311 
Exodus Dr., Gaithersburg, MD 20760. 
WEALTH

Bishop Wright, father of Orville and 
Wilbur: "All the money anyone needs, is 
just enough to keep from being a 
burden to others.”
C.O . WRIGHT

Another Wright, a highly-respected
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• B E L L  UH-1B 'IROQUOIS'-

The home of "C R IC KET ' 
the dynamic new '25' 
powered helicopter for 
beginner and expert alike — available NOW
"W E WANT YOU TO F L Y -  NOT JU ST  BU Y "
We supply a ll your needs - Helicopter, radio, engine, accessories, etc.

'50*
PO W ERED

S C A L E
H IRO BO

H E L I
C O P T ER S

•AEROSPATIALE SA-315B 'LAM A'-

.  B E LL  AH-1S 'TOW COBRA'·

NOW BRINGS TO YOU A 
COMPLETE R/C HELICOPTER 
SERV ICE -  SPORT, SCALE, & 
AEROBATIC HELICOPTERS FROM

• SCHLÍJTER
•  HIROBO 
•GORHAM

A L L  BACKED BY  THE EXCLU SIVE 
'HELI-CEN TER' SERV ICE -  PARTS 
AND TECHNICAL ADVICE.

ENSTROM 280C-C SH A RK ·

HEU-CEN TER WEST 23961 CRAFTSMAN RD., CALABASAS, CALIFORN IA 91302
__________________  SEND $ 2 0 0  FO R  A L L  D E T A IL S  AND CA TALOG.

aeromodeller, has passed from the 
scene at age 84. C .O . Wright was a 
school teacher, principal, pioneer for 
women’s rights, author, historian, and 
all-around model builder for many 
years. An enthusiastic competitor and 
mentor to generations of youngsters, 
C.O. was also the sixth president of the 
Academy of Model Aeronautics.

Although he was active in numerous 
facets of m odeling, our personal 
memories of him center most strongly 
upon his dedication to free flight heli
copters and scale models. In the latter 
category we recall an incident which 
underlines the gentleman’s natural 
philosophy: During a Kansas Nationals, 
the F/F Scale event was plagued by 
unusually severe wind conditions, which 
had already taken a toll in damaged 
entries. However, Wright was deter
mined to achieve an official flight with 
his magnificent and highly detailed 
Antoinette monoplane. This fragile- 
appearing pioneer aircraft, although a 
previous Nationals w inner, seemed 
totally inappropriate for battling gales of 
wind, and C .O .’s son Bob urged his 
father to put the model away rather than 
risk it to the elements. We shall always 
remember Wright’s calm reply, which 
went something like this: "Son, if you 
can build ’em in the first place, you can 
always repair them." Words of inspira
tion to us all.
BILL FIKE

Another designer, Bill Fike, of An
chorage, Alaska, has also passed away,

according to Sport Aviation. Although 
remembered for his piloting activities in 
full-size aviation circles. Bill is assured a 
lasting nitch in the annals of model 
history as well, because of the influence 
on scale modeling created by his contro
versial Fike "E" design. Its low aspect 
ratio wing planform gave it special 
advantages, especially in Peanut Scale 
events, and confounded many theorists 
with its ability to fly stably without 
dihedral.
SEMI-SCALE EVENTS PROLIFERATE

Midway between purely duration 
indoor models and flying scale is a 
category of types combining some of the 
appeal of each. Years ago realistic (but 
non-scale) indoor models were com
mon, but were gradually "refined" to 
take advantage of rules loopholes, until

they lost all semblance of realism.
Some time ago the Manhattan Cabin 

class was evolved on the East Coast of the 
United States, in an effort to revive 
interest in attractive aircraft that would 
perform well, yet require less time and 
skill than scale or microfilm models.

At approximately the same period of 
time, also in the eastern United States, 
an outdoor class with similar aims was 
developed and labeled Embryo Endur
ance, and caught on well enough that 
several kits were manufactured to help 
meet the interest.

The next variation upon the semi
scale theme, again from the East, was the 
Bostonian class, with rules parameters to 
insure reasonable realism, yet allow 
plenty of scope for individual creative

CUSTOM  TUNED ENGINES  
COMPETITION ACCESSORIES

C om, O S  Max, Rossi A Super Tigre Engines

Specialists In custom T.D 0 4 9 / 0 5  1 and 
reed engines. Throttled T.D.'s available. 

Complete  inventory of stock Λ custom parts.

H a rd -to -g o t  Items such as custom needle 
valves, racing wheels, quick fills, 

fuel shut-offs, A many others. 
Everything for R / C  Λ control line racing.

1960-81 AM A rules special: 
G oodyear .014 X 6 0 '  solid lines %2.95 ppd.

For detailed brochure, send 25 cents to:

Kustom Kraftsmanship Box 2699 Laguna Hills 
Calif. 92 653 Ph: (7 14) 6 3 0-5  162

CUNNINGHAM-HALL GA-36
Neat two sealer 

of the Thirties now 
being rebuilt in 
Rochester, N Y. Kit 
includes story and 
photos. $3.50 p.p.

HOW ARD H UGH ES 
H-1 RACER

Many extra parts. 
Build either the 
short or long wing 
version. $3.80 p.p.

Meta M ODEL Each kit is a 1/24 scale.
P.O. Box 221 high quality card model

Batavia. N.Y. 14020 in lull color. Both S7 p.p.

Coming: XB-70 Valkyrie, P-66 Vanguard
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REDESIGNED EXTRA HEAVY DUTY 
LATCHING INSURES BOMB ASSEMBLY 
WITH A "CLICK."

BRIGHT ORANGE JUST FOR FUN.

EASY TO SEE AND FIND IN THE GRASS. 
IN ADDITION TO CHROMATE GREEN 
FOR SCALE. ----------------------

VORTACMFG. CO.
P O  BOX 469 OAK LAW N. ILL 60453

YOU ASKED FOR IT ! 
YOU GOT IT !

THANKS TO YOUR RESPONSE WE CAN 
NOW OFFER THE SINGLE PAK BOMB AT:

S 4 9 ,
^  EACH

WAS $5.98 2PERPKG .

RELEASE MECHANISM $ 4 .9 8

PUT SOME EXTRA FUN ON YOUR NEXT MOOEL. 
DROPA VORTAC

REUSABLE SIMULATED 
EXPLODING BOMB

expression. With a wingspan limit of 16 
inches and a weight minimum of seven 
grams, the models were ideally suited to 
small indoor flying sites. As an incentive 
to increased accent on good appear
ance, a “ charisma factor”  was included 
in the rules.

Walt Mooney took more than a casual 
interest in the Bostonian event, having 
spent a number of years in the Boston 
area, apart from his attraction to the 
concept. However, he felt that the 
original weight minimum was a bit too 
low to encourage junior participation, 
not to mention many less-than-finicky 
oldsters! Thus he proposed a West Coast 
version of the event, similar in most 
respects but specifying a 14 gram weight

^  AMAZING O U R A - P ^

FOR t h e  e n t i r e  r

r/̂

•  Ready-To-Fly Glider
•  4-Ft Wingspan
•  Polystyrene Construction
•  Soars Hundreds of Feet
•  Stunt Flying
•  For the R/C Enthusiast

Easily Converted to R/C

Plans and Instructions
Available Separately - $1.00 

Only $6.95, plus $1.50 shipping, 
per plane.

Indiana residents add 4% Sales Tax

PLANE - FUN
P.O. Box 660, Greenwood, IN 46142

minimum. At approximately a half
ounce, he reasoned that nearly anyone 
could build a competitive model which 
would even be rugged enough for 
outdoor flying. To back up his convic
tions, Walt designed some half-dozen 
models and offered plans to members of 
the San Diego Scale Staffel club. Result? 
More than twenty entries the first time 
out!

Meanwhile, Ed Whitten reports plenty 
of enthusiasm for both Manhattan and 
Bostonian models in New York (“ An 
Empennage of Two Cities,”  he called his 
report), and Dr. John Martin says that 
both classes will be flown at the West 
Baden, Indiana, indoor record trials. An 
interesting sidelight, emphasizing the

1/8 SCALE RACING HYDROPLANE
O N E  K IT  B U IL D S  42 D IF F E R E N T  B O A T S ”

•  Joined/Un-Joined Deck Versions
•  Cowls Fo r 31 D ifferent Versions
•  Hand Layup-White Gel-Cote Finish
•  Fu ll Scale A ir  Traps

K IT  NO. 74

"W RITE TODAY FOR CATALOG _______
Steve Muck's R/C Boats»6 0 0 3  Daven O a ks ·D a lla s , T e x . 75248» (214) 661-1572

good-humor aspect of the events, is the 
appropriate names which have been 
assigned to some of these models: 
"Skyscraper Too," "Metro-Gnome," 
"Nuther Thing,”  "Back-Bay Bellanca," 
and "Weigh to Go.” We think they will 
catch on in a big way, and a few letters 
might convince ye olde Editor to publish 
one of the designs in your favorite 
magazine.
KEEP ON TRUCKIN’

W e’ve all heard sad tales of lost 
models, but this one has a fresh twist. It 
seems John Hutchison was testing out 
his new Bostonian model during an idle 
moment in the parking lot at work. 
Suddenly he noticed a supervisor ap
proaching, and rather than risking the 
need to explain why he was "playing 
with toy airplanes," he simply slipped 
the model into a nearby truck and went 
on about his business.

In due course, after the boss had left, 
John returned to the parking lot to 
retrieve his model. Imagine his dismay at 
finding the truck gone! (We also wonder 
what the reaction of the driver may have 
been to this “ toy” landing inside.) ·

Farman...........  Continued from page 55
end resulted in a stall under power and 
in the glide. The up elevator trim of the 
extenders was reduced and the model 
dived straight ahead, so we knew it 
needed some up elevator to counteract 
the nose-down pitching moment of the 
large undercambered wing.

We wound the motor to about 600 
turns and got a beautiful, smooth, 
circling flight with the now somewhat 
grotesque-looking "Farman 1000+.”  The 
dihedral was just about right as built, but 
the tail surfaces were obviously too 
small.

With the modifications the model was 
very stable and it appeared to both Bill 
and I that the tail areas were now larger 
than necessary. The horizontal tail 
extenders were cut down to about 1/4 
inch in width and the model still flew 
smoothly. It was slightly nose heavy, so 
enough ballast was removed to com
pensate for the elevator extender re
moved. Would it be possible to reduce 
the height of the vertical, which was 
almost 1-1/8 inches taller than the 
drawing? We cut off 1/4 inch, rebal
anced the model and it flew very nicely, 
so off came another 1/4 inch. It still flew 
fine, although the wide, smooth left 
circle had changed to a straight power 
flight with a steep right gliding circle. A 
little left turn was put in the rudder and 
the model was back to flying smooth left 
circles.

Obviously the helical slipstream has a 
large effect on a tall vertical, resulting in 
a left turning moment. As the vertical 
was shortened this effect disappeared 
until the right rolling moment imparted 
by an unpowered four-bladed propeller 
(even though it was windmilling) caused 
the model to go into a steep right gliding 
spiral. A little left rudder corrected this 
problem.

The addition to the top of the rudder 
was reduced to 6/10 of an inch and the
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model still flew satisfactorily.
Bill joked, "How will we feel if you 

remove all of the modifications and the 
model still flies?" Well, it won't fly well at 
the small size shown on the plan, so if 
you aren’t a real expert, build the tails to 
the largest size.

If you build your model very light and 
intend to only fly it indoors, the hori
zontal tail as originally drawn is quite 
probably adequate. The vertical tail is 
another matter. If you stick with the 
four-bladed propeller, it will need to be 
bigger than originally drawn. A two- 
bladed propeller will be less destabiliz
ing and may allow a scale vertical, but I 
wouldn't bet on it. One nice thing about 
tail surfaces, they are simple and small 
and easy to build, so it’s a small effort to 
make some scientific experiments.

Now, lest I get some letters comment
ing disparagingly on my model adjust
ing efforts, which happened when I said 
I couldn’t make the Fokker Triplane 
Prototype model fly satisfactorily, a final 
statement. " I ’m sure there are a batch of 
modelers out there who can make this 
model fly well with the small tail sur
faces, and at least one will probably be a 
Junior." ·

Pottier...........  Continued from page 61
end of wire to fuselage. The wheels were 
turned from balsa to save weight. 
EMPENNAGE

The vertical stabilizer/rudder is keyed 
to the fuselage with three stubby bits of 
1/8 hard dowel, or tack-glued on the 
fuselage with the stablizer in place. After 
packing up the L.E. of the horizontal stab 
a bit so that it will rest on the fuselage at 
the angle shown, shims can be added 
fore or aft as needed to change the flight

C LA S S IF IE D  A D S
Non-commercial (personal items) Rale is 25 cents per word with a minimum ol $3 00 
Commercial Rate is 40 cents per word, with a minimum ol $5 00 No advertising agency 
discounts allowed
All ads are payable with order, and may be for any consecutive insertion period specified 
Name and address free, phone number counts as two words Send ad and payment to 
MODEL BUILDER Magazine. Classified Ads. 621 West 19th SI .Cosla Mesa. CA 92627

FOR SALE: Mile Hi Hornet & T  D. 049 -  
$33.95. Write for additional lists The Bootleg
ger R.C. Products, 8617 Ironside N.E., Albu
querque, NM 87109

PATTERN FLYERS! Now there's a supplier 
just for you We carry everything you need for 
pattern flying. Planes, engines, retracts, 
radios SASE for prices. RAC Products. 3200 
Knightswood Way, San Jose, CA 95148

WANTED: Cleveland Printwood for SF18 Pete 
and SF42 Ike and other original plans and 
printwood —  have some Cleveland and 
Megow kits for sale or trade Send 50C for list. 
Sam Hackney. 1343 Quintero. Los Angeles. 
CA 90026: (213) 626-9851

GLASS CLOTH 0.6 oz., finest woven quality. 
38" wide, continuous length. 5 yds $13.95.10 
yds $24 95; PPD Dan Parsons. 11809 
Fulmer Dr N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87111.

FAMILY SLICK Teflon tools for use with ACC 
and other types of rapidly curing glues and 
adhesives $4 95 per set postpaid Leisure 
Systems Corp., P.0 Box 143, 7 Ridgely Rd.. 
Timonium. MD 21093.

WANTED: DOOLING 61 and Dooling Arrow 
race car New or like new. Doc Rawleigh, 91 
Linda Isle, Newport Beach. CA 92660; (714) 
675-5896

FRIENDS OF THE AERO CLUB OF ISRAEL: 
Join us in assisting the Aero Modelers of 
Israel. 147-02 29th Ave . Flushing. NY 11354

UNIMAT OWNERS: 10 standard threads, 5 
feeds with threading-power feed attachment 
Free brochure1 Carlco. 3551 Grant St.. 
Corona, CA 91720

KEVLAR 49 FABRICS Kevlar has a higher 
tensile strength and modulus than fiberglass, 
plus a 30% weight savings For price list and 
info, send to Hi-Pro-Form Fabrics Inc 962 
Devon D r . Newark. DE 19711

020 REPLICA KITS Playboy Sr Slrato· 
Slreak Brooklyn Dodger So Long Free price 
lisí J & R MODELS 5021 W Sheridan St 
Phoenix. A1 85035

I WANT hard rubber identification models of 
WW- I I  planes Harry Church. Box 1 26. 
Lebanon, IL 62254

WANTED Old model airplane engines, gas 
model race cars, kits, magazines parts, 
related items. 1935-55 Arthur Suhr. W218 
N5866 Maclynn Court. Menomonee Falls. Wl 
53051

PEANUT/GRAPENUT Catalog Send stamp 
Fokker E-1. Gee Bee R-1, Jeep. SBD Daunt
less. Davis DA-2. Fike E. $1 25 ea Aero Era. 
5955 S.W Glenbrook R d. Beaverton, OR 
97007
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FULL SIZE PLANS SERVICE
Including reprint of construction article 

(if any)

No. 8801 FU JA V A K  $5.00
Sharp looking T-tail R/C powered glider 
for .049-.15 eng., 80" span. Pavel Bosak.

No. 8802 SCH N EID ER CUB $6.50
Famous R/C Aircraft No. 5, 3-time Nats 
winner, 6' span, .60 eng. Alex Schneider.

No. 8803 PO TTIER P-70-S $ 30 0
F/F scale French homebuilt, 02 electric, 
trike gear, 29” span, neatl By E. Fillon.

No. 880-0.T. H A YSEED  $4.00
Hot A/B pylon (no-window cabin) never 
before published, 4-ft. span. Carl Hermes.

Ν α 7801 A PPR EN TIC E $5.00
Continually popular genuine R/C trainer 
for .19·.35 eng., 72” span. Bill Northrop.

No. 780-0.T. ST R A TO SP H ER E $35 0
Streamline cabin rubber ship from May 
1941 M.A.N., 36·· spaa By Henry C o lt

No. 6801 JU N K ER S J-10 $6.00
Squarish low wing WW I R/C Sport Scale 
model for .45-.60 power. By Dick Allea

No 6802 S L IC K  $300
Pocket-sire R/C stunter for 020 electric 
power, 2-3 ch., 33”  span. Jack Headley.

No. 6803 SAN TA M ARIA No. 10 $30 0
Winner of 2nd Place in Wakefield at 1980 
F A l W/C. By Paul Van Leuven, Australia.

No. 680-0.T. ST R U C K ’S HO-CAT $50 0
Alumnus of famed '39 Lake Hopatcong 
ROW meet, predecessor to R/C Sea Cat.

No. 680C.P . GRUMMAN F3F-1 $4.00
Reprint ol Miniature Aircraft Corp. plans 
plus ribs and bulkheads from printwood.

No. 5801 F6C 1 C U R TIS S  HAWK $9.00
Navy version of P1-B Hawk in 2” R/C  
precision scale. Very detailed. E . Martin.

No. 5802 G O LD EN  E A G L E  $4.50
FA I competitive Std. Class R/C sailplane. 
Glass fuselage available. Tom Williams.

No. 580-0 T. S K Y R O C K E T  » .0 0
Class *C streamline gassie from Jan. '40 
Flying Aces, span 62” . By Larry Eismger.

No. 4801 B R U S H FIR E  $6.00
Contemporary design being used by sev
eral top pattern fliers. By Ken Bonnema.

No. 4802 SUNBIRO $350
For the latest challenge, a 54” span hand 
launch R/C glider. By Dave Thornburg.

No. 4803 B LA C K JA C K  $1.50
High aspect ratio hand launch glider for 
lower altitude roll-outs. Larry Sargent.

No. 480-0.T. AERO N CA TANDEM  $4.00
Scele gassie from Feb. '42 Air Trails for 
Ohlsson .23. Span is 48". Ronnie Albert.

No. 3801 L ES  LONG'S "WIMPY" $10.00
Lightweight R/C 1/4-scale homebuilt for 
electric or gas, 94" span. By Le Gray.

No. 3802 A ERO SPO R T "O U A IL"  $2.00
A beginner's rubber scale, span 26". Easy 
to build, and great flier. By Wall Mooney.

No. 3803 OV-1OA "BRON CO" $3.00
An out-of-the-rut rubber scale model for 
expert builders, 36" span. Tom Houle.

No. 380-0.T. FLAM INGO $6.00
Rare old-timer appeared in 1938 JASCO  
catalog, 89" span. By Roger Hammet.

No. 2801 T IP O R A R E  $6.50
Top pattern ship in 1979. Flown by Dave 
Brown at World Champs. Dick Hanson.

No. 2802 JU N K E R S  JU-88D-1 $7.50
Prize-winning C/L  scale medium bomber 
easily converted to R/C. Roland Baltes.

No. 280-O.T. R ED  RIPPER $5.00
Sort of a 'squared off" Zipper, from 7/40 
Flying Aces. 72" span. By Jerry Peeples.

No. 1801 CESSN A 310 S6.00
This compact R/C scale twin spans 52" 
and flies on .19 power. D. G. Prentice.

No. 1802 DFH-23 $2.50
An .020 mini-pattern ship for 2 or 3-ch. 
radio. Span only 22". Bengt Lundström.

No. 1803 B R IST O L F LY IN G  LAB $2.00
An indoor rubber scale biplane from the 
master of obscure designs. Bill Stroman.

No. 180-O.T. SU PER CLODH OPPER $3.00 
Highly refined version of 1937 Moffet 
winner, from 1941 A .T. By Jim Cahill.

No. 12791 A5A V IG ILA N T E  $5.00
R/C Sport Scale modern-day jet fighter 
for .40 size pusher engine. Pavel Bosak.

No. 12792 E X C A L IB E R  II $5.00
R/C tunnel-hull outboard constructed of 
plywood, for K&B .21. By Jerry Dunlap.

No. 12793 ST A R D U STER  TOO $2.50
Free flight rubber scale model of popular 
homebuilt bipe, 18" span. Steve Gardner.

No. 1279-0.T. MISS T IN Y  $4.00
Well known and sharp little 1938 gassie 
for .19 .23  ignition, 46". Barney Snyder.

No. 11791 PO CKET SO A RER $300
All sheet-balsa T-tail one or two-channel 
50" span glider, for .020. B. Lundström.

No. 11792 C U R TIS S  18T-1 $3.00
Rare tri-winged military seaplane in 3/4" 
rubber scale, spans 24". By Bill Noonan.

No. 1 1 7 9 0 .T. M IS S P H ILL Y  VI $8.00
Maxwell Bassett's famed 8-ft. parasol gas 
model, kitted by Scientific. By MB staff.

No. 10791 TH E BIG  ST IK  $12.00
World's most popular R/C design in a new 
size (8Vi’l For 2" engines. Don Anderson.

No. 1079O .T . PAN THER $4.00
Classic low-wing kitted by Peerless, for 
.19 .23  ign. eng. 46" span. Walt Schultz.

No. 10792 F IR ST  NIGHT $2.00
Novice sport rubber ship, 24" span. OK 
for P-30 event. By Godden & Moseley.

No. 1079S5 H A N K ER C H IEF  S2.00
Hull lines drawing for 50/800 R/C sailing 
yacht. Uses Bingo sail rig. By John Hanks.

No. 9791 SYN CH RO G YRO  $5.00
Twin-rotor autogyro for 2-ch. radio, .35 
engine. Easy to build and fly. G. Chaulet.

No. 9792 C R IC K E T  $3.00
Balsa profile fuse, Ace foam wing 1/2A 
quickie for 1 or 2-ch. radio. J. Headley.

No. 979-0.T. LAN ZO '37 ST ICK  $8.50 
First R/C Nats winner. 4th in Famous 
R/C series. Spans 9 ft. By Chet Lanzo,

No. 8791 S N E A K Y  P E T E  $6.50
Contemporary .61 pattern ship. Howard 
Pete lines, fixed dual gear. Dick Hanson.

No. 879 O .T.-l C U R T IS S  F-11C-4 $4.00
Reprint of Miniature Aircraft Corp plans 
plus ribs and bulkheads from printwood

No. 8 7 9 0 .T .-2  C H A L LE N G ER  $4.00
Easily-built Class B gassie with 50" span 
from May '41 Air Trails. H.A. Thomas.

No. 7791 T U R N ER  SP EC IA L  $9.00
Roscoe’s famed Thompson Trophy racer 
in 2" = 1” R/C scale. Col. Bob Thacker.

No. 7792 P E R C Y  $4.00
Pulse-rudder slope glider uses panty-hose 
egg/pod fuselage, 68" span. Jack Headley.

No. 6791 CAP 20L-200 $10.00
Fully aerobatic large-scale low winger for 
2 cu. in. or red.-drive engines. Jeff Tracy.

No. 6792 LO N G STER $ 3 0 0
F/F or R/C 1-inch scale (30” span) cutey 
for CO 2 , .010, or rubber power. Le Gray.

No. 6 7 9 0 .T . V A L K Y R IE  .020 $3.00
Build this .020 Replica of Carl Goldberg's 
famous soaring gas model. Rudy Calvo.

No. 5791 DFH  · 20 $7.50
Latest FA I pattern ship by top Swedish 
flier. Has built-in pipe. Bengt Lundström.

No. 5792 D O R N IER  Cs 20 $2.00
Contest-winning CO 2  scale free flight. It 
takes off water every time. Walt Mooney.

No. 579-0.T .T A Y L O R C R A F T  $1300  
Quarter-scale In 19411 Famous 9foot de
sign kitted by Miniature Aircraft Corp.

No. 4791 H O L L Y  HAWK $3.50
Scale-like shoulder wing sport model for 
3-channel R/C, .19 eng. Mike Hollison.

No. 4792 P E T R E L  $5.00
Rugged, competitive R/C sailplane with 
100" or 2-meter wing options. Jim Ealy.

No. 4793 PELIC A N  $3.00
Far out, but well-tested F/F pusher can
ard flying boat, .049-.09. Jim Fullerton.

No. 479-O.T. TLU SH  M ITE $ 3 0 0
From May 1938 Air Trails, a 4’ span gas 
model for Atom (I) engines. Frank Tlush.

No. 3791 D U STER  S7.00
A 7/8 size "8ig John" biplane for .61 en
gines and 4-channel R/C. Bill Northrop.

No.3792 M Y S T E R Y  S4.00
Compact 64" span aerobatic R/C slope 
soarer for 2-channel radio. Al Patterson.

No. 379-O.T. P R IV A T E E R  $6.00
Very clean cabin design from Sept. '38 
M.A.N., 87" span. By Thracy Petrides.

Price includes 3rd Class postage and reprint 
of building instructions (if any). Add 65ť 
PER PLAN for 1st Class postage. Add $1.00  
PER PLAN for overseas orders (except APO 
and FPOI. Complete plans list 35i.

C A LIFO R N IA  R ES ID EN T S  ADD 6% TA X . 

SEND TO:
MODEL BUILDER PLANS SERVICE 

621 WEST NINETEENTH ST. 
COSTA MESA, CALIFORNIA 92627
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Hl·

APPROX..6 oz. 
per revolution

SIX SHOOTER FUEL PUMP
NOW AVAILABLE FOR GASOLINE & DIESEL FUEL

IL

HAND CRANKED 
FOR SAFE 

RELIABLE USE

EITHER
VERSION

$10.95

THE ONLY 
PUMP AVAILABLE 

FOR USE WITH 
DIESEL FUEL

SEE YOUR D EA LER  OR DISTRIBUTOR

DAVE BROWN PRODUCTS
8534 HUDOLESTON CINCINNATI. OHIO 4523E AREA CODE (5131 791 0744

Do you know that almost 
any modern glow engine 
can be converted to ignit
ion R/C operation? We 
stock many sizes by differ
ent manufacturers, conver
ted to ignition and availa
ble for immediate delivery. 
We also can convert your 
favorite engine to ignition. 
All Work guaranteed to 
meet your satisfaction. 
Complete line of ignition 
accessories stocked at all 
times.

77 PRODUCTS 17119 S. HARVARD BLVD. GARDENA, CA 90247

(R?

DON’ T BE F U E LIS H ! 
CHECK OUR P R IC E S !

WE CARRY ONE OF THE FINEST FUELS 
A V A ILA B LE , FEATURING -

•  New high film strength lubricant for 
increased power and engine life.

•  Highest quality ingredients
•  Detergent action to cut varnish.

C O M P LET E  L IN E  O F :
•  B O A TS

• H A R D W A R E  
•  EN G IN ES

•  A C C ES S O R IE S
- i :  Z  Ι Λ  P.O. Box 1868

T r l t  P ip e l in e  I Fremont, C A  94538 
r j  / (415) 656-7072

C A T A LO G  $1 .00

• l » » ·  « · · * ·  mf W/C · · · « <

5% $5.95
L  10% 7.50

15% 8.95
;■ 20% 10.95

40% 16.95
I 50% 19.95
1 60% 22.95

N O T E : Above prices are 
per gallon, p lus shipping.

trim. Add hooks for the rubber band 
hold-downs after covering.
COVERING

Model may be covered with Japanese 
tissue for best results. Colored tissue 
trim will keep the weight down. Leave 
the area under the pilot open so that 
balance adjustments may be made to the 
batteries. A snugly-fitting 1/16 sheet 
"trapdoor” can be fitted later. Do not 
use more than two coats of thinned clear 
dope if you want to keep it light. 
FLYING

Steam out any warps in the wings, 
vertical or horizontal stabilizers. Test 
over tall grass if you can find any. 
Correct any tendency to dive by adding 
thin shims under the rear of the hori
zontal stab (assuming the C.G. has been 
properly located per plan by moving 
batteries). Shim under L.E. if plane stalls. 
Batteries should be shifted only if it 
looks like you are getting a ridiculous 
amount of shim stock packing involved. 
Rudder adjustments may be made by 
cementing a small piece of clear acetate 
sheet to the T.E. of the rudder. If you 
have the approved VL charging unit, 
start out with about a one-m inute 
charge at two amps and see how long 
the motor runs. You want about five 
seconds for the first test, gradually 
building up to the biggie of two minutes 
at two amps. If you don't have the 
charger, you can use a lantern battery 
with a car taillight bulb soldered into 
one of the charging wires. It should glow 
brightly when the batteries are down 
and gradually get dimmer as they fill up. 
It's a bit wasteful, but keeps you from 
overcharging. The original model re
quired no side or downthrust adjust
ments, but these can be made by shim
ming behind the radial motor mount if 
necessary. Some fliers have reported 
better results using a slightly larger prop 
than that supplied with the VL unit, and 
if higher power is required, an extra cell 
can be added to the battery pack for 
more zip. Happy landings! ·

Counter...........Continued from page 14

colored for 72 mhz, and five half-black 
half-colored for 53 mhz. The balls are 
molded from plastic that is claimed to be 
solvent and fuel proof.

Some of the balls’ special qualities are 
that they are very light, are easy to keep 
clean, can’t get tangled up, and are easy 
to change if necessary. The thing that 
impressed me the most is that the colors 
are very bright, and there is no ambigu
ity between colors . . .  no mistaking red 
for orange or blue for purple, which is 
sometimes easy to do with some flags.

Only a buck a ball, from your favorite 
dealer or direct from Kimbrough Prod
ucts, 1430 East St., Andrews Place, Unit E, 
Santa Ana, CA 92705.

* * *
We received a sample of the 2-5/8 

inch scale Bonanza A-36 plans being 
sold by Bud Caddell and Pat Hollock.

(Bud did the designing and building of 
the prototype, Pat did the drafting of the 
plans.) This is the same model that was 
featured on the cover of the April '80 
R/C Scale Modeler, as a close-up photo 
of the nose that revealed flawless detail 
and workmanship. I’ve spent more than 
a couple of minutes looking at that 
photo and still can’t find anything that

gives it away as being a model, it’s so well 
done.

And the plans are equally as nice. The 
three monster sheets show all necessary 
part patterns and a bunch of scale detail, 
and there are several isometric and 
exploded sketches to help the builder 
through the tougher spots. The airplane 
is obviously not for the inexperienced
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builder, even though the prototype has 
proven to be a very docile flier and 
Could almost be compared to a low- 
wing trainer.

As mentioned earlier, the scale is 2-5/8 
inches to the foot, a figure chosen 
because it permits a Webra .91 and 
Tatone manifold to fit comfortably 
inside the cowl. Span is 86 inches, area is

MODEL, COIN 
& STAMP EXPOS

Held throughout Southern California 
by Expos Unlimited. P.0. Box 1761, 
Santa Monica. California 90406. 

Featuring
"Retail Selling Show" ·  post 
offices & auctions ·  ed. & in
vestment seminars ·  exhibits · 
demonstrations

For info: call or write 
Expos (213) 828-2664

1300 sq. inches. Weight of the prototype 
model is 16-1/2 lbs., but the designer 
feels the model will carry 18-19 lbs. 
before the performance begins to dete
riorate. Construction is mainly balsa and 
plywood (lots of it!) with some plastic 
forming and fiberglass work thrown in 
to make it interesting.

The plans sell for $17.50 plus $1.50 
postage, and are shipped rolled in a

FREE FLIGHT 
HARDWARE

T O O L S ,  A C C E S S O R I E S  Λ P R E C I S I O N  C A S T I N G S

WINDING V BALSA 
HOOKS STRIPPERS

U N L I M I T E D  TO  P E A N U T  # · "  A N D  J l "  L E N G T H S

NEW r»Gi«°*ou«r_ik " rs '«*·"« *»· «*· 
t o n  o - r  t o r p e d o ,  o a r  i s  a n d  2 3

C A T A L O G  % *70 0  - v

JIM GRØGKET REPLICAS 
1442 N. FRUIT AVE. 
FRESNO. GA. 93728

" '  ‘  “  O 'S ~ >  l
5 Types

»each

( R a m
Old Timer WW II Army WW II Navy WW II German

363t N KEDVALE AVE 
CHICAGO IL 60641 USA

Perfect for .40-.60 size airplanes/Molded in 2 pieces for easy trimming and joining 
Instructions for joining and painting included/Historically accurate molded details 
Use full figure or cut off part to suit cockpit space/ Paint with plastic model paints 
Lightweight, vac formed plastic—approximately 1 oz.
I___________  If unavailable locally, add $1.00 for direct order. No C .O .D .____________|

mailing tube. To aid builders with the 
finishing, the designers also have 
“ Beechcraft” fin decals available for $2 
per pair. Engraved metal fuselage plates 
that say “ Bonanza” and “ A-36” can also 
be had for $5 for a set of four. From 
Caddell-Hollock, 1525 Badham D r., 
Birmingham, AL 35216.

* * *
Bob Brodeur of Granite State R/C 

Products favored us with one of his 
company’s “ W hispurrrr" mufflers, 
manufactured in three different sizes 
and designed to mate with seven differ
ent adapters that will fit everything from 
,09’s to .80’s.

The Whispurrrr mufflers seem to be 
completely conventional in design and 
feature very nice workmanship. They 
are a combination of machined alumi
num bar stock and seamless tubing and 
have a black (anodized?) finish. The 
manufacturer claims these mufflers will 
meet the FAI noise lim it of 84 db; 
indeed, along with the press release 
came a copy of a letter from a Mr. Irvin 
Searl, who states that he tested the 
Whispurrrr mufflers on three different 
airplanes and engines (all .60 size run
ning between 11,000 and 12,000 rpm) 
and recorded a maximum of 82 db.

All three sizes of the W hispurrrr 
muffler retail for $15.95, complete with 
strap and bolts. Adapters are an addi
tional $3.95 each. A 3/4-inch extension 
can also be purchased for $3.95. Which 
adapter you will need will depend on 
your brand and size of engine; best bet 
would be to send an SASE and ask for the 
order and price list for W hispurrrr 
mufflers and related accessories.

Granite State R/C Products, 405 Main 
St., Nashua, NH 03060.

* * *
Eric Lister, well-known in R/C sail

plane circles for his "Sailp lane De
signer’s Handbook,”  has just finished 
another publication that goes hand-in- 
hand with the SDH. The new one is the 
“ Drag Reduction and Structures Hand
book,”  and contains 56 pages of info on 
airfoils, all forms of airplane drag reduc
tion including V-tails and flying wings, 
shows drag reduction techniques for 
turns and windy weather flying, and lists 
ten different forms of drag reduction 
and shows how effective each one is.

The structural design information is 
laid out in a step-by-step procedure for 
determining whether or not your wing is 
strong enough to withstand the kind of 
pullups you intend to do. An example of 
how to work the numbers through a 
design case is given, fully worked out.

The data in both the drag reduction 
and structural design portions of the 
DRSH is applicable to all types of R/C 
models, even high-speed power ships. 
The book contains 14 tables and 35 
figures, and all the data is given on the 
page where the discussion is located, 
not put in the rear somewhere.

All in all, the DRSH can pull 10-20% of 
the drag out of your model and can 
show you how to design a wing that will 
never break for the type of flying that
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IN TH E  BEST CIRCLES,
IT ’S f i b e r  s k i v e r

A P R E C IS IO N  IN S T R U M E N T  
FO R T H E  D IS C R IM IN A T IN G  M O D E LE R

Safe, Rear Draw-Bar Clutch 
Precision, Instrument-Quality Materials 
Strong-Holding Advanced Collet Design 
Non-Rolling Hex Cross-Section 
Deeply Knurled, Non-Slip Grip 
Long-Life, Stainless,
Surgical Steel Blades

See your dealer, or order direct. 
Dealer inquiries are invited.
A ll direct orders sent postpaid in U .S . 
California residents add 6% sales tax.

20

Available in seven satin anodized handle colors: 
silver, blue, red, green, gold, copper, violet. 
Complete set in fitted hardwood case; includes 
uber Skiver, together w ith two vials containing 
four No. 11, and one each of Nos. 10, 12, 15,
and 2 0 ............... $14.95
Individual handles (specify color) $5.95
Vial of 6 blades (No. 10. 11, or 15) $2 .10

(No. 12 or 20) $3 .30

0
MODEL BUILDER PRODUCTS

621 West Nineteenth St., Costa Mesa, California 92627
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First all-scale Championship selection program in R /C  Precision and Sport 
Scale . The best fliers will do battle in an event specifically for them.' Only the 
cream of the crop in Scale from around the country will compete in the premiere 
Masters Championships this October.

1980 U.S. SCALE MASTERS CHAMPIONSHIPS 
OCTOBER 3, 4, 5. AT MILE SQUARE SITE 

(Fountain Valley, CA)
HOSTED BY SO. CALIF. SCALE SQUADRON 

REGIONAL FLY-OFFS

For more details on the U.S.S.M.C. program, contact: 
Harris Lee, U.S.S.M.C. Coordinating Chairman 
c/o Scale Squadron 
24742 Meridian 
Dana Point, CA 92629 
Phone: (714) 760-9466 (0)

(714) 493-8083 (H)

ALL EVENTS WILL USE THE 1978-79 AMA RULE BOOK

TANGERINE: (Event already Mown
Participation is invitational only for this year)

MINT JULEP (April 26-27):
Oale Arvm. C 0 
3428 Charles Town Pike 
Jefferson in  47130 
Phone (502) 588-9109 (O)

(812) 283-5719 (H)

MATTY SULLIVAN MEET (June 7-·):
Melvin Katz. C O 
9200 New Bustleton Ave 
805 Cabot
Philadelphia. PA 19115 
Phone (215) 676-7618 (H)

WESTERN SCALE NATIONALS (August 16-17):
So Calif Scale Suadron 
Bert Baker C  D 
15712 Graham Ave »1 
Huntington Beach CA 92649 
Phone (714) 893 3364

MILWAUKEE FLYING ELECTRONS (August 23-24):
Russell Knetzger. C D 
2625 E Shorewood Bivd 
Milwaukee Wl 53211 
Phone (414) 271-1862 (O)

•414) 962-0637 (HI 
AMA NATS

(Check with AMA for rule book to be used)

V
PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED AT ALL M EETS -  

APPROPRIATE REGION AL C.D .
CONTACT THE

'This program is designed not to compete with the AMA Nats, but rather to complement it.

you do.
The Drag Reduction and Structures 

Handbook costs $5.98 and is available 
only from Eric Lister, 410 Regina Dr., 
Clarksburg, MD 20734.

* * *
W-K Hobbies, the outfit whose fuel 

we told you about last month, sent us 
a short note about its latest offering, 
the “ Snipe,” a 51-inch tailless sport/pat- 
tern model for engines up to .46 cu. in. 
The kit features an epoxyglass fuselage, 
foam wing cores, hardwood parts, rolled 
plans, and an instruction sheet, for 
$59.95.

Interested fliers can learn more from 
W-K Hobbies, 19 N. Main St., Center
ville, OH 45459.

* * *
A Massachusetts-based kit manufac

turer by the name of Northeast Aero
dynamics has two new models for .40 
size engines: the Train-Air .40, a high- 
wing trainer type; and the Sport-Air .40, 
a low-winger that looks like a loose copy 
of a Piper Cherokee or similar aircraft. 
These airplanes were designed to cope 
with the brute power developed by 
today’s standard .40 R/C engines, and 
are thus larger than most models you’ll 
find in this engine size range. Physical 
specs are the same for both models: 58- 
inch span, 625 sq. inches of wing area, 42 
inches overall length, and 4-1/2 to 5 lbs. 
flying weight. Both also have a semi- 
symmetrical airfoil with flat section, and 
since the dimensions are the same, we 
assume that the same basic wing design 
is used on both models.

The kits boast all balsa and ply con
struction with all parts machine cut, 
along with plans and instructions. Retail 
prices are $52.95 for the Train-Air and 
$57.95 for the Sport-Air. Wing and 
fuselage kits are also available separately. 
From Northeast Aerodynamics, 568 
Main St., Haverhill, MA 01830. ·

Letters............. Continued from page 11
necessary. Don Ί misunderstand me; I am quite

aware who pays the bills. It just seemed like a 
rather useless change to me 

I don’t have any criticisms ol your editorial 
policy or subject coverage It is excellent, and 
your CEs are all very good.

Yours truly. 
Chris M Matsuno 
St John, Missouri 

Thanks for your constructive comments, 
Chris. Well try gradually to incorporate 
contributing editor addresses into their 
column titles. In the meantime, here are 
some of them. Why don't you put them in 
your little black book? Or did you throw that 
away when you took up modeling?

Bill Hannan 
Box A
Escondido, CA 92025 

Walt Mooney 
(see "Bag of Peanuts” ad)

Fernando Ramos 
19361 S. Mesa Dr.
Villa Park. CA 92667 

Tom Hutchinson 
3255 N.W. Crocker Lane 
Albany, OR 97321

You hit the nail on the head when you 
commented on who pays the bills. We really 
personally prefer the original name, and still 
use it in conversations and on many of our 
printed forms. As with Bill vs. William or 
Chris vs. Christopher, let's just consider it 
our nickname.

Workbench . . . Continued from page 10
Three hundred years later, the famous 

French model developer, Pierre Poilu, 
used Leonardo's notes to analyze his 
early failures, and thus mistakenly as
sumed that his problems were also, "La 
Gravitation de C en tre ."  (Pierre  was 
eventually successful, and is credited 
with the first rubber powered model. He 
also discovered the folding prop by 
launching a fully wound model into a 
stone wall; but this idea was not fully 
appreciated until the perfection of prop 
hinges some 75 years later.)

In England, the famous modeling  
pioneers, P .D .Q . Jensen and R.P .M . 
Stringbag, also contributed to the CC 
movement. They are rem em bered  
chiefly for the first indoor engined free

flight (with a steam powered Conastoga 
wagon) at the London Fun Trucking 
Exhibition of 1878. However, their real 
contribution was the English translation 
of Poilu’s data which clarified his La G 
de C as simply, Center of Gravity.

U.S. modelers quickly slangized this 
to, “C C ,"  which became ubiquitous 
(with the exception, of course, of Rus
sian modelers who call it, Navozajuski- 
sanovitch . . . which roughly translated 
means, "small mule with a blue nose.")

During the Golden Age of the '30s and 
’40s, CC was vigorously dissected in the 
legendary Winter/Coldberg debates, 
which raged in the national mags for two 
decades. Winter proclaimed CC could 
affect stability if it was positioned two 
chords above and about six inches 
behind the model. Goldberg pooh- 
poohed this concept, maintaining sta
bility only required a very high pylon, 
and painting the model red. (These  
stimulating arguments were voided, of 
course, with the advent of radio control 
models, as AMA rules no longer re
quired them to show proof of a CC.

In the end, it was the grand old math 
maestro, Charles Grant, who finally 
solved the whole CC dilemma. After 
only 642 pages of equations he proved 
that if CC was a stability problem, it 
could be removed. And, as if this stag
gering revelation were not enough, he 
also added the critical fine point that all 
the others had missed; i.e., CC should 
only be removed 1/32 at a time, and on 
high perform ance models the limit 
could be as small as 1/64!

Once this major breakthrough had 
been made, of course, the apple fell, and 
the whole concept became obvious to 
the rankest layman. . . and another page 
in modeling history, was history.”  
WHERE ARE YOU, RON?

Will Ronald E. Kirchner please write 
Walt Schroder, in care of this magazine? 
Walt requires the address so he can 
answer Ron's letter of April 25, 1979 
which was forwarded from M .A .N . 
without envelope or address. ·
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SUPERTIGRE SCHNUERLE S -40  R /C  S -3 6
Mr. G . (Garofali) takes this opportunity to 
introduce the new series " S "  Supertigre with 
a slight assist from Mr. M - that's me, the 
writer, John Maloney. Supertigre's, out of 
the hands of Mr. G , have been around since 
very shortly after World War II and for many 
years dominated the racing events of the 
U/Control circles. In U/C's heyday, 50% of 
all U/Control events at the U. S . Nationals 
were won by Supertigre engines. Undoubt
edly, U/Control speed competition was the 
proving ground for engines, as the high RPM 
was virtually destructive. Mr. G is the old 
man of the speed circle business.

We bring up this history to bring some in
sight into our commentary on the struc
ture of the " S "  series. The " S "  series is a

twin ball bearing engine with a MAG V 
carb, loc cone retained drive washer, bar 
stock rod, aluminum piston with ring, 
and a massive bar stock, squish band head. 
Years of experience have told Mr. G. just 
what brand of cast iron to make the rings 
out of, how much ring clearance, how to 
design the head so it retains heat (thermal 
dwell) when the engine is idled down. In 
glo engines a certain amount of head heat 
aids good ignition. The piston is of a 
special cast aluminum alloy to keep the 
piston expansion and growth to a mini
mum. The pistons are heat cycled in the 
factory so that most of this growth is 
dissipated before the engine is assembled. 
The machine bar stock rod is of a special 
aluminum alloy and is one of the best in

the business. Mr. G's bearings w ill generally 
outrun most model airplane bearings over 
the long haul; hence, the reputation that 
Supertigre has for long life.

We have here at World Engines another 
oldtime speed man, Harry Roe, who tested 
this " S "  series. These results are on 5% 
nitro fuel with no muffler. 9 -4  prop -  
18,100. 9 -6%  prop -  1 5 ,8 0 0 .1 0 -6  prop -  
14,000. Harry is delighted with this new 
addition to the Supertigre range and com
ments that the S 4 0  series, from a design 
standpoint, is the big brother of the new 
X-25.

Supertigre S-40 with throttle and muffler 
-  S99.95. S-36 U/C less muffler - S77.95.

World Engines
8960 ROSSASH AVE., CINCINNATI, OHIO 45236 TELEPHONE (513)793-5900 TELEX 214 557



MRC-TAMIYA'S BAJA RACING BUGGIES
Wail Through Water, Sizzle Through Sand,

Plow Through Mud Like No Other R/C Electric Car Kits Ever Made.
THERE’S NO MATCH FOR THEIR STRENGTH AND 

s t a b i l  . . .  one look will tell you there has never 
been anything like them. They're built like trucks, 
run like cheetahs, and can take anything off-the- 
road competition can dish out.

Designed to conquer the treacherous Baja, these 
1/10 scale racing buggies take punishment and 
give all out pleasure. No R/C car has ever been so 
innovatively engineered to give you such com
plete control and roadability on every terrain.

ROAD TAMING FEATURES FOUND ONLY IN FULL 
SIZE RACING BUGGIES . . .  Tw o forward and reverse 
speeds propelled by a massive .05 electric motor 
provide the power. Four adjustable, heavy duty, 
shock absorbers that are actually filled with oil 
give you stability for all four semi-pneumatic tires. 
Each buggy has deep ribbed front tires for stable 
tracking. The Sand Scorcher boasts special sand 
tires in the rear, while the Rough Rider uses thick, 
block pattern rear tires for super traction. A pre
cisely operating independent 4-wheel suspension 
system smooths the jolts, flattens the bumps. A

ligh tw e igh t, strong die-cast alum inum  fro n t 
suspension with a double trailing arm assures 
positive control over any terrain. The ball joints 
are even connected to the tie rod for simple 
adjustment. And because you build these brutes 
from kit form, you’ll be able to adjust, fix and 
modify. You'll know your machine . . . you can 
conquer the world.

WE’VE GOT y o u  COVERED... on the underside you 
will find a sealed metal transmission box to keep 
the mud and elements off the guts. Tw o  special 
rubber boots protect the steering cage and switch 
harness, and a waterproof radio/battery box with 
cam locks keeps your system dry and clean. No 
one has ever taken such design care with an R/c 
car before.

It’s all here, from the thick reinforced fiberglass 
main frame to the specially constructed front 
bumper. The only vehicles that come close to 
these revolutionary mean machines are the full 
size buggies. See these at your hobby dealer and 
get moving off the road.

MRC ★ ★Model Rectifier Corporation ·  2500 Woodbridge Avenue ·  Edison, N.J. 08817
T A M IY A
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